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Abstract

This thesis introduces ‘intelligent country modelling’, an intelligent decision-making tool to 

analyse macroeconomic structural issues. The Chinese dual-track economic model is selected to 

investigate the transitions from a centrally planned to a market-oriented economy and from a 

rural-agricultural to an urban-industrialised country. The model analyses Chinese provinces 

according to their growth type determining the regions that should adopt more rapid or gradualist 

policies. It also explores China’s trading partner’s over- or under-traded behaviour relative to 

bilateral trade flow knowledge. The understanding accomplished by this intelligent tool provides 

insight into China’s future economic prospective thus assisting policy makers to design 

alternative strategies for country-specific sustainable equally distributed growth.

The thesis presents the design, implementation and evaluation of a new intelligent systems model, 

the Growth and Trade Country Analyser (GTCA), to combine the analysis of China’s interior 

growth structure and international trade actions. The technical implications when considering 

building such a system are significant. Firstly, complex multivariate provincial data and regional 

growth indicators that occupy insignificant values or different provincial growth descriptions 

leave the assessed database sparse and incomplete. Secondly, asymmetric bilateral trade flows 

caused from different magnitude data sets for developed and developing countries make crucial 

prediction points noisy. These implications are solved by employing the GTCA that applies 

effective non-trivial detection and translation of explicit knowledge structures where complexity 

makes it impossible for human observation, statistical analysis or other intelligent methods.

The GTCA integrates two separate stages. The first stage employs Self-Organising Maps (SOMs) 

which combine clustering and projection algorithms to analyse the complex joint effect of the 

long-term growth factors and the critical properties of provincial growth structure by visualising 

and locating individual Chinese provinces on the map according to their growth type at a 2D 

level. The second stage uses genetic programming to determine the symbolic relationship that 

predicts over- or under-traded partner behaviour in China’s real-world trading environment from 

interacting sets of bilateral trade flows.

Intelligent country modelling contributes to the detection, extraction and translation of previously 

unknown potentially useful economic growth and trade data element relationships. It reformulates 

policy goals through a feedback loop based on the results solving technical implications including 

noisy asymmetric trade flows and multivariate provincial growth range data. This model tests the 

SOM’s ability to characterise complex provincial growth indicators and visualise important 

features of different dimensionality. This intelligent decision-making tool is believed to be the 

first designed to analyse economic policies and also the first intelligent model developed to 

identify China’s economic growth structure and trading environment through observation of its 
reform period.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the Growth and Trade Country Analyser

Chapter 1 presents the motivation behind this thesis to create a Growth and Trade 
Country Analyser and introduces intelligent country modelling. Established techniques to 
recent developments are identified in a brief overview o f  economic modelling in 
intelligent systems. The research hypothesis and objectives are presented and the 
research contributions are listed. In the final section, a thesis map organises the rest o f  
the study into chapters.

1.1 Motivation for Intelligent Country Modelling
The research goal of this thesis is to investigate and develop tools for automating the application 

of intelligent systems for macroeconomic structural issues. In the past three decades the 

application domain of intelligent systems research has accelerated significantly, gaining 

acceptance in numerous diverse scientific research fields. There is an increasing objective to 

develop, evaluate and refine these techniques to produce more accurate and effective solutions to 

real-world problems. This necessity emerges from the belief that these systems analyse research 

applications in an abstract manner extracting them from their actual environment, ultimately 

increasing the possibility of performing in an unstable manner when faced with inevitable 

deviations. This thesis proposes the design of a decision making tool that aims to prove that 

intelligent techniques can efficiently and consistently deal with complex real world problems in 

an automated manner. An intelligent decision support analyser is designed to upgrade an expert’s 

decision making in macroeconomic policies.



Development and information economics question the conventional form of decision making in 

macroeconomic structural issues - growth and trade policies -  arguing that good economic 

policies have the power to change the lives of people in developing and emerging economies. 

They stress the need for models that adopt the position of providing explicit knowledge into 

growth and trade laws to explain the fluctuations, declines and recessions, that influence the 

development of market economies all over the world [Chom96], [Tod99], [Stig02].

World organisations, including the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank (ADB), 

emphasise the need for models that pursue a country’s autonomous reform in economic policies 

by proposing alternative views of economic development strategies. The complex 

multidimensional issue of economic development looks at the social, political and institutional 

changes necessary to rapidly improve the standard of living especially for poor people in 

developing countries. This rapid improvement occurs with the reduction and elimination of 

poverty, inequality, and unemployment within a growing economy and the production of more 

life sustaining necessities such as food shelter, health care, and the broadening of their 

distribution [Nas99], [Stig02].

In order for these macroeconomic development policies to be successful, governments are 

required to play a more active role in shaping markets by promoting new technology and 

investment policies and guiding the order and pace in which they initiate these reforms with 

extreme care [Stig02]. An important obstacle to this development is the way in which advanced 

industrial countries retain their own barriers in primary interest goods while pushing developing 

countries to eliminate theirs, preventing them from exporting their products and consequently 

depriving them of export income. A combination of labour and business interests in highly 

developed countries jeopardises international trade relations and laws of free trade due to 

stimulation of protectionist interests. Duties of selling products below cost are called dumping 

duties and are seen as austere protectionism [HoeKo95], [Krug99]. International trade laws 

examine these legal and institutional aspects of today's global trading system and focus on how 

countries can conduct trade in goods and services across national borders in a fair manner for all 

parties concerned. Another important issue in defective use of trade laws is the economic policies 

imposed by powerful world organisations to developing countries such as the unnecessary cutting 

out of food subsidies that can be afforded [KleinOl].
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Figure 1.1, shows the interdependency o f the order and pace in growth and trade policies required 

to initiate successful economic development. Stability and equality are the criteria for pacing and 

sequencing in growth policy formation, whereas trade policy criteria that promote these features 

are transparency and fair trade.

owth Pohcies

Stability Equality

Pacing

Sequencing

Fair
TradeTransparency

 ̂Trade Policies #

Figure 1.1 Structural Policies Criteria

Asymmetries in information of growth and trade policies between particular regions and country 

groups can cause erroneous decision-making that is extremely costly for countries and their 

governments. There does not seem to be a system available that deals with these asymmetries. 

The main objective in this study is to propose such a tool in order to assist in detecting and 

evaluating the asymmetries that cause structural inequalities in the world economy [Stig02]. It is 

concerned with the design, implementation and evaluation o f an intelligent systems model, 

namely the Growth and Trade Country Analyser [GTCA], which contributes to testing the 

effectiveness o f alternative policies in sustaining long term economic development. Moreover, the 

GTCA allows experts to capture the important interactions among the policies pursued under 

different economic circumstances.

The importance o f such a tool is substantial since it employs intelligent systems to extract 

previously unknown information to assist in the analysis o f crucial country-specific structural 

issues and the modelling o f policies to deal with these issues. It achieves this by analysing 

country growth structure and predicting international trade actions. It analyses provinces 

according to their growth type, determining the regions o f a country that should adopt more rapid 

or gradualist policies for rural-agricultural to urban-industrial transitions and explores over or 

under-traded partner behaviour relative to bilateral trade flow knowledge. The Growth and Trade

11



Country Analyser aims to help experts in fields including development and information 

economics to design policies that will help countries achieve sustainable growth and also ensure 

that it is shared more equitably.

1.2 Research Goals
The research goal of this thesis is to investigate and develop tools for automating the application 

of intelligent systems in macroeconomic structural issues. The techniques introduced aim to 

provide a general purpose methodology for developing intelligent country modelling tools for 

understanding a country’s economic prospective. The main research objective is introduced 

below together with a summary of the key aims.

1.2.1 Main Research Objective

The main objective of this research is:

The design and evaluation o f an intelligent decision making tool to analyse 

country growth type and determine trade behaviour from bilateral trade flows.

The selection of successful country-specific growth and trade policies between high income 

developed countries and emerging developing economies has become a central component in the 

future of economic centres dynamics. There seems to be a knowledge gap between the ability to 

understand structurally different economies and trying to integrate them into the world economy 

while preserving their distinct economic identity. The main objective of this thesis is to reduce 

this gap through the design, analysis and experimentation of an intelligent systems model that 

automates knowledge discovery and translates implicit into explicit knowledge.

Choosing the correct intelligent computational techniques to explain this knowledge gap in both 

growth and trade policies is not trivial. Adding to this decisive selection of the main components 

of the system is the fact emphasised by the NFL theorems [WolpMa97] that there is no universal 

algorithm for all possible problems. There is no single intelligent system to both provide a direct 

visualisation of different provincial growth types and discover the equation determining a 

country’s trade environment. Consequently, we employ two different intelligent techniques, Self- 

Organising Maps (SOMs) to extract information about the effect of differing provincial growth 

policies and Genetic Programming (GP) to discover the mathematical relationship in country- 

specific trade actions.

12



Conventional statistical tools rank growth according to indicator volume which does not consider 

the numerous differing factors that affect and characterise each province’s growth pattern. The 

SOM solves this problem since with its projection and clustering capabilities it is able to extract 

information from multiple criteria in parallel providing feature classification and representation in 

a graphic and intuitive form. We employ the SOM to synthesise and visualise multivariate 

provincial growth data sets, detecting and illustrating structures within the data and classifying 

the provinces into categories with different growth identities.

The second intelligent technique we use is GP due to its unique ability to identify and explain 

relationships in continuously evolving dynamic environments. Conventional models usually focus 

on finding the coefficients determining trade for a particular country rather than identifying the 

functional form that best specifies the country’s bilateral trade actions. GP is employed to 

genetically breed populations of trading rules in order to find a symbolic relationship that best 

expresses China’s bilateral trade environment through Darwinian natural selection processes.

T h e  R e p u b lic  o f  C hina

Figure 1.2 -  Component Sequence o f  the GTCA model

Figure 1.2 graphically depicts the different components and processes taking place in the GTCA. 

We start with an initially grey geographical map of China, with little or no knowledge about the 

data sets we have collected depicted by the grey pieces floating towards the GTCA model. Once 

inserted into the model two different processes take place; provincial growth type classification 

and identification o f trade environment created by partner countries trade actions. The main 

GTCA box with neurone connections represents the SOM and the DNA helix features the GP 

structure. Once processed, the data emerges from the GTCA tool with different colours 

illustrating the new knowledge acquired from the tool. Each coloured data input now explains a 

specific feature o f the Chinese environment on a provincial and national level.

13



1.2.2 Thesis Aims
The key thesis aims that complement the overall objective described in the previous section are 

listed in this section with a brief explanation. A detailed discussion of each aim is found in the 

respective chapters throughout the rest of the thesis.

The proposal of intelligent modelling of economic policies

Erroneous decision-making on growth and trade policy issues due to asymmetries in information 

has proved extremely costly for countries and their governments. Although this is a problem 

affecting all countries in the world economy, there is no tool available to assist experts and world 

organisations to design better policies based on the knowledge acquired from policy interactions 

under different economic circumstance. The demand for an intelligent tool that reduces the 

knowledge gap between structurally different economies and the policies needed to regulate long

term economic development is the reason for proposing intelligent modelling of economic 

policies and introducing the Growth and Trade Country Analyser (GTCA). The GTCA employs 

two crucial intelligent components, Self-Organising Maps and Genetic Programming.

The investigation of SOM provincial growth analysis

In section 1.3 we provide a survey of many different applications of the SOM. The World Poverty 

Map application provides initial indications of the SOMs ability to portray complex correlations 

of unstructured data that form a socio-economic 2D mapping. It is this feature of the SOM that 

we use to investigate China’s distinct and differing provincial growth types (Chapters 2 and 4).

Employing GP to determine bilateral trade actions

This objective is related to the use of GP to find the equation that portrays China’s trade 

environment and the use of this equation to identify future partner country’s actions. GP is 

modelled to determine the relationship between China and trade actions of developed and 

developing partner countries. Unlike other economic applications in GP -  surveyed in section 1.3 

-  there is no formal equation expressing a country’s trading environment, thus we do not know 

what the final relationship should be and assess the results according to our reference data 

(Chapters 3 and 5).

The identification of crucial components, capabilities and limitations of this 

intelligent analyser

The validation and assessment tests on growth policy analysis at a provincial level and bilateral 

trade behaviour at a national level that are performed should identify benefits and boundaries of 

the two individual sub-systems and the system as a whole (Chapters 6 and 7).

14



1.3 Brief Overview of Intelligent Economic Modelling
In this section we provide a brief introduction to intelligent techniques and their application to 

economic modelling. Most of the early research in intelligent systems was biologically inspired 

and did not directly relate to devising new methods of computation. However, in the 1940’s 

mathematical modelling of neurones was introduced by the McCulloch-Pitts model [McCulP43] 

and Hebbian [Hebb49] learning, which researched adaptivity and learning in simple computing 

devices for modelling neurological activity in the brain. Computational biology techniques were 

established later in the 1960’s by Rossenblatt’s [Rosen62] study of perceptrons and in 1970’s 

Kohonen’s [Koh89] modelling of activity in the visual cortex concentrated on finding biological 

credible models of self-organisation.

The same period launched the field of evolutionary-inspired computation algorithms for 

optimisation and machine learning. Rechenberg [Rech73] introduced evolution strategies, 

designed to optimise real-valued parameters for devices such as airfoils, a concept that was 

further developed by Schwefel in the 1970’s. Meanwhile, Fogel, Owens and Walsh [F0OW66] 

developed evolutionary programming, where candidate solutions (finite-state machines) to given 

tasks were evolved by randomly mutating their state-transition diagrams and selecting the fittest. 

In contrast to the above techniques, [Holl75] studied adaptation as it occurs in nature and focused 

on developing mechanisms to import natural adaptation in computer systems through the 

development of genetic algorithms (GAs). Inspired by Holland’s technique Koza [Koza89] 

developed genetic programming (GP) where computers try to program themselves by evolving 

programs. The past 40 years have spawned many important intelligent techniques. This study will 

focus on the Kohonen Self-Organising Map and Genetic Programming which will provide the 

background for much of the work presented in the later chapters.

1.2.1 Established Techniques
The focus of biologically inspired techniques on the mathematical modelling of neurological 

activity in the brain generated artificial neural networks, intelligent techniques that imitate 

specific procedures of the nerve cells in the brain. Neural networks are able to learn directly from 

data sets, they adapt to changing knowledge environments and make flexible decisions on 

imprecise and incomplete data. They are classified as employing supervised or unsupervised 

learning. Supervised networks use external criteria to match the network’s output, whereas 

unsupervised apply input patterns but supply no target outputs. In unsupervised learning there is 

more of an interaction between neurones, typically with interlayer connections between neurones 

promoting self-organisation [KinJ97].

15



The Kohonen Self-Organising Map (SOM) [Koh89] is such an unsupervised neural network. 

Kohonen showed that SOM feature maps can be developed in artificial neural systems as a 

consequence of simple learning rules. The layered structure of self-organisation of the visual 

cortex in the cerebral hemispheres of the brain with no external teacher to guide the structures 

development is the process that inspired Kohonen to create the SOM. In the visual part of the 

cerebral cortex, electrical stimulation of the cells produces the sensation of light, causing specific 

layers of neurones to be sensitive to particular orientations of input stimuli, responding either to 

horizontal or vertical lines. The orientation-specific layout of the SOM mimics these workings in 

the cortex and is a unique method that combines projection and clustering algorithms [Kaski97], 

[Ves97], [VesOO].

SOMs have been successful in many different application fields including industry [SiVe99], 

financial forecasting [MarSer95], textual data mining (WEBSOM) [KoKHLOO], brain 

organisation [KohHa99], and world economic profiles [KaKo96]. From these successful 

applications important features of its capabilities emerged, including its ability to represent 

graded relationships and its innovative manner in finding unexpected structures in historical and 

high-dimensional data. This performance of the SOM is influenced by the choice of cost function, 

variables, neighbourhood architecture and learning duration.

The other important technique employed in this thesis is obtained fi*om the field of evolutionary- 

inspired computation algorithms developed by [Koza89] called genetic programming (GP). 

Genetic programming is a descendent of genetic algorithms which mimics the process of natural 

populations that evolve according to the principle of the “survival of the fittest” stated first by 

Charles Darwin [Dar59]. It automatically generates and evolves computer programs towards 

increasingly better regions of a search space through the use of randomised processes of selection, 

crossover and mutation. It favours the best solutions to a specific problem without being 

explicitly programmed and maintains a certain level of diversity rather than focusing on one 

specific solution [Koza92a]. The GP technique allows the size and complexity of candidate 

solutions to increase over evolution by operating on nonlinear tree structured material with 

crossover operators defined so as to preserve the syntactic correctness of the program [Kinn94].

The GP technique has succeeded in evolving correct programs to solve problems in a number of 

varied application fields, including performing optical character recognition [Andre94], protein 

classification [Handl93], image processing [DaBRV96], electronic circuit design [Koza96] and 

car monitoring for pollution control [HaBM94], [Lan98]. GP uses fitness evaluation, a population 

of program solutions to search the space rather than a single solution, and also probabilistic 

transition rules. Research in all these applications fields concluded that the genetic programming 

approach should be employed in complex real-world applications due to its power of effect.
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1.3.2 Recent Developments
One of the most important recent economic developments of the Kohonen Self-Organising Map 

(SOM) is the formation of a socio-economic mapping, the World Poverty Map [KasKo95], that 

visualises World Bank indicators that describe welfare and poverty structures of the world. 

Through this research application, an exceptional capability of the SOM to portray complex 

correlations in unstructured statistical data on a 2D map has been identified. General-purpose 

function estimators employed by some intelligent systems researchers give rough calculations that 

can fail to achieve desired accuracy and reliability relative to the eventual extensive costs 

associated with wrong decision-making [Kaski97]. SOM-based exploratory data analysis was 

employed for the creation of the World Poverty Map in order to solve the above implications with 

the only intervention being introducing new data sets presented in an easily understandable 

format, as the map compares standards of living in different countries.

Another important application includes the Spanish banking crisis of 1977-85 and the financial 

state of Spanish companies in 1990 and 1991, which demonstrates the SOMs capability, as an 

unsupervised neural network, to cluster input patterns according to their similarity when outputs 

are unobtainable [SerMa93]. In the first case study, without prior information, the self-organising 

map discovers similarities between the patterns and clusters the banks according to their solvent 

or bankrupt state. In the second case study, using financial data for 1990 and 1991 from 84 

Spanish companies, the map finds features of large liquidity and small profitability or large debt 

where similar companies are clustered. [DebKo98] present a collection of SOM applications in 

economics and finance from various authors.

[Koza92a] employed genetic programming to rediscover basic physical laws including Kepler’s 

3"̂  ̂ law and Ohm’s law from experimental data. [Levy92] adds that not only did GP rediscover 

Kepler’s 3’̂'̂ law but also discovered an earlier conjecture by the mathematician from one of its 

interim solutions with high fitness. [Koza92b] then applied the technique to eliciting the quantity 

theory of money or the exchange equation which relates the price level, gross national product, 

money supply, and velocity of money in an economy. Koza set the basis for GP applications in 

economics by evolving the entire equation and not just the parameters of the exchange equation, 

thus demonstrating its capability as a knowledge discovery tool. Finding the functional form of 

this econometric model is viewed as searching a space of possible computer programs for the 

particular computer program that produces the desired solution. This desired solution can be 

found by genetically breeding populations of computer programs in a Darwinian competition 

using genetic operators.
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[Koza92b] motivated a series o f economic applications o f genetic programming in the mid-90s 

including [Neel97] and [AlKaij99] that adopted the GP approach to discover profitable technical 

trading rules for the foreign exchange market and stock market. Keber in [Keb99] and [KebOO] 

showed that genetically determined formulas outperformed calculations o f analytical 

approximations o f volatility based on the Black-Scholes model. [ChidOO] also calculated option 

prices deriving approximations that depicted that GP-models outperformed various other models.

Both SOMs and GPs are well established search techniques in Artificial Intelligence. The task o f 

selecting the one that represents and analyses the application problem in the most efficient 

manner is not trivial. [WolpMa97] argue in the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorems that there is no 

universal algorithm for all possible problems since if a technique fits a particular problem 

accurately, there exist other problems for which its performance is as limited as random search. 

Consequently, we employ each search technique to perform a particular task, which is outlined in 

the following section.

1.3.3 Intelligent Modelling Design Requirements
Requirements o f economic data analysis and intelligent systems essentially have a similar 

objective; to design a model that can generalise future events based on past behaviour. These 

requirements for both scientific fields are listed below and figure 1.3 indicates how these 

validation criteria are equivalent and complement each other.

Economic Analysis

Description

ExpWmWon

Prediction

Representation

Accuracy

Reliability

Intelligent Systems

Validity

■■il

Figure 1.3 -  Intelligent Country M odelling D esign Criteria

The criteria for assessing economic forecasting include [Chat89]:

o Description The search for dominant features that describe the main properties o f the

specific data set;

o Explanation Detecting how the most important variables affect each other;

o Prediction —> Finding future values.
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The criteria for assessing the performance of an intelligent system [MiCM86] are:

o  Validity —> The representation accuracy when compared to the real-world problem; 

o Abstraction level —> The capacity and accuracy of exploring the data set for an accurate 

representation; and 

o Effectiveness The reliability of the representation.

Both validity and description criteria require representations of the specific data set. Abstraction 

and explanation are both focus on determining the accuracy of the representation through the 

detailed exploration of the data. Finally, effectiveness measures the reliability and accuracy of the 

prediction. It is these similarities shared between the two fields of economic analysis and 

intelligent techniques that make economic analysis an extremely convenient domain in which to 

apply intelligent system techniques.

1.4 Research Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. The design and evaluation of an intelligent decision making tool to automate knowledge 

discovery of previously unknown relationships between economic growth and trade elements 

while solving technical implications including noisy asymmetric trade flows and multivariate 

provincial growth range data.

2. The design and development of the first successful intelligent decision-making tool that 

identifies some of the many crucial features of China’s economic growth structure and trading 

environment through observation of its entire reform period.

3. Incorporating projection and vector quantisation methods in parallel, the SOM algorithm is 

used to characterise inputs it has never seen before and locate missing input data based on the 

trained map. It classifies underlying policies promoting province-specific growth and visualises 

important features of the different dimensions of growth inequality by modifying its internal state.

4. The use of GP to search for the symbolic relationship expressing and determining a dynamic 

evolving environment fi*om the formation of over or under-trading rules relative to bilateral trade 

flows. The discovery of secondary symbolic forms highlighting the level each variable influences 

the main trade relationship and the acquisition of these secondary equations fi*om the GP via high 

partial crediting.
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5. The creation of a database (electronic version) of the Chinese provinces for the entire reform 

period including agriculture, industry, construction, population, energy and GDP figures.

1.5 Thesis Map
Chapter 2 gives an insight into China’s internal state, observing the economic reform strategies, 

and the growth divergence of eastern, central and western provinces. Recent and pre-reform 

economic growth in the different regions is overviewed. The need for a system that lays the 

foundation for sector-specific analysis and investigates the strategic considerations that could 

influence policy directions is emphasised. The Kohonen algorithm is introduced together with its 

features, including the ability to encapsulate clustering and projection methods, its integration 

with exploratory data analysis and the criteria for selecting its main parameters.

Chapter 3 focuses on the structurally diverse Chinese trading policies and how they affect China’s 

trading partner’s behaviour. In order to determine the Chinese trade environment we employ 

genetic programming to identify the mathematical relationship measuring trade flows between 

China and its trading partners. The preliminary GP steps are introduced together with the 

selection of primary and secondary genetic operators. We discuss tree representation, effective 

program size, program efficiency, and genetic diversity and provide the mathematical proof of 

GP evolution using Price’s Covariance and Selection Theorem to artificial evolution.

Chapter 4 focuses on the first part of the GTCA. It explores the strategic importance of SOM- 

based design in providing direct visualisation and location of the numerous Chinese provinces 

according to their distinct competitive growth strategies and geopolitical identities. The spectrum 

of SOM’s abilities is widened by applying it to overall provincial growth self-organisation of the 

Chinese provinces. The extent to which each indicator influences the growth type of each 

province is also investigated by the SOM.

Chapter 5 focuses on the second part of the GTCA that tries to identify the functional form that 

best specifies China’s bilateral trade behaviour through empirical trade flow data. Genetic 

programming is employed to portray the main relationship of China’s trade pattern in the 

international market and forecast the future relationship of the state variables of the system. 

Discrepancies in export figures between China and its trading partners mainly due to re-exports 

via Hong-Kong are adjusted. The theorem of the gravity equation is employed to obtain trade 

flow knowledge from input data.

Chapter 6 described the combination of the algorithmic components explored in Chapters 4 and 5 

providing the basic structure of an intelligent country analyser encapsulating direct visualisation
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and location of complex unstructured correlations with the search for mathematical relationships 

determining evolving environments. The Growth and Trade Country Analyser (GTCA) is 

validated and assessed on its ability to investigate economic policy features in the European 

Union countries firstly in terms of the entire system and then with its separate components. The 

performance and applicability of the entire systems model as well as its individual components is 

validated. Finally, the model is assessed according to the design requirements and the research 

contributions are revisited.

Chapter 7 concludes this research leading to significant findings about the effectiveness and 

importance of the GTCA system created and applied, and for the future prospective of its 

application spectrum. The intelligent country modelling research area was proposed with the 

design of an analysis tool that comprises two separate intelligent systems that investigate different 

aspects of the Chinese economy. The final section proposes various new features for the GTCA 

system and some research areas that can be studied to extend and upgrade the system.

1.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced intelligent country modelling to assist experts in modelling 

alternative economic policies. It has also explained the motivation for the creation of a growth 

and trade country analyser based on intelligent country modelling. The analyser model outlines 

the ability to detect explicit knowledge, avoid extensive costs, achieve desired accuracy and 

present complex incomplete data sets in an easily understandable form. These are benefits that 

promote automation with minimal intervention, capture explicit features and solve technical 

implications and are introduced in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2

SOM-based Provincial Growth Design

Chapter 2 gives an insight into China 5 internal state, observing the economic reform 
strategies, and the growth divergence o f  coastal, border and inland provinces. Recent 
and pre-reform economic growth in the different regions is overviewed. The need fo r  a 
system that lays the foundation fo r  sector-specific analysis and investigates the strategic 
considerations that could influence policy directions is emphasised. The Kohonen 
algorithm is introduced together with its features including the ability to encapsulate 
clustering and projection methods, its integration with exploratory data analysis and the 
criteria fo r  selecting its main parameters.

2.1 China’s Internal State
In order to understand China’s national economy two distinct stages of development are 

described:

o Adoption and implementation o f a Soviet-type economy from 1952-1977 

o Gradual economic reform toward a market-led economic system since 1978.

Prior to 1978, China faced a hostile international environment with political isolation and 

economic embargoes. Political leaders adopted a heavy industry-oriented development strategy to 

catch up with developed western countries. By 1992 the solid foundations were established when 

China formally embraced the theory of building “socialism with Chinese characteristics” 

adopting the profile of a “socialist market economy”. This “gradual” reform strategy was 

described as a dual-track approach - the coexistence of a market track and a plan track - and was 

launched simultaneously in the agricultural sector, in rural and urban manufacturing industry, as 

well as domestic and foreign trade [Good97], [FZZ02].
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This transformation from an underdeveloped country with a high incidence of poverty to an 

emerging industrialised one and from a command to a market economic philosophy was 

conducted in ways that ensured that the underlying social philosophy and the social fabric of the 

society were preserved [StiHSOO]. China’s reform experience depicts that by retaining previously 

developed social and organisational capital and transforming it in ways that enhance future 

efficiency and productivity sets the stage for the next steps in a continuing dual-transformation 

reform process [Lar94].

2.1.1 Factors of Pre- and Post- Reform Growth Policies

The initial reforms were intended simply to make improvements to the performance of a 

command economy. Its successful evolutionary approach to decentralisation and rural 

reformation based on the three key processes in growth analysis - enhanced efficiency and 

productivity, accumulation of capital, and sectoral reallocation of factors - produced a market 

economy intertwined with a mixture of features of a command economy. For more than two 

decades China’s real Gross National Product (GNP) grew around 9.6% per year compared to the 

average of 5.6% between 1953 and 1978 [StiHSOO], [Nas99], [Chow94].

Policies that contributed to the qualitative differences of the pre- and post-1978 economic growth 

status include [StigHSOO]:

o The opening of the Chinese economy to trade and direct investment, 

o Extension of the range of physical and managerial techniques, and 

o The réintroduction of economic incentives.

These policies can be explained with two interrelatedfactors [StigHSOO]:

o The central strand of economic growth in a developing economy is the transfer of labour 

from farming to non-farming activities, and 

o The rural economy has been the major locus of institutional transformations in the form 

of the decollectivisation of farming and an explosive growth of rural industry.

Results of these policies so far depict that governmental production-enhancing investments, such 

as agricultural research and development, irrigation, rural education, and infrastructure (including 

roads, electricity, and telecommunications) contributed not only to agricultural production 

growth, but also to reduction of rural poverty and regional inequality. Investment in the priority 

sectors of agriculture, physical infrastructure (telecommunications, transportation, and energy), 

and services (health, education, banking, and insurance) increased substantially. The rapid 

demographic transition to low-fertility slowed the annual population growth rate boosting 

economic growth since declining fertility led to higher rates of saving. The rise in real income in 

both urban and rural areas reduced the gap between these two incomes as well as the number of
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people living below the poverty line. This growth in China was fuelled by a combination of two 

economy-wide reform policies [Chow94], [FZZ02], [LloZhOO]: 

o Decentralisation and 

o Restructuring of the rural economy.

Decentralisation
Decentralisation before the reform era and promotion of self-sufficiency for regions provided a 

valuable platform for China’s transition. One striking feature of China’s economic transition is its 

strong dualistic nature which is heavily dominated by state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and tight 

controls while also influenced by high degree of liberalism and the township, village and private 

enterprises (TVEs). In the late 1970s rural poverty and unemployment drove the peasants to 

develop rural enterprises, when the central government decided to liberalise controls of the 

economy with the active support of the local governments. Entrepreneurs initiated the growth 

process by identifying and developing markets for products where each locality had a 

comparative advantage. As their comparative advantages and local needs differed, their 

development paths also varied. Although competing with SOEs for markets and resources, rural 

enterprises complemented them through backward and forward linkages thus pressuring them to 

perform more efficiently. The rural enterprises pushed forward towards reform by introducing 

institutional innovations such as flexible interest rates, share-holding enterprises and speciality 

markets that assisted in building the groundwork for a viable market system to which the SOEs 

must eventually adapt [KooYe99], [Hend99].

The introduction of decentralisation and market incentives in the reform era suggested that the 

centres of economic power were moving away from the centre to the localities; nonetheless, the 

centre still controlled the appointment of senior local leaders, and exercised control at a 

provincial level. The Chinese central government enhanced intergovernmental relations and 

enforced rural enterprises by substantially reducing its involvement in the direct management of 

the economy, turning instead to the principles of macro-economic control [Good97], [FZZ02]. 

China demonstrated enormous alertness, in first decentralising, providing significant scope and 

incentives for local economic activity, and then recentralising aspects such as control of the 

financial system [Hend99].

Restructuring the Rural Economy
The very large rural sector provided both the source of decentralisation and productivity growth 

in the very early stages of China’s transition and the source of labour for industrial growth. In 

turn both decentralisation and rural organisational and institutional traditions provided the basis 

of the new largely collective, rural and industrial enterprises that drove China’s growth from the 

mid-1980s. The gradual restructuring began with the central and local authorities designing 

several experiments that were evaluated initially to one province as a pilot study for new projects
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followed by trials in several others. These trials were equally successful in all affected regions 

and depicted the gain from even partial reforms. The pace and degree of reform varied greatly 

across regions due to the gradualist and selective approach adopted, contributing to the widening 

o f regional economic disparities [Stig02], [Hend99].

Rapid growth in agricultural labour productivity and rural income increased rural demand and 

generated tremendous labour surplus and initial investment. This led to explosive growth in the 

rural collective industry resulting and to a mixture of collective and private enterprises across 

rural localities. The loss of agricultural land in combination with a trend towards higher demand 

for agricultural products has resulted in discussions about the long-term capacity o f the country to 

feed itself and its consequences. However, this might be solved by the high grain production 

which in China translates to food security and by the increasing possibility o f China becoming a 

large vegetable exporter with a comparative advantage in producing vegetables for export, 

primarily due to its abundant rural labour resources. Investments in transportation and storage 

infrastructure as well as improvement o f firms in grading and packaging standards are likely to 

make China a fierce competitor in world vegetable markets [FZZ02].

2.1.2 The Provincial Growth Debate

Most Chinese provinces are the size and scale o f a European country in population, land area and 

social complexity. Figure 2.1 displays a geographical map o f China with the provinces divided 

into three regions; eastern, central and western.
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Figure 2.1 -  Geographical Map o f  China (Source: A D B)
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Table 2.1 complements figure 2.1 with information on the regional composition of percentile area 

occupation and population for each of the three regions.

Geographical Position Area Population
(%) (%)

Eastern 18,18 43,94
Central 39,74 51,89
Western 42,07 4,17

Table 2.1 -  Regional Composition of Land and Population (Source: ADB)

There are 3 factors determining the trajectories of economic development of China’s provinces in 

the reform era [Chow97]:

o Natural Endowment, including geographical position, accessibility and natural resources; 

o Relations between province and the centre, particularly as reflected in the latter’s 

changing policies towards different provinces at different times; and 

o Economic Culture, including a range of dominant beliefs and the behaviour of local 

government and the public in solving their economic problems.

Macroeconomic policies during the reform period benefited more the provinces that enjoyed the 

location advantage of being on the coast, and was less significant for the economic activities in 

the western provinces that account for the bulk of the rural poor [Nas99]. However, with east and 

south coastal provinces as their key customers, China’s inland provinces have demonstrated that 

their location is not too remote to supply the rest of its interior.

The coastal region is the most developed with the best infrastructure and human capital as well as 

superior agroclimatic conditions. The western region is the least developed and has poor natural 

resources and social infrastructure. Major growth potential for agricultural production lies in the 

central region, where land is relatively infertile and agricultural production is still the main source 

of farmer’s income. China is gradually eliminating the previous economic system with a crucial 

growth campaign for future growth performance and development of the west by undertaking 

large infrastructure projects to develop provinces linked by defective and inadequate 

infrastructure [Lar94], [Good97], [FZZ02].

By disaggregating the growth analysis into different regions it is revealed that for all types of 

government spending, returns to investments in poverty reduction were highest in the western 

region, while returns on agricultural production growth were the highest in the central region for 

most types of spending. Furthermore, for all types of government spending, investment in the 

western region led to the greatest reductions in regional inequality, while investments in either 

coastal or central regions worsened the existing large regional inequalities. In terms of regional
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priorities, if the government aims to maximise poverty- and inequality- reduction effects, then 

investment should be targeted to the western region. In order to maximise returns from 

investment in agricultural production, investment should be targeted to the central region 

[FZZ02].

The patterns of provincial trade differ between three broad provincial groups. Coastal provinces 

have considerable advantages of global access putting them in the forefront of internationalisation 

and making their trading patterns similar to national trading patterns. Provinces with both border 

and coastal characteristics have the highest volume of trade and highest trade dependence. 

Coastal provinces have high volumes of trade but with low trade dependence rates. Border 

provinces have unique trade orientations and are variable in amount of trade and dependence 

[Good97], [Hend99].

Coastal and border areas have been encouraged to utilise the comparative advantage of their geo

political locations of economic involvement -  trade, technology transfer and investment -  to 

create external economic links abandoning the principle of self-reliance and adopting the open 

door policy in economic relations with the rest of the world. Hong Kong remains a significant 

export destination but beyond southeast China its share is exceeded by the other major trading 

partners that include Taiwan, South Korea and Japan that has a large presence throughout the 

Chinese economy. The possibility of entrepot trade over inland borders is not insignificant, 

especially for Xinjiang through Kazakhstan and Yunnan and Guangxi through Vietnam. The 

coast has the advantages of money and the national structure of the economy. The inland areas 

have the advantages of means of basic production [GooSe94].

2.1.3 Prospects and Challenges

China’s future growth prospects and challenges are considered below [FZZ02], [StigHSOO]:

o Sectoral transfer, the fraction of the labour force in agriculture is still as high as 47% and 

the process of increasing productivity is still inferior to other activities, 

o Technological advance: A more active role from the central government is required for 

the promotion of specific basic industries for rapid technological development, 

o Resource allocation: China’s World Trade Organisation (WTO) membership will help 

improve market development by further enhancing competition and efficiency as well as 

lead to greater integration of the economy as a whole, 

o Importance o f social capital preservation and reinforcement: Encouraging the 

dissociation of the social from the production functions and certifying limited disparities 

between the wealthiest and poorest provinces. In the process of maintaining and 

strengthening its national safety net is probably China’s biggest challenge.
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o Utilisation o f geopolitical potential: Further encouragement and exploitation of the 

comparative geopolitical advantage of border provinces.

China’s reform era is approached from one of three broad historical perspectives on the dynamics 

of social and political change [Good97]:

o The experience of Western Europe in the early part of the 19* century that gave birth to 

notions of capitalism and liberal-democracy; 

o The implosion of communism and the subsequent political disintegration that 

characterized the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe after 1989; and 

o The transformation of authoritarianism that has been the hallmark of much of East Asia, 

but particularly Japan, South Korea and Taiwan since the 1970’s.

None of the above three perspectives can be a precise predictor of China’s interior future 

development. The variety of different economic, social and cultural environments, and different 

rates, sequences and processes of modernisation offer interesting possibilities about the 

interconnections of economic, social and political policy change. There have been few attempts to 

identify or conceptualise the dimensions of provincial variations in policy and performance, 

before the reform era let alone since 1978. Therefore, there is a necessity for a system to analyse 

the underlying policies of China’s development through the reform period that promoted 

province-specific growth. The system should convey an immediate, clear and accurate illustration 

of the different dimensions of provincial growth levels.

2.2 Introduction to SOM-based Modelling

The intensifying competition for resources and markets has forced the Chinese provinces to 

differentiate themselves by developing distinct growth identities emerging as competitors for 

preferential policies. Although the necessity for differentiation has been realised, the selection of 

the underlying policies that precisely capture and promote province-specific growth in different 

sectors is not obvious. The Self-Organising Map (SOM) is employed to analyse fundamental 

growth determinants that affect the evolution of emerging growth policies and enable policy 

experts to gain an explicit view of province-specific growth types. The detection and accurate 

display of new knowledge from massive amounts of data depicts the path towards automation of 

knowledge discovery and the translation of implicit into explicit knowledge. Advanced intelligent 

analytical tools are applied for more effective knowledge and information management, 

concentrating on approaches for synthesising and visualising large multivariate data sets, 

detecting and illustrating structures within the data. Incorporating projection and vector 

quantisation methods in parallel, the Self-Organising Map is able to infer such relationships and 

classify them into different categories, modifying its internal state as it learns [DebKoh98].
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2.2.1 Issues In SOM-based Exploratory Data Analysis

Exploratory data analysis acts as the route from knowledge extraction to non-trivial discovery and 

extraction of previously unidentified patterns. Multiple steps comprise exploratory data analysis 

from setting up the goals to evaluating the results and reformulating the goals based on the results 

through a feedback loop. Conventional graphical techniques including 2D graphical profile plots, 

scatter plots, Andrew’s curves and Chemoff s faces represent high-dimensional data by each 

dimension governing some aspect of the sample factors and then integrating them into one. 

Though useful for illustrating summaries, their major drawback is that by not reducing the 

amount of data, the result is incomprehensible when dealing with large data sets, since all items 

are displayed. The SOM analysis solves these problems by reducing the original data set 

dimensionality while preserving properties of the input structure that are critical for the accurate 

translation and description of the input patterns. It allows direct visual relationships between 

elements in large, complex data sets and characterises inputs never encountered before and even 

forecasts values of missing inputs based on its resulting mapping analysis. This is achieved by 

incorporating:

o Clustering Methods and 

o Projection Methods.

Clustering Methods
Clustering methods [Ander73], [JaiDu88], [JarSiVl], [SneaSo73], are employed to automate the 

construction of categories or taxonomies of similar data items reducing the amount of inputs and 

minimising the effects of human biases or errors in the grouping process. Clustering techniques 

group information in the same manner that humans categorise knowledge. Clustering methods 

include, hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering progresses 

successively by either merging or by splitting clusters with the end result being a dendrogram, 

which shows how the clusters are related. Non-hierarchical clustering emphasises on local 

structures, as it directly decomposes the data set into a set of disjoint clusters in order to minimise 

dissimilarity in the samples within each cluster, while maximising the dissimilarity of different 

clusters. An established non-hierarchical clustering method is the K-means [McQue67], where 

the goal is to find the average squared distance of the data items from their nearest cluster 

centroids. Most clustering algorithms prefer certain cluster shapes and sizes leaving other clusters 

empty when the centres lie far from the data distribution. This makes the interpretation of the 

clusters difficult and stresses the need for investigation of the clustering tendency [Kaski97], 

[DebKo98].

Projection Methods
Although clustering reduces the amount of information, there are methods that reduce 

dimensionality called projection methods., representing inputs in a lower-dimensional space but
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preserving certain critical properties of the data structure. The projection methods can be divided 

in linear and non-linear projection methods. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Hotel33], is a 

standard linear projection method that displays data on a subspace of the original space that best 

preserves data variation. It does not take into account structures consisting of arbitrarily shaped 

clusters, since it describes linear subspaces. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) [KruWi78], is a 

non-linear method which creates a matrix that analyses subjective evaluations of pair-wise 

similarities. The method allows for visual inspection of the set with sufficient dimensionality 

reduction where entities are represented as vectors when only some evaluations of entity 

dissimilarities are available. Closely related to MDS is Sammon’s mapping [Sam69], which tries 

to optimise a cost function describing the accuracy of pair-wise distances preservation in the data 

set. Principal Curves (PC) [HasSt89], are smooth curves projecting inputs onto a non-linear 

manifold where each point of the curve is the average of all points that project to it [MulCh95], 

[Ritt92].

2.2.2 The Kohonen Self-Organising Map (SOM)

Inspired by the self-organisation in the brain’s visual cortex and created by Teuvo Kohonen 

[Koh89] the SOM incorporates the main qualities of both clustering and projection methods. 

Kohonen has shown that feature mapping can be developed in artificial neural systems as a 

consequence of simple learning rules. In the visual part of the cortex - the most complex layered 

structure in the largest parts of the brain the cerebral hemispheres - electrical stimulation of the 

cells produces the sensation of light. In addition, detailed analysis has shown that specific layers 

of neurones are sensitive to particular orientations of input stimuli, so that one layer responds 

maximally to horizontal lines while another to vertical.

The SOM Algorithm
Teuvo Kohonen modelled this effect of orientation-specific layout phenomenon of cells in the 

brain’s cortex region using only locally interconnected networks and restricted adaptation of 

weight values to localised “neighbourhoods” [KohHa99]. The SOM network is able to infer 

relationships and leam more as more inputs are presented to it. It classifies inputs into different 

categories and modifies its internal state to model and characterise unknown or missing features 

found in the training data. The network adopts two assumptions: that cluster members are defined 

by input patterns that share common properties; and that the net will be able to identify common 

features across the range of these patterns. The cluster members are generated from the input 

patterns. Experimental work has proven that it is a valuable tool in numerous fields, including 

data mining with applications in full-text and financial data analysis [DebKo98], various 

engineering applications in pattern recognition [KoOSVK96], chemical structures [NachOO] and 

web-text information retrieval [LHKKOO].
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The main reasons for using the SOM algorithm include: 

o It is a numerical and non-parametric method;

o No a priori assumptions about the distribution o f  the data need to be made; 

o It is a method that can detect unexpected structures or patterns by learning without 

supervision;

o It allows direct visual relationships between elements in large complex data sets.

Kohonen Feature Map #  O  #  O  O

#  O  0  O  O

#  0  

0  #  

#  0  

0  0

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0
0  0  0

Figure 2 .2 .a The Kohonen feature map Figure 2.2.b Initial neighbourhood status

0  0 - 0  0

#  0 - 0  0

0  0  0  0

0 0 0 0
Figure 2.2.c Decreased neighbourhood size Figure 2.2.d Winning node

The SOM network depicted in figure 2.2.a is formed by two layers o f processing neurones: the 

first is an input layer containing processing nodes for each element in the input vector; and the 

second is an output layer of processing nodes fully connected with the input layer. Each node has 

a unique weight vector with its dimensionality defined by the number o f components in the input 

vector. The strength o f their connections is inversely related to their distance. Starting from 

randomised weight values in figure 2.2.b the output units gradually align themselves such that 

when the input pattern is presented, a neighbourhood o f units responds to this input pattern 

forming a map area that is selectively optimised to represent the average o f the training data for 

that class. As the training proceeds in figure 2.2.c smaller numbers are updated until at the end o f 

the training only the winner node shown in figure 2.2.d is adjusted. The winner is the output unit
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whose incoming connection weights are the closest, in terms of Euclidean distance, to the input 

pattern given by minimising the following equation.

C(x) = argm in{||x -m i|| } (Eqn2.1)

where x  is the input, nti is the reference vector it has to match and C(x) is the winning 

node for the input pattern x.

When an input pattern is presented to the SOM network it does not assume any initial functional 

form; rather it lets the map units in the output layer compete with each other to match the input 

pattern and be declared the winner. It should be noted that weight vectors have the same 

dimensionality as the input patterns. The winner node gets adjusted but also the weights of the 

adjacent output units in close proximity of the neighbourhood of the winner are adjusted, moving 

them closer to the input pattern and also allowing them to leam. The degree of adaptation is 

guided by the learning rate factor a(t), which can be initially selected close to unity and decreases 

as training progresses. The learning factor can even decay with the distance from the winning 

output. The units are chosen by means of a neighbourhood function hd(t) which is based on the 

distances from the winner node as measured in the 2D grid formed by the SOM. Combining these 

principles of SOM training, the reference vectors m^t) are changed according to the following 

adaptation mle [Koh89],

mi(r +1) = mi(0 + a(t)h„<0[x(0 - (Eqn 2.2)

where x(t) represents the current input pattern at iteration t, a(t) is the leaning rate such that 0 < 

a(t) < 1 decreasing with t, and hc,{t) is the neighbourhood kernel function of the winning unit 

C(x), defined by the neighbourhood radius and the distance between the map units, also 

decreasing with t. Figure 2.3 presents a brief structure of the pseudo code for the Kohonen SOM.

The Kohonen Alsorithm

1. Initialise weights randomly
2. Set topological neighbourhood function ha{t)
3. Set learning rate parameters a(t)
4. While stopping condition is false, do

For each reference vector ni/ do 
For each x, confute do 
C(x) = arg min{\\x -  mi\f}

5. Find index x that minimises C(x)
For all units x within the neighbourhood: 
nti (t+1) = m /t) + a(t)hci(t)[x(t) -  nit{t)]

6. Update learning rate
7. Reduce radius of topological neighbourhood
8. Go to step 4 until stopping condition satisfied

Figure 2.3 -  Pseudo code for the Kohonen SOM
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Figure 2.3 gives a brief structure of the pseudo code for the Kohonen Algorithm. The network 

organises the nodes in the grid into local neighbourhoods ha{i) by a cyclic process of comparing 

inputs to reference vectors at each neurone. The amount they leam will be governed by these 

local neighbourhoods which are a decreasing function of the distance from the winning output on 

the map lattice. As training progresses the size of the localised neighbourhood around the winner 

becomes smaller with weights between input vectors and output neurones representing a typical 

or prototype pattern for the subset of units that forms a particular cluster. Consequently, through 

this process the SOM algorithm discovers the number of clusters formed and identifies their 

location in relation to the other clusters on the map. It can even classify vectors that it has never 

seen before as long as they are spatially close to the training nodes.

2.3 Overview of SOM Design Parameters
The previous section depicted how the Kohonen algorithm takes randomly organised set of nodes 

and produces a feature map that has local representation and is self-organised. In this section we 

overview the SOM design parameters from setting up the goals and deciding the design 

parameters to the criteria for selecting the best maps.

2.3.1 Main Features
The SOM learning process is a stochastic process that shows variations in its mappings, 

[DebKo98] advise to compute several mappings in order to ensure good quality. Maps are 

selected according to how well they describe and preserve the location of the input data and 

according to the distinct SOM features that best translate the implicit knowledge in the input 

dataset of the selected application. These distinct features that assist the SOM to visualise and 

classify the data inputs include the neighbourhood function and learning rate, neighbourhood 

preservation parameters and clustering quality measures.

Training the Map
There is a selection between training the map sequentially i.e. following the main process 

described above and using batch training. The batch training algorithm comprises two phases: the 

first phase employs a relatively large initial learning rate ao and neighbourhood radius (Tq whereas 

in the second phase both learning rate and neighbourhood radius are small from the beginning. 

This research uses the batch training algorithm because it is nearly 10 times faster [batch (0.4s) 

vs sequential (4s) (100 map units)] and presents the whole data set to the map whereas the 

sequential training algorithm selects a single input vector at a time at random. In each training 

step the data set is partitioned according to the Voronoi regions of the map weight vectors, so 

each vector belongs to the data set of the map unit to which it is closest. The sum of the vectors in 

each Voronoi set is calculated as follows [Ves97]:
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Si(t)= (Eqn 2.3)

where /iv,- is the number of samples in the Voromoi set for neurone i. The new values of the 

weight vectors can be calculated as:

where hy(t) = e is the Gaussian neighbourhood function (<r, : neighbourhood radius, dy : 

distance between map units i and f), s/t) is the sum of vectors in the Voronoi set for neurone j, 

nVj is the number of data vectors that neurone j  is the best match for and nti is the number of 

model vectors.

Large maps are more likely to have each input vector attracted or characterised by a different 

neurone. They make good lookup tables for initial data representation in order to obtain the 

general clustering dynamics, but their generalisation ability may suffer. Smaller maps provide 

more data compression, however if they are too small may provide only very coarse 

differentiation [Kaski97]. The optimal number of neurones or size of a SOM is therefore a 

question of selecting the optimal granularity or abstraction of the data for the specific application. 

Once the training is completed the best map is then selected on its meaningful representation and 

its quality properties.

2.3.2 Meaningful Representation
Preservation of neighbourhoods and neighbouring map unit relationship is a key property for 

acquiring a meaningful mapping. The SOM consists of neurones forming a topographic mapping 

from the data space onto a 2-D output space. The neurones are connected to adjacent neurones by 

the neighbourhood function, which dictates the map topology. The algorithm acquires both 

projection and clustering methods which means that it does not only find the winning weight 

vector but also finds and updates its topological neighbours, creating the incentive for neurones 

on the grid that have similar weight vectors to merge into the same category, cluster [Kivi96].

The accuracy of local neighbourhood is improved by increasing the flexibility of the mapping by 

gradually reducing the radius of the neighbourhood function. Longer distances are not preserved 

well which can lead to topographical distortion. There are many ways of measuring topographical 

distortion, [Ults93] lists a number of them, but for this application we employ the simplest 

measure of topographic preservation which calculates the percentage of distortion in SOM, and 

therefore ranks the adjacent neurone’s relationship, is such that for an input ;, if the winning unit 

is not a neighbouring neurone of the node that has second smallest distance from input then there 

is a distortion in the map. Therefore the topographic error {tgr,) is defined as:
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t e r r =  ---   (Eqn 2.5)

o o

a. hexagonal lattice

where and r^bi are the positions o f the best matching unit (BMU) or winner and the second 

BMU o f input i  on the SOM respectively and N  is the total number o f inputs and their modulus is 

the shortest link distances between them.

Although preserving all data distances is impossible it is crucial to preserve these local distances 

indicating local density in order to preserve the cluster structures. The density o f the data is 

reflected in the density o f the model vectors which is reflected in the local distances between 

neighbouring model vectors. This numerical nature o f the method enables it to represent graded 

relationships. High values for the distances between the neighbouring map units indicate a cluster 

border whereas uniform areas with low values indicate the body o f the cluster [Kivi96].

o

9 o
b. rectangular lattice

Figure 2.4: (a) Hexagonal; and (b) Rectangular Lattice Structures

The topology o f the map is determined by two factors: local lattice structure and global map 

shape (sheet, cylinder or toroid). Figure 2.4 shows both hexagonal and rectangular structures with 

the innermost polygon corresponding to 0-neighbourhood and 1-neighbourhood. The lattice 

structure type influences the topographic quality of the SOM. In rectangular form, each node has 

four adjacent neighbouring nodes and the data samples are usually distributed in oblong format. 

In hexagonal form it has six adjacent neighbouring nodes and is preferred for visual inspection of 

the map since it does not favour horizontal or vertical dimensions [Kaski97]. In addition, 

Kohonen used a hexagonal halftone raster for images to show that when the number o f lattice 

surrounding a neurone increased, the resolution of data encoding also improved.

2.3.3 Quality Scope of Clustering
The map quality is measured in terms o f the training data [DebKo98]:

o Number o f  Clusters If the map size is large, the number o f clusters will be equal to the 

number o f observations. Maps that are very small suffer from insufficient clustering 

tendency and are usually selected for data reduction.
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o Cluster Quality —>• Low clustering tendency indicates low cluster quality with a small 

number of clusters or small differences between them. High clustering tendency indicates 

high cluster quality with several distinct clusters or with significantly dissimilar features, 

o Clustering Stability —> Tested on the basis of several out-of-sample data sets as well as 

several random-selected historical samples, some with more noise, some with less noise, 

some with and some without outliers.

The measure that assesses the quality of the map resolution by measuring the average distance 

between each data vector and its BMU is the mean quantization error qen o f a single unit and is 

computed by

q e r r  =  ~  || " Î q  -  || ( E q n  2 .6 )

where N  represents the number o f input data x  and mo is the n-dimensional weight vector 

initialized with random values [Ves97].

The mean quantization error Qerr o f  a map is computed after a fixed number o f  training 

iterations t as:

Q err  err ( E q n  2 .7 )
U ;

where u refers to the number of units i contained in the m, qerr is computed as the average 

distance between weight vector #«,• and the input patterns mapped onto unit i.

2.4 Summary
This chapter looked at China’s pre- and post- reform economic growth strategies, debated the 

effects of diverged growth between central, eastern and western provinces, and considered future 

prospects and challenges. It then discussed the need for a system that can assist in understanding 

and evaluating provincial growth policy directions. The Kohonen algorithm seems to be such a 

system since it provides a direct visualisation, translation and classification of high-dimensional 

data. Its clustering and projection features were discussed as well as its integration with 

exploratory data analysis and the parameter selection criteria.
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Chapter 3

GP Bilateral Trade Flow Design

Chapter 3 overviews the past performance and future challenges o f  China’s foreign trade 
focusing on the transition from a centrally-planned to a market-oriented economy, 
geopolitical dynamics between trading partners, and re-export channel’s significance in 
bilateral trade. Genetic programming (GP) is used to investigate these factors that 
determine China’s international trade environment by breeding populations o f  bilateral 
trading rules. GP properties including tree structure, selection o f  parameters and genetic 
operators are introduced.

3.1 China and International Trade
As new centres of economic activity emerge the management of trade relations between the high 

income developed countries and the emerging high growth developing economies in transition to 

a market economy is likely to become an increasingly central element in the future of 

international trade. One of these economies is China, which on the 11* of December 2001 

became the 143^ member of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) .̂ This is a major issue that 

raises the question of how to deal with structurally different economies while trying to integrate 

them into the international market system [HoeKo95], [FuLaOB].

 ̂The World Trade Organisation (WTO) builds upon the organisational structure of tariffs (low tariff rates 
to member countries) and trade. It has 4 main functions including implementing the Multilateral Trade 
Agreements; providing a negotiation forum on trade issues; administering the understanding of dispute 
settlement; and co-operating with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to achieve 
reliable policy-making.
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3.1.1 Centrally-planned to Market-oriented
China has two main tariffs: the Most Favourite Nation (MFN) rate, which is applied to goods 

imported from countries having agreements of reciprocal tariff preference; and the General Rate 

applied to countries without such agreements. Despite its dual-track economy, its trade structure 

has been converging towards that of the top market economies since the early 1980’s, when 

economic reform started. China’s export similarity with the top market economies has increased 

due to its capital-intensive, industry-oriented development strategy. One important measure of the 

degree of international economic integration of a country is the fraction of world trade, for which 

it is responsible. Chinese trade has expanded more than twice as rapidly as world trade thus 

dramatically increasing its share and ranking among the world’s top exporters [Lar94].

The agreement of accession to the WTO signalled that its open market reforms will continue 

firmly yet gradually integrating China into the global trading system. These reforms have 

changed trading partner’s behaviour because China’s trade does not solely depend on 

international trade due to large inter-provincial investments, making its domestic market the main 

beneficiary of the WTO agreement. China has gradually opened up to international markets 

through trade tests in several coastal provinces integrating itself into the international trade 

markets in a secure and efficient manner. Its large exports and even greater future export potential 

have made its trading system subject to unusually high levels of scrutiny in discussions in the 

WTO [Lar94], [Zhao97].

China’s trade regime has evolved from the pre-reform era to the reform period though still 

retaining features from the past despite the points of resistance to the evolution of Chinese 

contemporary trade policies. The pre-reform Chinese trade regime was dominated by 16 Foreign 

Trade Corporations (FTCs) with effective monopolies in specified external trade product ranges 

with limited importance to conventional trade policy instruments such as tariffs, quotas and 

licences [laMarOl]. The continued reform in all areas in China has been the fundamental driving 

force of its economic success in the past and seems to be the most important factor of economic 

success in the intermediate future. Rapid growth of foreign trade provided the momentum for 

China’s economic reform, making future trade performance of critical importance for the future 

of its economy as a whole [Lar94]. Factors that contributed to this unique trade performance 

include [Zhao97]:

o The reform measures of the foreign trade sector including: i) reduction and ultimately 

removal o f exchange rate distortion; ii) decentralisation and improved autonomy of 

foreign trade corporations; in) gradual reduction of trade planning.

o The abundant supply of cheap labour making China one of the most important 

suppliers of labour-intensive products in the world market.
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o The favourable policy toward foreign investment, starting from  a mere 0.05% o f  total 

Chinese exports in 1980 to generating an impressive 41.4%o in 2000. 

o The necessary conditions fo r  the rapid expansion o f  its exports including a welcoming 

environment fo r  international trade, 

o The development o f  indirect trade policy instruments (tariffs, licences, quotas and duty 

exemption schemes) that were absent under the planning system.

3.1.2 Bilateral Trade Dynamics

Until the 1960’s China’s economy was highly dependent on increased exports o f coal, petroleum, 

and petroleum products and had firm trade links with the Soviet Union; since then it 

fundamentally reoriented its pattern o f trade. Since the reform period China has traded with 

countries all across the continents with Asia, Europe and North America accumulating the largest 

part o f total foreign trade volume, 137.26bnUS$, 46.55bnUS$ and 41.1bnUS$ o f total trade 

respectively as shown in figure 3.1. Data information for both figures 3.1 and 3.2 is provided by 

the Ministry o f Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) in China.

Direction of T rad e  2002 (bnU SS)

E urope 
N. Am erica

Figure 3.1 -  China’s Trade Dynamics across the Continents (Source; MOFTEC)

Figure 3.2 depicts China’s top trading partners which include Japan, the United States (US), the 

European Union (EU), Hong Kong, the Association o f Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), 

Taiwan, the Republic o f Korea (ROK), Russia, Australia and Canada. China’s country partners 

from the EU and ASEAN groups are included in the top trading ranks by measuring an aggregate 

o f their trade volume for all countries in each of the two groups.
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China's Top 10 Trade Partners in 2002 (bnUS$)

Japan
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Figure 3.2 -  China’s trade volume with main trading paitners (Source: MOFTEC)

Sino-Japanese Trade: Japan has been China’s biggest trade partner for the past 7 years with Sino- 

Japanese economic and trade relations playing an essential role in making Japan the main source 

nation from which China absorbs foreign investment and introduces technologies. For over two 

decades, Japan has also been the biggest provider o f governmental loan and gratuitous assistance 

to China accounting for 112bn¥ covering education, medical treatment, agriculture, and other 

areas. Figure 3.2 shows how Sino-Japanese trade sustains an increasing trend at the highest scale 

[MOFTEC].

Sino-US Trade: Trade with the US has caused bilateral trade frictions. The different structures o f 

their economies together with the large trade deficit with China have been an obvious target of 

US trade policy. Bilateral trade imbalances often lie at the centre o f trade disputes with the US 

being the only developed country that does not automatically offer Most Favourite Nation (MFN) 

treatment to Chinese products. If MFN status were withdrawn, the country’s exports to the US 

would be subject to "3'^ column” or “general rates”, which are 5 to 10 times higher than US MFN 

tariffs. Imposing such high general rates would reduce exports to the US leading to a trade war 

that would be harmful for parties involved, making this possibility o f MFN withdrawal
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negligible. China heavily depends on the US market for its exports, whereas the US plays a less 

important role in supplying imports to China [Zhao97], [MOFTEC].

Sino-EU Trade: The EU countries group is third largest export market for China (after the US 

and Japan) and the second source of imports (after Japan). From the reform period to present 

trade has increased more than 30- fold and reached around 47 bn US $ in 2002. China is the third 

most important trading partner for the EU (after the US and Japan). Whereas the EU enjoyed a 

trade surplus with China at the beginning of the 1980s, their trade relations are now marked by a 

sizeable and widening EU deficit (around €47 bn in 2002). It has supported China’s entry to the 

WTO and with a budget totalling € 37m for projects focusing on capacity-building in China's 

government and administration it ranks first among the contributors. Within the EU, the largest 

trade partner since 1975 is Germany with their bilateral trade accounting for 33.6% of total 

China-EU trade and Sino-German bilateral economic cooperation with German enterprises' actual 

investment hitting 9.17 bn US$ in 2002, lower only to the UK [MOFTEC].

Sino-ASEAN Trade: China is expected to continue being a powerful drive of growth, especially in 

East Asia since imports from ASEAN countries have grown over the past 10 years by 389% 

whereas total imports increased from under 6% in 1990 to 9% in 2000. The ASEAN countries 

that have benefited the most from China’s growth in the 1990s include Singapore, Thailand, 

Malaysia and Indonesia. Nonetheless, according to World Bank experts Inachovichina and Martin 

[laMarOl], China’s WTO accession will create the most significant implications for these 

countries, while providing the greatest mercantilist benefits to exporters in Taiwan and Japan 

followed by the industrialised economies and the newly industrialised countries in East Asia.

Sino-Taiwan Trade: Taiwan had prohibited contacts with China since their separation in 1949 

following a civil war, nonetheless indirect bilateral trade flourished after Taipei allowed civilian 

exchanges with the mainland. Direct trade across the Taiwan Strait is currently banned and only 

67.9% of a total of 8,282 industrial products and 23.1% of 2,092 agricultural items are allowed to 

be imported from China mainly via Hong Kong and in the last decade also by Guangdong and 

Fujian. Bilateral trade between Chinese coastal province Fujian and Taiwan rises by 23.36% on a 

yearly basis [MOFTEC].

Sino-ROK Trade: China-ROK bilateral trade in 2002 has increased by up to 8 times of the 1992 

level when the two countries set up diplomatic ties that were mutually beneficial and reinforcing. 

Increased bilateral trade growth has left a trade deficit with Korea, since imports account for 

US$18.3bn of goods from the ROK, whereas exports accounted for US$9.2bn to Seoul in 2002. 

China is the second-largest export market for South Korea (after the US), and with the inclusion
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of Hong Kong it becomes the largest export market for South Korea absorbing 20.8% of total 

exports. Furthermore, Korea’s dependence on the Chinese exports market has escalated from 3% 

(1992) to 14.6% (2002) [MOFTEC].

Sino-Russian Trade: Russia is China's eighth biggest trading partner with bilateral trade volume 

growing for five consecutive years reflecting the rapid rise in economic co-operation. China is 

Russia's fourth largest trading partner. The two countries are starting to pursue joint projects in 

fields like technology and services as well as energy resources and chemicals. Trade along the 

border plays an important role in economic co-operation aiming to boost bilateral trade volume to 

US$20 bn by 2010 [MOFTEC].

Sino-Australian Trade: Since the establishment of diplomatic relations in 1972, Sino-Australian 

trade has impressively increased from A$158m in 1972 to A$17.9bn in 2001. Australia is the 

ninth largest trade partner and the largest supplier of major commodities, such as iron-ore, wool 

and aluminium, important for the manufacturing of high-grade steel and garments as well as 

electrical machinery and appliances, and telecommunications equipment. Australia's imports of 

goods were valued at A$10.3bn in 2001, an increase of 13.7% year-on-year. China is the third 

largest source of imports such as textiles, clothing, toys, games, sporting goods, footwear and 

computers [MOFTEC].

Sino-Canadian Trade: The Canada-China partnership encompasses trade and economic 

exchanges, defence relations, sustainable development and legal cooperation. Canada is the tenth 

largest trading partner whereas China is the third largest partner for Canada. Canadian firms are 

establishing vital commercial and technological linkages with Chinese companies, including 

fashion and clothing, telecommunications, and life insurance [MOFTEC].

3.1.3 Re-export channel significance -  Hong Kong
As Chinese export specialisation changed to more differentiated, labour-intensive manufactured 

goods sold on diverse consumer markets, the crucial role of Hong Kong as an entrepôt and the 

main exporting channel for Chinese goods increased exponentially. Chinese products were 

exported to an indirect channel of distribution, Hong Kong serving as the intermediary import 

distributor. Between 1979 and 1997 Hong Kong grew faster than any single country and by 1995 

Chinese exports accounted for more than 70% of its trade [HuBr98], [SuYW91].

China is the most important source of goods re-exported through Hong Kong (57% of total re

exports). The criterion used to determine the nationality of a product is determined by rules of 

origin necessary when there is a desire to discriminate between sources of supply. Thus, Chinese
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re-exports are shipped first to Hong Kong with large proportion of these re-exports being 

products of outward processing commissioned by Hong Kong companies in China. This large 

volume of re-exports via Hong Kong and the different treatment of these re-exports by China and 

its trading partners statistical agencies accounts for the large discrepancies between their 

respective trade figures. After 1997 a separate Hong Kong was integrated with China according 

to Sino-British agreements, however keeping the “one country, two systems” formula, Hong 

Kong remains a separate customs territory and a separate member of the WTO consequently 

leaving the complicated trade data discrepancies unresolved [FuLau98], [FuLau03].

China’s trade structure has been converging towards that of the top market economies with trade 

regime reforms tailored to facilitate a new centre of economic activity emerging from a high 

growth developing economy. Due to its structurally diverse economy its integration into the 

international trade system while attaining geopolitical equilibrium with its partners seems 

challenging, since these diverse actions also affect their trading behaviour. Trading partners 

under- or over- traded behaviour related to these actions is investigated in this study by trying to 

find a mathematical relationship that expresses China’s continuously evolving bilateral trade 

environment. Instead of finding the coefficients determining a particular economic model. 

Genetic Programming (GP) is employed to genetically breed populations of candidate trade rules 

that best fit the data from an infinite information search space while highlighting the extent to 

which each variable influences the form of the equation.

3.2 From Natural Adaptation to Computer Program Evolution
Genetic programming (GP) [Koza89] is an evolutionary algorithm technique that automatically 

generates and evolves computer programs which undergo adaptation without being explicitly 

programmed. Evolutionary Algorithms, based upon Darwinian evolution, is a stochastic search 

technique which tests millions of species in parallel in order to maintain the extraordinary 

diversity and complexity seen in the biosphere. Stochastic search techniques guide their 

probabilistic choices using information from their search. Simulated annealing which searches for 

minimum energy states mimicking the physical annealing process, where specific metals are 

heated and cooled down to form large soft low energy crystals is another stochastic search 

technique. Other established search techniques include enumerative and calculus-based 

techniques. Enumerative techniques are simple to implement but search every single possible 

point. Calculus-based or hill-climbing techniques treat the search space as a continuous multi

dimensional function, estimating new maximums until they reach a hill top. They are divided in 

direct - using the function values to estimate the location of nearby extremes - and indirect - 

using the fact that at the extreme the function’s derivative is zero [Lan98].
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3.2.1 Fundamentals of Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary Algorithms form a family of differing styles of computing approaches based on 

evolutionary adaptation that search for “solutions” given all the possibilities. They evolve 

towards increasingly better regions of the search space through the use of randomised processes 

of selection, crossover and mutation. The environment delivers a fitness value for the new search 

points and the selection process favours the reproduction of the fittest individuals. Three decades 

of research [KinJ97], have shown that mimicking the search process of natural evolution can 

yield very robust computer algorithms, although these imitations are just simplifications of 

biological reality. There are four types of evolutionary algorithms distinguished by the different 

types of structures which comprise the individuals in the population, the allowable genetic 

variation and the selection procedures of the genetic operators used to create offspring. These 

four types are;

o Evolution strategies [Rech73], is a method introduced by Rechenberg which is frequently

associated with optimising real-valued parameters for hydrodynamic problems. Task 

specific routines are executed using fitness-determining parameters and recombination is 

employed for both objective and strategy variables, 

o Evolutionary programming [F0OW66], is a technique created by Fogel, Owens and

Walsh in which finite-state machines are evolved by randomly mutating - mutation is the 

sole genetic operator employed - their state-transition diagrams and selecting the fittest 

solution.

o Genetic algorithms (GAs) [Holl75], [Gold89], are adaptive methods based on the genetic

process of biological organisms used to solve search and optimisation problems. Fitness 

is determined by executing task specific algorithms with sexual recombination being the 

principal genetic operator and mutation included as a secondary importance operator, 

o Genetic programming (GP) [Koza89], is a technique developed by John Koza and

inspired by genetic algorithms where computers try to program themselves by evolving 

computer programs. GP is discussed analytically in the following section.

3.2.2 Overview of Genetic Programming
Genetic programming (GP) [Koza89] automatically generates and evolves computer programs 

which undergo adaptation without being explicitly programmed. It is a descendent of genetic 

algorithms (GAs) invented by John Holland [Hol75] in order to study the phenomenon of natural 

adaptation and develop techniques that imported important features of natural evolution and 

inheritance into computer systems. Genetic algorithms are mathematical algorithms that mimic 

this procedure of natural selection by randomly generating individual bit strings analogous to the 

four nucleotide bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine, or thymine) found in nature which is stored on 

strands of DNA [BoHSS94], [Smith98]. Natural systems reproduce either by just creating the
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child from a copy of the parent’s DNA with some random mutations {asexual) or by inheriting 

the DNA from both parents and then copying half of each parent’s DNA and joining the two 

sections to create the new individual {sexual). The fitter individuals survive to reproduce and pass 

on their DNA to subsequent generations, increase their proportion in the population and 

consequently evolve the nature of the species as a whole. In GP the individuals are tree-structured 

computer programs with new programs produced by removing branches from one tree and 

inserting them into another creating a new syntactically valid tree. This feature of the GP 

technique is particularly interesting since it allows the size and complexity of candidate solutions 

to increase over evolution, rather than keeping it fixed as in the standard GA [LaPol02]. Figure 

3.3 shows an example of such a tree-structured computer program.

Figure 3.3 jc l-
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depicted as rooted point-labeled with ordered branches.

The key features of the GP structure are summed as follows;

o Nonlinear Tree Structured Genetic Material: Conventional GAs operate on linear genetic

material whereas GPs generally operate on nonlinear tree structured genetic material, 

o Variable Length Genetic Material: GP genetic material varies in size with considerable

growth allowance from the original randomly generated generation but also with size 

limitations on its growth for practical reasons, 

o Executable Genetic Material: GP is the direct evolution of computer programs so its

evolved genetic material is generally executable. The genetic material is usually executed 

by some sort of interpreter in order to perform the desired function to obtain the fitness, 

o Syntax Preserving Crossover: Crossover operators in GP are defined so as to preserve the

syntactic correctness of the program, i.e. genetic material [Kinn94].
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3.2.3 GP Preliminary Steps
[Koza94] describes genetic programming in terms of six components that assist GP to evolve 

programs that are difficult to write, these are: 

o Selection of Terminals and Functions 

o Designing the Fitness Function 

o Selection o f Control Parameters 

o Selection o f the Termination Criterion 

o Determining the Program Architecture

Selection of Terminals and Functions
Terminals and functions are the components that ensure computer programs are syntactically 

correct to sufficiently express the problem solution and are able to evolve to a final solution. The 

more effective and informative functions and terminals are, the better defined the problem search 

space will be and the easier it will be for the GP system to find a credible solution. The search 

space boundaries should employ a wide set of functions and terminals though not too many since 

a change in the number can differentiate the difficulty factor for the GP system. Syntactically 

incorrect or semantically invalid individuals that are extracted from the fitness test evaluation can 

reduce the population diversity [Kinn94]. These two components employ a design property, 

closure that influences the choice of program components, problem representation and 

complexity. In closure, each of the functions accepts as its arguments any data type returned by 

any function or terminal, producing a GP result that is syntactically correct and executable. 

Functions F = {fl, f2,...,fNfJ are formed in the junctions or internal nodes of the tree and 

terminals T = {ll,l2,...,lNtm} at the end or leaf nodes, with the tree pointers connecting them 

indicating the order of evaluation and the brackets depicting the tree structure. The function set 

may include mathematical and arithmetic functions (+, -, *, /, sin, cos, exp, log); Boolean 

operations (AND, OR, NOT); and any other domain-specific functions. The terminal set is either 

comprised of variable or constant atoms [Koza89].

Designing the Fitness Function
The fitness measure causes the creation of structure via natural selection and the creative effects 

of genetic operations [Koza92a]. The fitness function guides the evolution of the GP population 

by crediting fitter individuals with high scores and also partially crediting improved solutions 

throughout the GP run, from the creation of the initial population to the discovery of the final 

solution [Lan98]. Favourably crediting an intermediate partial solution over another defines the 

direction of the evolutionary process encouraging individuals in the population to move in that 

direction. In partial crediting, the granularity of the fitness function is important since a fitness 

function with smaller amounts of information may not lead towards the solution. Furthermore,
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careful consideration must be given to which sorts of programs would produce each partial 

solution and certifying that the correct program gets the better score. A set of fitness cases is run 

for which the correct output is known [Koza92a], [Lan98], [Kinn94]. The four fitness measures 

widely used are; raw fitness; standardised fitness; adjusted fitness; and normalised fitness.

Raw fitness: Raw fitness is the real-valued measurement of a problem evaluated over a set of 

fitness cases typically a finite sample of the entire domain space. The representative sample must 

be sufficiently large to include a number of different situations sufficiently so that a range of 

different numerical values can be obtained that forms the basis for generalising the results. In 

general, the raw fitness is the sum of the distances over all cases between the point in the range 

space returned by a tree-structured program for the set o f arguments associated with the particular 

fitness case and the correct point in the range space it associates with. The raw fitness r(i,t) of an 

individual expression i in the population of size N  at any generational time step t is [Koza92a]:

S { i J )  -  C{ j )  I (Eqn 3.1)
y=i

where S(i,j) is the value returned by expression i for fitness case j  (of cases) and where C(j) is

the correct value for fitness case j .

Standardised Fitness: The standardised fitness s(i,t) restates the raw fitness so that a lower 

numerical value is always a better value. Standardised fitness equals raw fitness {s(i,t) = r(i,t)) if 

a smaller value of raw fitness is better, whereas for a greater value of raw fitness, standardised 

fitness is obtained by subtracting the observed raw fitness from the maximum possible value of 

raw fitness r̂ ax as follows [Koza92a],

*^(^0 = - r(i , t)  (Eqn3.2)

Adjusted Fitness: The adjusted fitness measure a(i,t) is computed from the standardised fitness 

s(i,t) as follows:

a(i, t) = -----    a  e  [0,1] (Eqn 3.3)
l -h 5 ( / ,0

where s(i,t) is the standardised fitness for individual i at time t.
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Since the adjusted fitness is bigger for better individuals it exaggerates the importance of small 

differences in the value of the standardised fitness as it approaches zero and especially when it 

reaches zero and thus has found a perfect solution to the problem. Thus, as the population 

improves, greater emphasis is placed on the small differences that distinguish a fit from a fitter 

individual [Koza92a].

Normalised Fitness: The normalised fitness n(i,t) is computed from the adjusted fitness value 

a(i,t) as follows:

n(i, t) = (Eqn 3.4)

k=\

n(i,t) ranges between 0 and 1 and is larger for better individuals in the population [Koza92a]. 

Selection of Control Parameters
Genetic programming has 19 control parameters, 2 major and 11 minor numerical parameters, 

and 6 qualitative variables of executing a run. The two major numerical parameters are 

population size and maximum generations in a GP run. The population size must be larger than a 

critical minimum size in order to generate a reliable solution. Most GP populations are smaller 

than their optimum, constrained by the available machine resources [Koza92a] but do operate 

with large population sizes compared to other evolutionary computation techniques. If the 

population size determined is preventing a rapid solution either the population size is increased or 

the number of runs on a given population size is increased aiming for at least one successful run 

finding the solution to the problem. Multiple runs are another effective manner to utilise much 

larger populations though not the same as running a larger population. Nonetheless, increasing 

the population size beyond optimum size may slow down the GP process firom producing a 

solution [Kinn94].

The 11 minor numerical parameters used to control the process are; crossover probability; 

reproduction probability; probability distribution of crossover points; maximum depth size for 

expressions created by genetic operations in a given run; maximum depth size for the random 

individuals generated for the initial population; mutation probability specifying the frequency of 

performing mutation; permutation probability; editing frequency; encapsulation probability; 

decimation condition. The 6 qualitative variables that select different ways of executing the runs 

are; initial random population ramped half-and-half; fitness-proportionate reproduction method; 

same method for first and second parent crossover selection; optional adjusted fitness measure; 

over-selection for populations of 1,000 and above; and not using elitist strategy [Koza92a].
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Selection of the Termination Criterion
The termination criterion stops the evolution of genetic programs when either an exact or 

approximate solution is found or when a specific number of generations is reached. From 

observation the GP seems to run out before generation 50 and continuing the run only marginally 

increases the chance of finding a solution. [Koza92a] argues that sometimes it is more effective to 

run a GP several times than increase the number of generations used in a run. The runs in this 

thesis terminate either when an individual passes the whole of the fitness test case or the 

maximum number of individuals have been created, so usually around 50 generations.

Determining the Program Architecture
Computer programs select and employ skillful techniques to decompose a problem in separate 

modules and then combine these modules to construct a program which solves the original 

problem. Despite the fact that GP has no such skill, it has been successful in incorporating a 

degree of modularity into its systems with two distinct approaches:

o Automatically Defined Functions are evolvable subroutines within a genetic program 

consisting of terminals and the same functions, preserving the overall format of the program 

by ensuring crossover and other genetic operations acts only within each ADF. 

o Encapsulation is an asexual process operating on one parent tree expression and 

automatically identifying potentially useful subtrees for future reference. The selected subtree 

is an inseparable single point no longer subject to potentially disruptive effects of genetic 

operations and is allowed to reproduce in future generations [Koza92a].

3.2.4 Genetic Operators for Modifying Structures
Evolutionary algorithms employ different techniques to decide which individuals will reproduce, 

the number of offspring as well as which individuals will be removed from the population, these 

are divided in primary and secondary operations. The two primary operations are reproduction 

and crossover.

Reproduction
Evolutionary algorithms decide which individuals will reproduce by rewarding better solutions 

with more offspring. It is important to determine the amount good individuals are rewarded since 

this allows it to reproduce several times decreasing the genetic diversity of the population while 

equally rewarding every individual lessens the selection pressure on the population to evolve in 

the desired direction. The reproduction operation is asexual in that it operates on only one 

parental expression and produces only one offspring expression on each occasion and consists of 

two steps; a single expression selected from the population according to fitness and the selected 

individual copied, without alteration, from the current population into the new population. If
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f(s i(t))  is the fitness of individual Si in the population 5,- at generation t, then, under fitness- 

proportionate selection, the probability that individual will be copied into the next generation of 

the population as a result of any one reproduction operation is

(Eqn3.5)

y=i

Typically, is the normalised fitness n(si(t)) so that the probability that individual 5/ will be 

copied into the next generation of the population as a result of any one reproduction operation is 

simply its normalised fitness n(Si(t)). The reproduction operation performed by fitness- 

proportionate selection is called fitness-proportionate reproduction [Koza92a], [Kinn94].

Tournament Selection: Various schemes have been used to rescale fitness values so that the 

number of expected offspring is within reasonable range, including doubling the rescaled fitness 

of the best member of the population compared to the worst one; or ranking candidate parents and 

using this fitness ranking to determine the number of new offspring. These schemes use the whole 

population and perform well in small concentrated populations but become onerous when 

maintaining global fitness data for selection in dynamic environments. Tournament selection is a 

stochastic reproduction method that does not use the whole population and performs rank 

selection only on local population statistics with an element of noise due to random selection. 

This method randomly selects a number of individuals from the breeding population, comparing 

them with each other and selecting the best one [Koza92a].

Steady State Populations: Traditional G As [Holl92] evolve a sequence of discrete non

overlapping generations mimicking species of plants and animals that live no longer than a year, 

germinating from seeds in spring and growing during the summer and producing their own seeds 

in the autumn which survive during winter while their parent dies. In contrast there are species 

that live many years with no distinct boundary between generations. In steady state populations 

new children are continually added to the population that can be selected as parents for new 

offspring and can also be removed from the population at any point ensuring a constant size for 

the population. GPs mimic this process of the creation of dynamic (steady state) populations 

[Koza92a].

Crossover
The crossover operator consists of choosing and exchanging the subtrees beneath the randomly 

selected points of two tree-structured computer programs (typically of unequal size) to produce
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two offspring allowing the program size to increase or decrease. Initially a random point in each 

parent is selected as the crossover point for that particular parent which is a rooted subtree 

consisting o f the entire subtree below the crossover point [Koza92a]. Figure 3.4 shows how 

offspring 1 and 2 are produced by deleting the respective crossover fragments and inserting the 

crossover fragment (red line) o f parent 2 at the crossover point (blue line) o f parent 1 and vice 

versa.

Parent 2: +

x \  +

x \^  + 2x2  + x3

XI

X3 X3 X3

XI

X2

Offspring 1: (xfr +■^^3 2 )' Offspring 2: x l + 2x2 + x3

xl + 2x2 + x3

xl

SQR X3

X2
X2

X I
X3 X3

Figure 3.4; Offspring 1 and 2 produced by crossover o f  fragments selected from Parent 1 and 2.
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When the first parent’s crossover point is a terminal then the subtree from the second parent is 

inserted there and the terminal from the first parent is inserted at the location of the subtree in the 

second parent, whereas when terminals are located on both crossover points they are just swapped 

from one tree to another. If the crossover point for one parental expression is a root the entire first 

parent will become a subtree within the second parent making the crossover fragment of the 

second parent the second offspring. In traditional GAs crossover produces many copies of a 

particular individual with exceptional fitness relative to others increasing the tendency towards 

premature converge achieved by convergence to a globally suboptimal result. In contrast, in GP 

when two individuals mate the two resulting offspring differ due to different crossover points. 

The reproduction operation does create a tendency toward convergence however it also exerts a 

counterbalancing pressure away from convergence. A permissible size limit measured via tree 

depth is established for offspring created by the crossover operation that prevents the expenditure 

of computer time on a few extremely large individual expressions [Koza92a].

There are other crossover operation methods proposed, these include; context preserving 

crossover and one-point crossover. Context Preserving Crossover means that the subtree taken 

from one parent and inserted into the offspring is inserted in a similar position to the one it 

occupies in the parent, thus preserving the program syntax. Context is defined in terms of tree 

geometry. It is divided in; Strong Context Preserving Crossover (SCPC) and Weak Context 

Preserving Crossover (WCPC). One-point Crossover [PolLan97] is a crossover operator, 

acquiring the same crossover points from both parental sections, which when combined with node 

replacement mutation acts as a linear GP.

Secondary Operations
In addition to reproduction and crossover there are five optional secondary operations, these are:

Mutation: This operation is performed on a single node of a tree-structured individual in an effort 

to make the candidate solution fitter. Figure 4.5 illustrates this operation. Koza omits the mutation 

operator from the GP runs since he argues that large initial populations contain sufficient 

diversity so that only the crossover operator is used. [0 ’Reil95] argues that mutation combined 

with simulated annealing or stochastic iterated hill climbing can perform as well as crossover. 

Recent comparisons of crossover and mutation have suggested an advantage of the mutation 

operator over crossover especially in modelling applications with Koza now allowing for low 

levels of mutation [Koza92a].
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Figure 3.5 -  Effect of the Mutation Operator on a single tree node from ( / ) - + (  + ).

Point or node replacement mutation is similar to bit string mutation randomly selecting and 

changing a node in the tree, while ensuring that it has the same number of arguments as the 

replaced node. Permutation is another special mutation case where a mutation operator swaps the 

order of arguments of binary non-commutative, functions, rather than acting on any function. 

Editing is an asexual operation that operates on only one parental expression and is used to 

simplify expressions as genetic programming is running. The editing operation recursively 

applies a pre-established set of domain-independent and domain-specific editing rules to each 

expression in the population. Decimation deals with highly skewed distribution of fitness values 

resulting low variability and many unfit individuals by probabilistically selecting individuals on 

the basis of their fitness and disallowing reselection in order to maximise diversity in the 

remaining population [Koza92a], [Lan98].

3.3 Issues in GP Structures
The tree structure and fitness function largely determine the search space and consequently 

complexity and success of the GP search. Randomly generated tree-programs can be of different 

sizes with numerous numbers of nodes and levels. This section surveys these important issues.

3.3.1 Tree-Structure Representation
In order for the tree to be machine-readable we need to employ a method that will linearise the 

tree structure or put all nodes on one line. A tree traversal is employed for this process that visits 

each node in the tree exactly one time. GP work generally represents tree structures in pre-order 

depth-first traversal which proceeds as far as possible to the left (or right), then back up until the
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first crossroad (root node), goes one step to the right (or left), and again as far as possible to the 

left (or right). Nonetheless, other methods have been used which are briefly outlined here. 

Directed acrylic graphs (DAGs) have been used for tree representation, since individuals 

descended from similar parents have common code thus a single DAG can hold the whole 

population by storing the common code once resulting in considerable memory reduction. Linear 

representations have also being applied [Banz93] but are converted to tree shaped programs 

when executed. Parallel Distributed Genetic Programming (PDGP) replaces program trees with 

directed graphs and although constrained by the predefined grid of nodes it is considered a 

powerful and flexible technique since the tree nodes have multiple outputs making the 

intermediate results readily usable in other parts of the program [LaPol02].

3.3.2 Effective Program Size
GP work typically uses a single fitness criterion ignoring size and run time issues. Program size 

can affect fitness since many modelling problems require solutions which fit the data and are 

short. GP solutions tend to grow in length, thus a parsimony pressure is included in the fitness 

function to encourage the evolution of shorter solutions [LaPol02]. Program growth is often dealt 

with by placing either a maximum tree depth or by constraining the GP to small programs in 

order to increase its performance. [Kinn94] adds a term inversely proportional to the program’s 

length to its fitness generating shorter more general programs. [B196] shows that application of 

parsimony pressure methods on symbolic regression problems can be accomplished with the 

adaptive parsimony fitness component giving the best results while [GatRo97] use program size 

to resolve ties when programs have equal fitness.

3.3.3 Program Efficiency
GP determines an individual’s fitness by running it. This makes it susceptible to syntactically 

invalid individuals that can effectively halt the whole GP system. Consequently recursive or 

iterative features are restricted in GP since they can promote very long or even infinite loops. 

[Cr85], [TelVel95] address the problem by implementing ad-hoc limits which give poor fitness 

scores to invalid individuals. [Koza92a] applies a limit on both the total number of iterations and 

each loop primitive. [MaxIII94] applies an external time limit that interrupts programs if  they are 

still running giving a partial fitness while allowing other population members to be run. Programs 

which remain in the population are allowed to run for another time interval whereas looping 

programs are initially given low partial fitness and eventually removed from the population.

3.3.4 Genetic Diversity
The number of individuals contained in a GP population is usually small compared to the 

problem search space. Holland showed that by operating on fixed-length character strings the GA
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processes information about an enormous number of unseen hyper-planes or schemata. For each 

generation an estimated value of the average fitness for each schema is computed. Although 

reproduction and crossover operate on the number of individual present in the population, implicit 

computation operates on a considerable number of schemata [PoliOl].

A GP schema is the set of all individual rooted, point-labelled tree expressions that share common 

features containing one or more specified subtrees. There is a size limitation for both of the initial 

random tree size and the tree growth size resulting from crossover and defined by the total 

number of points in the tree. The average fitness of the GP schema is the average of the fitness 

values of all individual trees belonging to it. Subtrees from relatively compact high-fitness 

individuals are used as building blocks for constructing new individuals. [Tack93] shows how GP 

building blocks (subtrees) are repeated frequently throughout the population. [Kinn94] adds that 

if building blocks have frequencies independent of position then their distributions will shift, and 

might result with entirely different sets of building block subtrees.

3.3.5 Mathematical Proof of GP Evolution
[Lan98] investigated the mathematical proof of how GP populations evolve depicting that Price’s 

Covariance and Selection Theorem [PriceTO] can be applied to artificial evolution.

Price’s Selection and Covariance Theorem: The population genetics theorem relates the change 

in gene frequency from one generation to the next, to the covariance of the gene’s frequency in 

the original population with the number of offspring produced in that population. The frequency 

of the gene in the current population is given by

Q freq i =  =  Q (Eqn 3.6)

where Q̂ freqi is the gene frequency, gi are the gene copies in an individual i, N  is the size of the 

initial population P/, qi is the individual’s gene frequency and q is the arithmetic mean of qi in

the population. The number of genes in the new population equals the number of successful 

crossover fragments produced by the former generation. The number of chromosomes in an 

individual equals the sum of the number in each of the fragments that formed it. Thus, the gene 

frequency in a population in the next generation is given by
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where Q freqj is the gene frequency in the next generation, gj are gene copies in all successful 

fragments in the next generation produced by i, z. is the number of offspring, q\ is the gene 

frequency in the offspring produced by i, A^. is the difference between the gene frequency in

the offspring produced by 1 and the gene frequency in i and z is the mean number of offspring 

produced. From the above equations we conclude that:

A g  =  (Eqn 3.7)
z Nz

Consequently, selection for reproduction is dependent upon fitness and on specific genes whereas 

determination of crossover points is random and independent of genes.

3.4 Summary
This chapter focuses on the structurally diverse Chinese trading policies and how they will affect 

its integration into the international trade system. This integration is investigated by employing 

genetic programming to identify the mathematical relationship measuring trade flows between 

China and its trading partners. The preliminary GP steps are introduced together with the 

selection of primary and secondary genetic operators. Issues in GP structures are discussed 

including tree representation, effective program size, program efficiency, and genetic diversity. 

The mathematical proof of GP evolution using Price’s Covariance and Selection Theorem to 

artificial evolution is also given.
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Chapter 4

GTCA Part I: Intelligent Growth Policy Mapping

The focus o f  this chapter is concerned with the first part o f  the GTCA which explores the 
strategic importance o f  SOM-based design in providing direct visualisation and location 
o f  the numerous Chinese provinces according to their distinct competitive growth 
identities. The SOM has been applied to provincial growth self-organisation o f  a country 
with the complexity o f  China. The effect o f  sector-specific influence fo r  the growth type o f  
each province is also investigated together with the validity and analysis o f  the cluster 
formations. The SOM's ability to interpret and deal with inaccurate and missing elements 
from  the early reform years is investigated.

4.1 From Growth Information to Growth Type Policy Formulation
One of the most interesting features when investigating a country’s interior is the formation of 

inter-provincial economic growth groups emerging as competitors for preferential policies. This 

intensifying competition for resources and markets has forced provinces to differentiate 

themselves by developing distinct growth policies and identities. Although the necessity for 

differentiation has been realised, the selection of the underlying policies that precisely capture 

and promote province-specific growth in different sectors is not obvious. We employ the 

Kohonen SOM to analyse fundamental and technical growth determinants that affect the 

evolution of established and emerging growth policies by aiming to directly identify, visualise 

and locate the distinct growth identities of the Chinese provinces.
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4.1.1 Integrating SOM-based Data Analysis
The analysis of a country’s long-term growth policies and structure is an important process in 

macroeconomic development. Conventional statistical tools apply ranking to interpret the long

term growth factors producing very accurate results. However, some provinces have very 

different growth type structures but the same growth indicator volume making it difficult to rank 

them only according to volume. Since this study is interested in exploring as many of the 

different numerous factors that determine the growth features in order to characterise each 

province, it needs a knowledge discovery tool that it able to translate information from multiple 

criteria in parallel.

The SOM solves this problem since its projection and clustering capabilities provide feature 

classifications in a meaningful data-driven approach based on multiple criteria, extracted and 

represented in a graphic and intuitive form. These capabilities are explored and further developed 

by applying them to spatial (provinces) and temporal (annual) Chinese growth data. The SOM 

illustrates some structures in the selected data set, and the features chosen to represent them 

ultimately determine the structures. If there is some prior knowledge about the input, this 

information is usually used for choosing the features. If no explicit clusters exist, this self- 

organising mapping method reveals open zones with irregular shapes and high clustering 

tendency. The data sets selected as well as their collection and pre-processing are discussed in the 

following sections together with the methodology employed, the results from actual processing of 

the data and finally multiple growth dimensions and profiles of the provinces from computation 

of the maps.

4.1.2 Data Collection
Choosing the data set is a very crucial step because from it depend the quality and suitability of 

the inputs. This study has collected long-term growth indicator information on 27 provinces over 

the reform period (1978-1998). Finding Chinese provincial data for the reform period, especially 

the first decade, was considerably difficult for the following reasons:

o Due to the fact that no single library or organisation had a collection of all the statistical

yearbooks together, especially for the first decade. The School of Oriental and African 

Studies (SOAS) has the best collection and we had to collect them one-by-one. 

o The data for most of the reform period was not available in electronic form so it had to be

processed and inserted into worksheets, 

o Provinces give different definitions for the same indicator thus making it even more

difficult to attain correct meaningful data and limiting the indicators that could be used, 

o Most western and some central provincial yearbooks had no values for most indicators

for the first decade of reform, either due to lack of expertise, since these provinces did not
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have the privilege of statistics experts that the coastal provinces had, or because the 

values were negligible,

o The Chinese Provincial Statistical Yearbooks are in Chinese and since there was no 

immediately available translator, the symbols for all relevant indicators had to be learnt in 

Chinese.

In Appendix B, we provide an annual data collection for all provinces and all indicators used in 

this research through the entire reform period.

4.1.3 Data Pre-processing
When collecting data it is important to choose a set of indicators that describe the phenomenon of 

interest alone so that the corresponding dimensions of the input space can be scaled according to 

these features. If the collection and pre-processing of the data features is satisfactory enough to 

reflect the requirements of the task, then it will reflect the evaluation and quality of the results, 

thus helping to avoid or even eliminate misleading conclusions.

The data collected over the reform period (1978 -  1998) includes information on 27 provinces 

these are; Anhui, Beijing, Fujian, Guangxi, Guizhou, Gansu, Guangdong, Hainan, Henan, 

Heilongjiang, Hunan, Hubei, Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Jiangxi, Jiangsu, Liaoning, Ningxia, 

Shanghai, Shandong, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Sichuan, Tianjin, Xinjiang, Yunnan and Zhejiang. The 

Statistical Yearbook of China [StatCHN] as well as the Provincial Statistical Yearbooks were 

consulted from 1978 to 1998 for country and provincial figures, the Facts and Figures Book 

[FaFi] various years and the China Energy Yearbook [StatEN] for years 1978-1989 and 1991- 

1998. The key long-term growth sectors selected for this study include aggregate values (total 

output) for population, construction, industry, agriculture, area (land occupation) and energy. In 

order to measure inequality and growth distribution levels, per capita values have been computed 

for the above 6 variables. Many more sectors that highlight the different determinants that affect 

long-term growth could be inserted into the SOM model, however problems experienced 

collecting, evaluating and organising the data -  discussed above -  limited the number of high- 

quality sectoral datasets that could be included. Since this seems to be the first application on 

modelling macroeconomic policies, many more factors could be inserted and analysed in future 

work. In addition to the problems experienced while collecting Chinese data, some adjustments 

had to be made to the available data sets, such as:

o Tibet, Qinghai and Hebei provinces had to be excluded from the sample; Tibet is seen 

more as a religious autonomous region than an emerging growth province; Qinghai had 

negligible values in almost every sector; and provincial data for Hebei was not available, 

o Coal, oil and hydro-power production were analysed separately and combined into a 

single energy measure as an aggregate of energy production because they are the largest
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components of energy production. The China Energy Yearbook (1978-1989, 1991-1998) 

was consulted.

o The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was excluded because it would have been difficult to 

scale this central and strong indicator in relation to the others, since it is an aggregate 

measure of all the other indicators selected, 

o The industry indicator had different definitions for the different types of industry (small- 

scale and large-scale) for each province, thus we took an aggregate industry measure, 

o An aggregate measure was also determined for the agricultural sector.

After collecting and selecting the appropriate datasets, they must be pre-processed before being 

applied to the SOM algorithm. The data is scaled, taking growth rates of each province for each 

sector, and balanced using 3-year “moving” averages to smooth out the impact on the index of 

year-to-year fluctuations of growth rates in particular sectors. The variance of all indicators is 

scaled to unity, to reflect their relative importance to the long-term growth measure. By scaling 

data values that can produce an error during training of the net, outliers can be discarded in 

advance. However, the outliers in the SOM map displays affect only one map unit and its 

neighbourhood, while the rest of the data display is still used for inspection. The outliers can be 

easily detected based on the clustering display since the input space near the outliers is very 

sparsely populated. Furthermore, some data items initially detected as outliers were actually not 

erroneous but just had strikingly different features which we discuss in section 4.3.

4.2 The SOM Methodology
This section outlines the multiple steps that comprise SOM-based data analysis fi'om setting up 

the goals and deciding the SOM parameter criteria for selecting the best maps to analysing the 

clusters formed. After selecting and pre-processing the data source, variables, scope, and quality 

that are meaningful in relation to the objectives and likely to influence the results, it is necessary 

to devise a methodology to select the most suitable map for identifying growth type structure in 

provincial China.

4.2.1 Map Selection Criteria Revisited
The SOM learning process is a stochastic process that shows variations in its mappings. 

Consequently, several mappings are computed in order to ensure good quality. Maps are selected 

according to how well they describe and preserve the location of the input data and according to 

the distinct SOM features that best translate the implicit knowledge in the input dataset of the 

selected application. We use different initialisations, neighbourhood functions and learning rates 

in order to select the best maps, while ensuring the topology is preserved since it is the feature 

that most affects the SOM’s performance. Selection of the desired display size, neighbourhood 

and learning rate, as well as map tuning is required for optimal clustering and visualisation.
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Training Procedure
The amount the map learns is initialised linearly favouring a law of type a(t) = ao(l-T/t) [Koh89], 

where a(t) is the learning rate, ao is the initial learning rate and T is a parameter advised to have 

the value of 100 times the number of neurones or more. The batch training algorithm is employed 

because it only takes a few seconds and presents the whole data set to the map before any

adjustments are made. The Gaussian neighbourhood function is selected where hi/t) = e is 

the neighbourhood function, üt is neighbourhood radius and dÿ is the distance between map units i 

and j.

Both large and small mappings are selected in this work in order to fine-tune the map to stretch 

out to the data input units and give the best possible interpretation of the data set. We initially 

train a larger map with a learning rate of 0.1 and a starting neighbourhood radius of 3 to obtain an 

initial data representation and the general clustering dynamics. Then we complement this by fine- 

tuning with a smaller neighbourhood radius of 1 and learning rate of 0.02 which provides sharper 

differences between clusters and better stability.

Topology Preservation
Preservation of neighbourhoods and neighbouring map unit relationship was introduced in 

Chapter 2 (Section 2.3) as a key property of the SOM. Map topology is determined as the 

connections to adjacent neurones by the neighbourhood function. In this research we employ the 

hexagonal lattice structure for visual inspection of the map since it does not favour horizontal and 

vertical dimensions. The latter topology map factor selected is the global shape which is in sheet 

format. The mapping selected is used in section 3.3 as the foundation for displaying the cluster 

structure of the data, so it is very important that the inputs are represented in a meaningful 

manner. In order to increase mapping precision we gradually reduce the radius of the 

neighbourhood function thus preserving the accuracy of local neighbourhoods. The distortion of 

the topology is measured by employing the topographic error tgrr described in section 2.3.1. Data 

density reflects vector density and consequently the local distances between neighbouring model 

vectors. It is impossible to preserve all data distances however it is crucial to preserve these local 

distances between neighbouring model vectors in order to obtain a meaningful representation of 

the cluster structures. The topographic error for the maps selected was zero or negligible, which is 

really important since that denotes that the relationship between the growth data input is nearly 

perfectly represented. This will be discussed together with the computations of the maps in the 

discussion sections for each map analysis in section 4.3.

Quality Scope of Clustering
The objective in this study is to better understand the clustering dynamics of the input data set 

and small maps give only very coarse differentiations, thus larger ones are employed to represent
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the Chinese data sets in the best possible manner. After selecting the maps according to 

meaningful representation, we assess their quality according to the mean quantisation error Qen 

introduced in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3). Due to the difficulties experienced with the Chinese data 

and explained in earlier sections, some clusters experience only minor differences, whereas others 

are significantly dissimilar indicating high quality. The clustering stability is also assessed by 

using different data samples, some with outliers and some without in various map generations 

described and discussed in section 4.3.

4.2.2 Cluster Analysis
In the previous section the methodology used to select the most suitable map for identifying 

growth type structure in provincial China was decided. This section is concerned with the 

clustering output of these selections and how it affected the SOM’s ability to detect distinct 

features and preserve the location of the input data. The number of clusters formed is analysed 

together with their differences with neighbouring clusters and their dependencies on indicators.

Analysis of Main Cluster Characteristics
Several maps were computed before selecting the best one. Prior to listing the different types of 

experiments, as well as the selection and analysis of the best mapping, it is useful to explain 

features discussed in the following sections, such as:

o There were 27 data vectors each one representing an individual province. Each data point

had a vector of dimension 5, explained as 5 long-term growth indicators for an average 

value of years 1978 to 1998. 

o Each of these vectors was assigned a specific colour reflecting its distance from its

neighbours. Data objects near each other were assigned similar colours, whereas ones 

further apart had dissimilar colour coding. The Euclidean distance was used to calculate 

differences between colours in neighbouring areas, 

o The borders of each cluster were also determined by this colour coding which does not

allow for inputs in different clusters to have the same or similar colour. In the case of data 

inputs spilling into neighbouring clusters, the SOM locates input vectors further apart 

according to their distance from the centre of the cluster there are classified in. The SOM 

weighs all 5 components of the input vector and forms a cluster according to similarities 

among all of them. If a vector is located outside the main body of the cluster it represents 

and near another cluster with different features, it does not mean that its has changed 

cluster features, rather that it is very far away from the other inputs in the main body 

cluster and from the cluster centre.
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A summary o f the most striking and interesting features o f the experiments eommenced in order 

to find the map that extracted the most significant knowledge is given below, these include:

o In some experiments that extreme outliers were allowed with significantly different 

magnitude to the rest o f the data, the map located the input in one comer o f the map and 

affected the other inputs by clustering them all together. The neurone with the outlier also 

had a strikingly different colour coding (very bright magenta) compared to all the others 

(shades of green).

o Different size maps were computed. A 8x3 mapping which did not show any clustering 

tendency, instead nearly each province had its own neurone, as well as a 3x8 mapping 

which clustered all inputs in two large main areas. In both types o f experiments, the map 

seemed to stretch further away - either wider or longer - lowering the clustering tendency 

by locating approximately a neurone per province data vector and thus losing potential 

useful knowledge on distinct features of the inputs, 

o Another set o f experiments included, inserting new data values for some of the provincial 

input vectors. This had two different effects; Small differences between old and new data 

values would result in the SOM locally rearranging some provinces, thus affecting only 

the neurone or sometimes cluster where the changes took place; Large values would alter 

the structure of the particular cluster and also affect its neighbours, which was determined 

by the effect the larger data values had on the input vectors o f its neighbouring clusters.

Figure 4.1 shows the clustering dynamics o f the input data for the selected best map, divided in 

four main areas: yellow data inputs indicating cluster A; blue dots representing B; green inputs 

belonging to C; and purple dots forming cluster D. Neighbouring units are more densely packed 

in A, with the distances between inputs being relatively small. A also occupies most o f the data 

inputs. In B inputs stretch to quite a significant radius with very low density, whereas D covers a 

much smaller area with few samples. Input data from B and C spill into all other clusters thus 

sharing features denoting low clustering tendency whereas A and D seem more distinct denoting 

a higher clustering tendency.

^ ou tlier
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Figure 4.1 -  Main Cluster Formations
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Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 depict close-ups on individual clusters A, B, C, D, respectively as 

well as their location and dependency on their neighbours. A description o f each individual 

cluster follows with information including the percentage o f the sample that each occupies and 

some quality information on their neighbourhood radius and density.

Figure 4.2 -  Cluster A and neighbours Figure 4.3 -  Cluster B and neighbours

Figure 4.4 -  Cluster C and neighbours Figure 4.5 -  Cluster D and neighbours

Cluster Info 
A

Samples
40%

Density ratio 
0.83

Radius ratio 
1.28

Cluster A holds the largest share o f the data samples (40%) and is densely clustered (0.83). These 

measures indicate a high clustering tendency with many data inputs all collected near each other 

thus denoting an area with dominant characteristics for the growth identity that it represents. 

Observing A and its local neighbours in figure 4.2 it is obvious that some o f the samples have 

stretched out o f the main cluster and spill over into neighbouring B, demonstrating a trend that 

moves to a cluster with different features explaining a high neighbourhood radius o f 1.28. 

Nonetheless, the comparably high density ratio indicates good preservation o f local distances and 

thus good structure preservation.
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Cluster Info Samples Density ratio Radius ratio
B 21% 0.57 0.76

B holds 21% of the data samples, making it the third largest cluster. An interesting feature when 

observing B in figure 4.3 is that although it does not own one of the larger samples, its data inputs 

spill into neighbouring C and D indicating a low clustering tendency and explaining the low 

density ratio of 0.57. The inputs stretch out to areas outside B indicating a transition fi'om cluster 

type B to C and D, nonetheless only approaching the borders of both clusters. Although selective 

data inputs fi'om B seem to be influenced by its neighbours, it has preserved some local distances 

between inputs denoted by a neighbourhood radius ratio of 0.76.

Cluster Info Samples Density ratio Radius ratio
C 28% 0.53 1.28

C is the most interesting dynamic cluster depicting high inequalities in its samples with some 

merging with B and others stretching to other areas. It shows the lowest clustering tendency 

explaining the high neighbourhood radius ratio of 1.28 and the significantly low density ratio of

0.53 -  the lowest of all clusters - relative to a second largest share of 28% of data inputs. An 

interesting observation from figure 4.4 is that despite their similarity of identities, the data points 

that represent C fuse only into the clustering borders of B, indicating differences that will be 

explained and discussed in section 4.3. The effect of the inclusion of outliers is most evident in C 

since some data points stretch to areas with no cluster formation trend. The density of the data in 

some areas is quite high but declines in areas where high number of local neighbourhood vector 

distances that are not preserved.

Cluster Info Samples Density ratio Radius ratio
D  11% 1.23 1.64

D holds a mere 11% of the share of the samples, the lowest among all clusters. It experiences the 

highest density ratio of 1.23 thus preserving the data items distances and consequently its 

structure. In figure 4.5 we can distinguish D as the cluster with the most distinct features, with 

small local distances keeping away from any of its neighbours. Another important observation is 

that a few inputs have escaped the main body and even border of this otherwise densely packed 

cluster. This movement near the borders of the map explains a significant neighbourhood radius 

ratio of 1.64, which however is compared to a cluster of the smallest share of data inputs.

These features from all clusters are going to be used as the groundwork and investigated further 

when the individual provincial growth type are analysed according to their location on the 

Kohonen map in section 4.3.
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Indicator Correlations
Characterisation o f the clustering properties of individual growth indicators is another 

fundamental issue since interesting deviations or interactions between variables can be obsers^ed 

that can then be used to complement the main map that clusters provincial growth in latter 

sections o f this chapter. The information used to determine the clustering o f each indicator as well 

as their correlations employs sector-specific data samples averaged over the reform period (1978- 

1998) for all 27 provinces (Appendix B .l).

V
Figure 4.6: U-matrix colour coding and data sample analysis for each indicator: 

a. Agriculture; b. Industry; c. Construction; d. Energy; e. Population; and f. Area.

Figure 4.6 shows graphs o f the six indicators used in the main SOM together with the U-matrix 

measure. The U-matrix is the main distance measure that visualises distances between 

neighbouring map units either by calculating all or parts o f the indicator values, thus depicting the 

clustering structure o f each unit on the map [Kaski97]. The colour bar accompanying the U- 

matrix shows the scale of the variables which in turn indicates the values that the variables have 

in the map structure. Each figure corresponds to one indicator and each dot in each figure to one 

data sample. The colour coding reflects the distances between model vectors such that data 

objects close to each other are assigned similar colours, thus avoiding non-neighbouring areas to 

attain the same colour. An automatic method called the Comission Internationale de L ’Eclairage 

(CIE) [KaVeKoOO] is employed that almost mimics the human colour vision system. It employs a 

group o f uniform spaces corresponding to the Euclidean distance which calculates differences 

between colours in neighbouring areas making it possible to visualise complex structures 

automatically.

Observing figure 4.6.a, it is clear from the domination o f the blue and light blue dots that most of 

the data samples for agriculture are located in the range between 0.80 and 1.50, denoting high
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values for this indicator. Similar scaling is indicated in figures 4.6.b. and 4.6.C, depicting the 

industry and construction sectors respectively. The colour domination for the next three indicators 

however dictates a decrease in scale with the yellow and red dots governing most o f the map 

space. Analytically in figure 4.6.d, the energy sector divided in the yellow and red area and the 

blue and light blue area, with a few outliers on both ends (yellow -  blue) of the U-matrix colour 

range. In figure 4.6.e the differences are significant, with the yellow dots ranging between 0.26 

and 0.60 dominating the map units that represent the population indicator. The area indicator in 

figure 4.6.f forms a similar colour pattern as energy and population with yellow and red 

dominating the map space. However, the light blue dots -  denoting the highest values -  make 

interesting outliers corresponding to provinces with high land occupation and will be examined in 

section 4.3 together with the main SOM and the indicator profile analysis in order to interpret 

their position.
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Figure 4.7 -  Indicator Correlations

Figure 4.7 integrates the above information from the individual indicator figures to give their 

clustering patterns and relationship by linking them together by position using the same colour 

coding methodology as above. Industry, construction and agriculture all share the same features. 

Industry has the same distance from agriculture and construction whereas the latter two are 

further apart. Agriculture and energy are highly correlated linked by the smallest distance 

whereas area and population indicators though directly related to industry occupy the position 

furthest apart. Finally, the industry sector seems to have attained the central unit position since it 

has direct links to all the other sectors excluding energy.
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4.3 Computation of the Growth Maps
In this section we aim to advance beyond classical growth analysis to the interpretation of 

mappings using sophisticated intelligent techniques that employ multi-dimensional input data 

sets. All the maps were produced from programming functions on the SOM Toolbox platform 

developed by Teuvo Kohonen and his team at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT). 

Information for the toolbox is introduced in Appendix A. 1. This research aims to be the first to 

illustrate, analyse and discuss the following four aspects of province and sector-specific long

term growth data sets:

) The mappings of the provinces on the SOM demonstrating growth patterns in the reform era 

(1978-1998) and individual years (1978, 1988 and 1998). The clustering tendency in the data

set is shown by displaying the distances between the growth types of neighbouring map

locations with different colour levels and different intensity;

) The pair-wise comparison of individual growth indicators displayed with different colour levels 

on the map foundation;

) The comparison of the individual growth indicator in single pie charts for each map unit

showing the relative proportion of each component to their sum in the specific map unit;

) The distribution of single and pairs of indicators on the map described by simple scatter plots

and histograms.

We w ill use the SOM  to cluster all indicators and provinces fo r  the entire reform period, 

all indicators and provinces fo r  individual years and all provinces fo r  each individual 

indicator using incomplete and in some cases missing Chinese data sets to analyse these 

four aspects.

4.3.1 Emerging Growth Type Patterns in the Reform Era
The first aspect of the computations of long-term growth is given here with the creation of a 

single SOM from sector-specific per capita data for all provinces from 1978 to 1998 (analytical 

tables for each year are found in Appendix B.l). A smooth colour palette is superimposed on the 

neurones of the SOM providing a compact representation of the selected data thereby associating 

a colour code with each of the model vectors. The resulting global map summarises the 

similarities and dissimilarities among emerging and frontier provinces and their individual growth 

types and growth group identities. The data vectors are spread over a 6x4 map or 24 neurones 

with the ones most similar grouped together, while others depicting differences appearing further 

away from each other on the map. Figure 4.8a (SOM map) shows a 6 by 4 mapping of the 

provinces complemented by a relative importance figure and the relevant averaged data set over 

the entire reform period. We will now discuss how our findings of the clustering dynamics 

(section 4.2.2) are interpreted by the SOM to form the main growth zones.
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Figure 4.8a supplies information for the main SOM map with the four comer neurones o f the map 

depicting the most dominant representative provinces o f each o f the four growth zones indicated 

with magenta, bright yellow, dark blue and dark green. Table 4.1 supplies a sample o f the datasets 

used averaged over the entire reform period. Figure 4.8b measures the relative influence 

(percentage) o f each indicator in each hexagonal neurone affecting the location o f each province 

on the map and shows the sectoral growth rate o f each province in each neurone affected by 

quicker (smaller pie chart) or slower (larger pie chart) growth. Pie charts are created indicating 

the relative proportion o f each indicator to the sum of all indicators in a specific map unit and its 

magnitude as a whole. The size o f the pie charts has been scaled according to the Euclidean 

distance between the indicators. Both figures are used to discuss our findings and interpret the 

formation o f four main cluster areas dictating the main growth zones among the Chinese 

provinces discussed in this section.

m  G row th  Z one 1 : Coastal provinces with high living standards, high infrastructure and 

the highest industrial production.

Located at the bottom and middle left side of the mam SOM map in figure 4.8a represented by 

shades o f blue colour coding (also indicated by the colour bar adjacent to the growth zone 

number) this is the zone examined in section 4.2.2 as cluster B. Cluster B with 21% of the data 

samples indicated low clustering tendency and a low density ratio o f 0.57 with its inputs 

stretching out to cluster types C and D nonetheless preserving some local relationships denoted 

by a neighbourhood radius ratio o f 0.76. The provinces comprising this cluster growth zone are 

Beijing, Shanghai, Liaoning, Tianjin and Zhejiang.

This information about cluster B and the location o f the provinces on the main map is combined 

with the relative importance o f the indicators in neurones 18, 21 and 22 occupied by these 

provinces shown in figure 4.8b. In all 3 neurones the pie charts are mainly occupied by green and 

orange colours that represent the infrastructure and industry indicators respectively. This is the 

zone characterised by the best infrastructure and the highest industrialised production. 

Nonetheless, these provinces lack energy resources (purple colour), have relatively low 

agriculture-based industries (blue colour) and occupy small geographic area (light blue). In order 

to be able to retain this growth level in the future it needs to acquire energy and food resources 

from provinces in other growth groups that have such resources.

^ G r o w t h  Z one 2: Border provinces rich in natural resources with limited 

infrastructure.

Located at the very top left side comer on the SOM and represented by shades o f magenta colour 

coding this is the zone examined in section 4.2.2 as cluster D. The provinces comprising this
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cluster growth zone are Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Ningxia, Jilin and Heilongjiang. D 

forms the most distinct structure holding the lowest share (11%) o f the samples with the highest 

density ratio (1.23) preserving the data distances, keeping away from any o f its neighbours. When 

analysing D in section 4.2.2 we discovered an interesting feature where inputs escaped the main 

border o f this otherwise densely packed cluster to approach the area near the borders of the map.

This distinct finding can be explained here by combining the SOM information and the relative 

importance pie charts. The provinces occupy neurones 1, 2 and 9 o f the relative importance 

figure. Mainly influenced by the energy and the area indicators, these are the neurones where 

indicators have influenced their position the most out o f all others in the relative importance 

figure. This explains the highest density ratio and distinct cluster structure which separates these 

neurones from the rest. The map has accurately placed Jilin and Ningxia in the middle top of the 

map which occupies neurone 2 where the influence is not as significant since the other provinces 

in this zone occupy the top 5 seats for energy production whereas they are ranked 9* and 10* 

respectively and also occupy a much larger area than these two provinces.

Another interesting feature is detected in neurone 9, occupied by Heilongjiang province which 

has a limited but consistent influence in most indicators representing the unit in cluster D that is 

moving towards cluster B, which may be denoting a transition to a different growth zone (growth 

zone 1) with higher living standards. The rest of the provinces in this group have relatively low 

living standards indicated by the limited pie chart proportion o f the construction and industry 

indicators, which does not allow them to take advantage of their enormous area (Xinjiang 

occupies 1/6 o f the total area o f China). From figure 4.8b and the relevant pie chart it is observed 

that these provinces have considerable amounts o f natural resources that they can exploit - 

Xinjiang’s share o f China’s production is 10.9% and 12.3% for oil and natural gas respectively 

and has an advantageous bordering location with Kazakhstan (Caspian Sea) - to both China’s 

domestic market and to oil multinationals if they focus on developing their infrastructure.

G row th Z one 3: Cluster of the highest growth rates with low energy resources.

Located at bottom and middle right side o f the map represented by shades o f green colour coding 

this is the zone formed by cluster C. The provinces comprising this growth group are Guangdong, 

Jiangsu, Shandong, Hubei and Hainan. In section 4.2.2 we characterised C as the most interesting 

cluster with some of its units merging with B and others stretching to areas where there is no 

cluster formation trend explaining the high neighbourhood radius ratio o f 1.28 and the lowest 

density ratio (0.53). We also detected that data points in C fuse only into the borders of B which 

is growth zone 1, depicting the similarity o f the growth identities of the two clusters since they 

both have middle to high living standards.
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Occupying neurones 16, 20, 23 and 24 these provinces have good infrastructure and industry 

production with middle living standards and an increase in agricultural production in neurone 16 

denoted by Hubei. Hainan’s growth is very distinct since it is mainly influenced by agriculture 

and it is this feature that has positioned it to occupy one neurone (neurone 8) on its own 

explaining the units that spread to areas where there is no cluster formation outside the borders of 

C. Shandong and Fujian have low energy reserves but good exploitation o f their advantageous 

agro climatic conditions o f the region. An interesting feature is depicted in the neurone occupied 

by Guangdong and Jiangsu with green and orange dominating the pie chart nonetheless depicting 

low per capita growth which may be indicating a difficulty in equally distributing the zone’s 

wealth across the different parts o f the province thus creating social inequalities.

Growth Zone 4: Cluster of increased poverty and high inequalities.

Located at top, centre and middle right side of the map represented by shades of yellow and peach 

colour coding this is the zone formed by cluster A. The provinces comprising this zone are split in 

two main sub-cluster areas, the first comprising o f Hunan, Henan, Jiangxi, Anhui and Gansu and 

the second of Yunnan, Guangxi, Guizhou, Shaanxi and Sichuan. A holds the largest share o f the 

data samples (40%) and is densely clustered (0.83) with most inputs collected near each other 

indicating a high clustering tendency and some others spilling over into neighbouring B 

demonstrating a trend that moves to a cluster with a focus on infrastructural development and 

industry.

Guizhou, Shaanxi, Sichuan and Yunnan occupy neurone 3, where the sector significance drops 

and all the sectors are equally distributed though excluding construction. Neighbouring neurones 

usually share many common features, however that is not the case with Gansu (neurone 6) and 

Guangxi (neurone 7) provinces show unexpected contrasting characteristics with Gansu being 

mainly affected by energy and area whereas Guangxi by agriculture, also explaining why they are 

occupying a neurone each. These provinces comprise the first sub-cluster of growth zone 4, with 

low levels in every indicator. Anhui, Henan, Hunan and Jiangxi that form the second sub-cluster 

show the same features as the other provinces in this zone however, an increase in the pie chart of 

the industry sector moves them towards the more developed industrialised provinces explaining 

the trend o f some units towards B of high industry and infrastructure levels. Finally, although 

high clustering tendency may be very important for feature preservation in this cluster it is 

translated to widespread poverty and the worst living standards shared by most provinces in this 

group in all sectors including infrastructure, industry and even agriculture.
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Figure 4.9 -  China map representation o f  geographical growth dynamics

Figure 4.9 shows a map o f China with the geographical positioning o f each o f the provinces with 

their individual growth type and colour coding determined by the main SOM map in figure 4.8a 

(section 4.3.1.). An interesting point observing the map of China is that although we did not 

supply the SOM with any information about the geographical location o f the provinces, the four 

clusters formed also represent China’s main geographical regions. Tibet, Quinghai and Hebei are 

not included in the sample due to adjustments explained in section 4.1.1.
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4.3.2 Growth Patterns for Individual Years
In the previous section a single map was produced that clustered provinces based on growth data 

sets averaged over the entire reform period. The information collected for the maps in this section 

includes data for each indicator and each province for years 1978, 1988 and 1998 found in 

Appendix B.l. The schematic representation in Figure 4.10 shows 3 maps for years 1978, 1988 

and 1998 discussed in this section which investigates the SOM’s ability to cluster all indicators 

and provinces for individual years. We have selected these years because the SOM is aiming to 

interpret the provincial growth transitions and these years comprise the start (1978), intermediate 

stage (1988) and recent years (1998) of the reform period.

In the first map, which represents 1978, provinces group more densely in one neurone forming 

one large group at the top right side of the map and a few smaller ones on the lower part of the 

map. In 1988 the SOM starts to show a different cluster structure with provinces stretching out to 

neurones in every area of the map, with the exception of provinces in the poorest growth zone 

(growth zone 4) occupying only two neurones between them at the top right side of the map. As 

the provinces evolve from one decade to the next they assume different patterns that are formed 

in different ways affected by the growth policies they selected and jump from cluster to cluster to 

end up forming the four main growth groups in the 1998 mapping.

Discussion

By adding the knowledge attained from the previous sections and the results of the growth trend 

in individual years we made a very significant discovery of the attempt of the SOM to give an 

interpretation in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the map of the main policies that 

influence and locate growth type on the map:

The horizontal dimension o f the map seems to reflect different levels o f transition in the reform 

period, starting from Beijing on the left side, with increased political presence and old planned 

economic policies, and on the right side with clusters of provinces including Guangdong 

indicating an explosion in foreign trade and investments. The vertical dimension seems to 

indicate a poverty and inequality scaling with the poorest provinces occupying the top section of 

the map moving to better distribution o f wealth as we approach the lower regions of the map 

where income equality and middle to high living standards are detected. The central part of the 

map seems to reflect provinces on the move, some experiencing low growth rates after the first 

decade and others converging towards wealthier areas o f the map.
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This understanding contributes to better explaining the location for each province. The horizontal 

dimension for provinces on the bottom left neurones for all 3 mappings shows the Chinese capital 

Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and Liaoning which are provincial-level units of strategic importance 

to the central government [Hend99] also depicting high levels of equally distributed wealth which 

we measure by taking per capita values for all indicators. As detected in the main map, these 

provinces maintain high growth status through the entire reform period. Maintaining high growth 

levels can be explained since political presence is especially high - does not decrease in any of the 

3 maps. Sustained political and military attention is also obvious in the top left neurones 

including Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia with the constant concern of invaders emerging from 

border provinces [Good97], [FZZ02], [Hend99]. On the right side of the map, Guangdong’s rapid 

rise has resulted mainly from its bordering and integration vrith Hong Kong. Shandong together 

with Fujian seem to have developed rather slowly in the first decade but clearly accelerated 

during the second decade probably due to their key economic relationship with South Korea and 

Taiwan respectively, through decreasing surveillance from the central government [FZZ02].

On the vertical dimension the provinces of zone 4 have low growth levels through the entire 

reform period with only Anhui, Henan, Jiangxi and Hubei moving towards higher living 

standards. Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Heilongjiang make the transition to neurones at 

higher levels approaching the zone formed by Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and Liaoning which 

maintain their high growth status since 1978. Hainan is the most interesting exception in all three 

mappings since it keeps on occupying a neurone on this own moving from higher grovrih in the 

first decade to lower in the second. The initial high levels replicated the whole country’s key 

growth transitions in the first decade and Hainan’s experience of reforms as a testing ground for 

central government to try bolder economic and political policies [Good97]. Its use as a testing 

ground seems to be the reason why Hainan’s development decreased during the second decade.
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4.3.3 Indicator Profile Analysis
In this final section o f the map computations, we discuss two figures:

1. A comparative figure (Figure 4.11) with scatter plots and histograms for all the variables 

distributed in an individual and pair-wise manner; and

2. Explanatory figures 4.12 and 4.13 for selected pair-wise indicators.

Area Area vs Agriculture Area vs Energy Area vs Industry

I

Area vs Construction

Area vs Agriculture 

<
«

Area vs Energy 

Area vs Industry

Agriculture Agriculture vs Energy Agriculture vs Industry Agriculture vs Construction

Agriculture vs Energy Energy Energy vs Industry Energy vs Construction

Agriculture vs Industry Energy vs Industry Industry

l . - v lè ll I I

Area vs Construction Agriculture vs Construction Energy vs Construction Industry vs Construction

^  4

Industry vs Construction 

Construction

I
Figure 4.11 -  Indicator individual histograms with pair-wise scatter plots on either side o f  diagonal

In figure 4.11 the histograms occupying the diagonal section o f the graph provide analysis o f each 

indicator, with black colour representing the original data set and red colour for the map 

prototype values. The scatter plots are located symmetrically on either side of the diagonal section 

with the colours that each data sample employs in figure 4.8. The right side o f the diagonal 

section shows scatter plot formations o f the original data points for comparisons o f pair-wise 

indicators, whereas the left side shows the clustering tendency o f the map prototypes. The SOM is 

used to measure the similarities or dissimilarities between indicators and to indicate the pair-wise 

subplots that should be further analysed. The indicators representing area and energy have a 

highly linear correlation shown in the map prototypes in subplot 3.1 o f figure 4.11, which is not 

true though for the original data clustering. Industry and construction have a highly linear 

correlation in subplot 5.4 which was also identified in the indicator dependencies in section 4.2.2. 

Agriculture (subplot 2.1) and Industry (subplot 4.1) do not seem to share many features and show 

dissimilarities with the area sector.
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Given these observations we compute maps for pair-wise indicators using a data set for all 

provinces for 1998 with per capita indicator information for agriculture and energy (figure 4.12) 

in the first map and industry and construction per capita in the second (figure 4.13). The SOM is 

employed to compute two more maps o f pair-wise indicators for all provinces in a single year 

depicting its ability to extract different types o f information. The specific pairs o f indicators 

depicted in figures 4.12 and 4.13 were selected, the agriculture vs energy due to the striking 

clustering differences between original data and map prototypes and as for industry vs 

construction their relationship has been observed in most mappings and depicts the highest 

correlation in figure 4.11.
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Shanxi

Figure 4.12 -  Agriculture vs Energy (6x4) SOM Figure 4.13 -  Industry vs Construction (8x3) SOM

While observing the two maps the first interesting feature is that they have different shapes. 

Figure 4.12 shows a 6x4 map whereas figure 4.13 shows a 8x3 map. The reason for this is that the 

map stretches in different directions to match the entire range o f original data points. 

Consequently, the second mapping is longer and narrower than the first, due to the fact that the 

original data has a longer range. Figure 4.12 shows the agriculture vs energy map with the two 

dimensions once more showing the overall trend of the inputs on the map, with the vertical axis 

indicating different levels o f energy and the horizontal axis depicting levels o f agricultural 

growth. Analytically, Guizhou, Shaanxi and Gansu have relatively substantial energy but few 

agricultural resources together with a poor infrastructural and industrial basis observed in the 

industry/construction mapping. Anhui and Hunan have substantial agricultural outputs but occupy 

the middle of the map since their energy levels are also satisfactory. Shanxi’s single neurone 

location though close to the energy zone cluster with the richest natural resources (Xinjiang,
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Heilongjiang and Inner Mongolia) indicates substantially high natural resources (lowest right side 

neurone) with good infrastructure and industry (figure 4.13 -  middle left side neurone).

In the industry/construction map in figure 4.13 all the provinces in growth zones 1 and 3, 

including Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Guangdong, Shandong, Liaoning and 

Fujian (reform era SOM -  Figure 4.8a) occupy the top section of the map (highest values) with 

Beijing denoting a remarkable exploitation of per capita resources in these two indicators and 

obtaining the highest living standards followed by Shanghai, Zhejiang and Jiangsu. Sichuan, 

Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia’s positions in the lowest cluster level indicate very low construction 

and industry levels. Their location on the map reflects infi'astructural constraints including poor 

physical condition of the road and rail transport links -  often indirect - to major cities [FZZ02]. In 

order for these provinces to reach their full growth potential and increase their cross-border and 

inter-provincial trade links, the infrastructure of key regional arteries has to be improved. 

Hainan’s position on the map occupying the lowest level of industry and construction and highest 

level of agriculture confirms its uniqueness discussed in earlier sections.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter we investigated the strategic importance of SOM-based design in providing direct 

visualisation and location of the numerous Chinese provinces according to their distinct sector- 

specific growth identities. The SOM dealt with inaccurate and missing elements for the early 

reform years and was successful in classifying and visualising the provincial growth patterns 

using panel data for indicators and provinces over the entire reform period. We continued to show 

that the SOM can used to examine the development of specific indicators after computing the 

main mapping. In addition, we illustrated how the main map can be used in combination with the 

relative importance pie charts to get a better understanding of how each indicator affects the 

location of each province in specific growth zones. Another important discovery through 

observation of individual year mappings 1978, 1988 and 1998 was the horizontal dimension 

reflecting different levels of transition in the reform period and the vertical dimension of the map 

indicating levels of poverty and inequality. Consequently the SOM was able to investigate the 

impact macroeconomic policies had on each of the Chinese provinces over the reform period.
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Chapter 5

GTCA Part II: Evolving Bilateral Trade Flows

Chapter 5 focuses on the second part o f  the GTCA that tries to identify the symbolic 
expression that best specifies China’s bilateral trade behaviour through rules form ed  
from empirical trade flow  data. Genetic programming is employed to portray the main 
relationship o f  China’s trade pattern in the international market and identify the future 
relationship o f  the descriptive variables o f  the system. Discrepancies in export figures 
between China and its trading p artn er’s mainly due to re-exports via Hong-Kong, are 
adjusted. The theoretical concept o f  the gravity equation is used to obtain trade flow  
knowledge from input data.

5.1 Evolution of China’s Trade Environment

The focus of the second part of the GTCA is to evolve bilateral trading rules in order to identify 

under- or over- trading actions between China and its main partners. Genetic programming is 

employed to evolve rules that express actions in China’s trade environment and try to identify the 

geopolitical dynamics in their bilateral trading actions. We use trade flow data to identify the 

main symbolic relationship formed as well as secondary relationships selected - due to high 

partial fitness crediting - that affect the Chinese trading environment.
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5.1.1 -  Using Evolution to Identify Trade Actions
China has gradually opened up integrating itself into the international trade markets in a secure 

and efficient manner (exports reached 25% of total production in 2002 compared to 5% in 1982). 

Due to its structurally diverse economy its integration into the international trade system seems 

challenging. These diverse features also affect its partners trading behaviour. This work aims to 

determine under- or over- traded behaviour related to these actions by finding an expression that 

highlights the effect a set of selected independent variables (inputs) has on the associated 

dependent variables (outputs) for China’s real-world trading environment. Once this model has 

been determined it can be employed to predict an increase or decrease in the factors affecting the 

Chinese bilateral trade system. Instead of finding the coefficients determining a particular 

economic model, genetic programming is employed to genetically breed populations of candidate 

trade rules that best fit the data, thus identifying the symbolic form of trade actions.

Initially, genetic algorithms were employed for this application for their speed of operation and 

power of effect. This speed and power has made them highly suitable and applicable in many 

fields, including economics, business-related and financial applications. The main interest in this 

part of the GTCA is the modelling of a dynamic trade environment where rules constantly change 

size and complexity, increasing the understanding of the final solution. The standard G A is more 

suitable for fixed length representations and tends to produce many copies of a particular 

individual with exceptional relative fitness, thus getting trapped at local maxima. In addition, it 

has difficulty handling a changing environment after convergence has occurred. In contrast, GP 

employs non-linear tree-structured genetic material which alters in size, shape and complexity 

and performs operations in a hierarchical manner. Crossover operators are defined to preserve the 

syntactic correctness of the program and although in the GP reproduction process there is a trend 

towards convergence, there is also a counterbalancing pressure away from it.

5.1.2 Fundamentals of the Gravity Equation
The aim of part II of the GTCA is to find the main relationship that portrays China’s trade pattern 

in the international market and predict the convergence or divergence of partner’s trade flows to 

it. Applied international economics provide us with a model widely used for determining trade 

flows, the gravity equation. The gravity equation relates trade flows between trading partners 

with their income, income per capita and the geographical distance between them. The gravity 

equation is specified as follows:

l n ( X i J = p „  + p , l n ( Y i Y j ) ,  + p , l n ( Y P C i Y P C j l  + P ; ln D S T ^  + p , l n M „  +8^., (Eqn5.3)
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where ln(x^^ ) is the exports trade flow between trading partners i and j  at time t with their size

approximated by income (product GDP for i and j)\n{ï^Yj income per capita (product GDP per

capita for i and y) and transaction costs measured by geographical distance

XnDSTy between trading partners, is a vector of nuisance coefficients and £‘̂ ,is a log- 

normally distributed error term. We add a fourth variable to this equation which describes the 

imports trade flow, ln(M^, ) .

The gravity model [Linn66], [Ander79] states that larger and richer countries trade more with 

each other - positive effects for income and income per capita - than with smaller and poorer 

countries and trade less -negative effect for distance - when a significant geographical distance 

separates them. We selected an additional variable to investigate the interaction between export 

and import trade flows. The balance of trade is measured by the difference between exports and 

imports. Significantly large bilateral trade imbalance is key to the US-China trade relationship 

increasing to ll.Tbn US$ in August 2003 and breaking the ll.Sbn US$ high recorded the 

previous month. The National Association of Manufacturers in the US warned that if this trend 

continuous, with Chinese imports six times higher than US exports, the trade gap will triple to 

SOObn US$ by 2008 [HughOB]. Economists state that global trade imbalances reflect domestic 

macroeconomic factors. In contrast, policy makers and trade negotiators argue that such 

imbalances represent measures of gains (trade surplus) and losses (trade deficit), affecting real 

trade policies and even creating an environment for trade wars [FuLauOB].

The gravity equation is an empirical model that has been successfully applied to a wide range of 

countries and periods including estimating trade flows for European Union countries [GlRosOl], 

for Iran and its trading partners [KalbOl], and for the OECD countries [BergSS], [BergS9], 

[RoseOO]. Nonetheless, the gravity model tends to weigh equally all data inputs, thus producing 

coefficient values dominated by the smaller trade flow values due to the different magnitude in 

values between developed and developing countries. This negative effect was first realised when 

regressions were performed using the econometric package E-views to obtain trade flow 

predictions from the gravity equation in order to compare them with our results. The deviation 

between the gravity equation’s prediction for the trade flows and the actual trade flow values was 

significant. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 depict calculations for two years, 1990 and 1997, certifying that 

this negative effect is not a special case that occurred in one annual observation. The ten Chinese 

trading partners were selected in order to include both developing and developed country values. 

The statistical resources for the actual trade flow observations are referenced in section 5.1.2.
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41,728 1,983 39,744
11,905 4,942 6,963

669 5,400 -4,731
16,866 13,593 3,273
5,042 2,221 2,822
1,927 1,042 887
326 133 193
270 532 -262
42 186 -144
3 136 -133

Table 5.1 -  Actual, predicted trade flows and their deviations for 1990

50,795 7,770 43,025
49,034 20,132 28,901
24,021 35,288 -11,266
12,677 7,889 4,788
60,810 57,208 3,602
1,835 3,967 -2,132
3,908 3,175 733
1,186 595 590
150 615 -464

1,436 1,070 366

Table 5.2 -  Actual, predicted trade flows and their deviations for 1997

The countries are listed according to the absolute value o f the deviation, not taking into 

consideration positive or negative signs. Observing both 1990 and 1997 tables, Hong Kong (HK), 

the United States (US), Korea, Germany and Japan -  developed economies with large trade flows 

- have the highest deviations, while India, Venezuela and Vietnam -  developing economies with 

relatively small trade flows - have the lowest deviations between the actual and predicted trade 

flows. These results confirm the belief that by including developed and developing trade flows 

with very different magnitudes and weighing them equally, the gravity equation coefficients are 

dominated by the small trade flows. The significance o f the gravity model is unquestionable as an 

important and widely used tool in economic analysis nonetheless this is an important problem that 

affects the trade flow predictions in a negative way. Our aim is to improve these features by 

finding methods to reduce the noise effects caused by asymmetries and equal weighing o f the 

data values and obtain an accurate relationship between the variables.
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5.1.3 Data Treatment
Although collection of Chinese trade statistics was relatively easier than provincial statistics, 

during pre-processing we realised that there were wide discrepancies between Chinese and 

trading partner’s export data sets. This section details all the data processing and is divided in 

three parts:

o Collection of the Data. 

o Reconciliation o f Data Inconsistencies. 

o Data Pre-processing

Collection of the Data
The selection of a satisfactory data collection strategy is extremely important. This is stressed 

even more here since the resulting symbolic equation of bilateral trade actions is solely dependent 

on the data inputs provided and thus misleading inputs could confuse the GP process in finding a 

credible solution.

Initially the data collected was for 217 countries from 1978 to 2001. The data collected from 

1978-1996 is just referenced. The data employed for the GP includes 193 observations for all 

variables for 49 countries from 1997 to 2001. Appendix B.3 gives analytical tables of the data 

sets used. Trade data between 1978 and 1997 was obtained from the “Direction of Trade” (DoTS) 

data set developed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as well as the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the Ministry of Foreign Trade and 

Economic Co-operation (MOFTEC) in China. The IMF data set covers bilateral trade between 

217 country codes from 1948 to 1997. There are though many gaps in the data and not all areas 

are countries in the conventional sense including colonies, countries which recently gained their 

independence, territories and so forth. Appendix B.3 lists the 50 trading partner countries selected 

for this study. Countries were selected according to the volume of trade they had with China. 

Maddison [MaddOl] collected and analysed a large data set for the OECD Development Centre 

Studies from which the GDP and GDPPC data for years 1978-1998 was obtained. Trade data 

(imports and exports) for years between 1997 and 2001 was obtained from the Global Trade Atlas 

supplied by the Global Trade Information Services and balance of trade was computed from these 

figures. GDP and population data from 1997 to 2001 was collected from the World Development 

Indicators supplied by the World Bank [WDI9701]. The size of a trade flow is measured in this 

study at the point of export. The distance measure between two countries is computed in nautical 

miles by the shortest navigable distance between the main ports of the respective countries.
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Reconciliation of Data Inconsistencies
Due to wide discrepancies in bilateral trade data compiled by China and by its trading partners, it 

was necessary to make some adjustments to the data sets. These sharply different public 

perceptions of China’s trade relationship with the rest of the world based on misleading figures 

have created serious policy conflicts [Rusk03]. There is persistent doubt about the quality of 

Chinese data, but few proposed solutions to this problem have been suggested. The Sung-Lardy 

[Sung91] method has tried to solve this problem, although there are some limitations in the 

methodology which include:

o The exclusion of indirect trade through Hong Kong (HK), assuming that Chinese exports 

to HK are equivalent to HK’s total imports from China, which include retained imports 

and re-exports;

o Respective import figures include both direct and indirect trade requiring that Chinese or 

partners’ imports from HK only match HK’s domestic exports, 

o Disregarding the difference between an export flow and the corresponding import flow 

arising from transit lag and cif (cost insurance freight).

Huang and Broadbent [HuBr98] develop a methodology to provide more accurate estimates for 

bilateral trade flows, extending the Sung-Lardy [Lar94], [Sung91] method and achieving 

reconciliation of the two data sets by China and by its major partners. This methodology 

investigates the main reasons behind these discrepancies, taking into consideration the likely 

distortion on both Chinese and partner data sets and including indirect trade via Hong Kong. The 

determination of Hong Kong’s role as an exporting channel for Chinese goods is achieved using 

HK figures. It also estimates a new re-export margin (value-added trade) on Chinese exports and 

takes into account valuation and transit lag when comparing export and import series. This model 

has been used in this thesis to reconcile the inconsistencies in the data sets and to provide the 

proposed system with the revised observations in order to get rules that accurately express the 

Chinese trade environment.

The two formulas used to adjust the export figures are given below and the results obtained from 

them using our data sets are analysed in section 5.2.2. The first equation (Eqn 5.1) is employed to 

estimate total Chinese exports from trading country import data and the relevant Hong Kong 

(HK) data. Chinese exports to its partner are given by the partner’s imports from China plus a 

proportion of the difference between the partners’ imports from HK and HK’s domestic exports 

to that trading partner. This difference is part of HK’s total re-exports to the trading partner with 

the proportion obtained by the Chinese total re-exports share.
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Æ%
(Eqn 5.1)

H,A

where A  is the partner country; C is China; H  is Hong Kong; ^ , is C ’s total exports to A; 

M ^ ç , is A ’s imports from C; M is A ’s imports from H; D X ^ , is H ’s domestic exports to 

A; R X , is H ’s re-exports from C to A; and R X ^ ^  , is H ’s total re-exports to A.

The result o f the second equation should give a similar estimate to the first equation for our 

results to make sense. We compute the second formula from Chinese exports data plus a 

proportion of the difference between China’s exports to HK and H K ’s retained imports from 

China. The difference between the above two is part o f China’s re-exports to the world and the 

proportion is given by the partner country’s share in total Chinese re-exports to the world.

(Eqn 5.2)
/ / ( C ) , y

where X ^ ^ , is C ’s exports A; X^^j^ is C's exports to H; R X , is H ’s re-exports from C to 

A; R M ^  is H ’s retained imports from C; and h{c\ a&.b  ̂ is H ’s re-exports from China. In

addition the data is refined; firstly the inclusion o f the re-export margins on the goods that pass 

through HK and the differences between recorded imports and exports due to the transit lag and 

differing valuation basis. These two equations are used here to reconcile the inconsistencies in the 

data sets used by the GP system. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 provide results computed for the period 1997- 

2001 from the Huang-Broadbent model for two of China’s major trading partners: Japan and US.

1998 44,231 29,692 38,071 32,546 35,308
1999 44,632 32,399 38,622 35,044 36,833
2000 54,391 41,654 48,268 45,029 46,648
2001 64,326 45,078 57,213 48,966 53,089

Table 5.3 - Export Data Reconciliation for Japan (1998-2001)
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1997 62,600 32,702 50,155 45,890 48,022
1998 71,200 37,975 57,976 50,182 54,079
1999 70,000 41,945 55,229 53,227 54,228
2000

100,100 52,104 85,298 65,262 75,280
2001 102,300 54,318 84,027 67,645 75,836

Table 5.4 -  Export Data Reconciliation for US (1997-2001)

This process was commenced for 50 countries, and from it more consistent values for total 

exports ^ from China (C) to a specific trading partner (A) were obtained. Following these

calculations, the entire data sets for GDP, GDP per capita, distance, import and the reconciled 

export figures for the 50 trading partners from 1997 to 2001 were pre-processed. The procedure 

employed to pre-process the data sets is discussed below.

Data Interval Coding
Once the data has been reconciled it is necessary to use a method to pre-process it effectively. 

The data consists o f values o f significantly differing magnitudes, including some o f the poorest 

developing countries and highly advanced and industrialised countries. It is necessary to sort the 

data in such a manner that no useful information for the GP is lost and to ensure that the 

asymmetry o f the data values that creates considerable noise does not control the final form of the 

solution thus giving a misleading symbolic relationship. The data values o f the selected variables 

largely determine the success or failure o f the system. Class intervals or bins are used to divide 

the data into discrete cut-off values for each variable starting with the range minimum and 

successively adding the class interval to it [Guj03]. The reason for using class intervals is due to 

the different magnitude o f China’s trading partners, i.e. in 2002 China’s exports to Japan were 

48,483billion US$ and to Uzbekistan 104million US$. The negative effect o f this different 

magnitude was emphasised when regressions were performed using the econometric package E- 

views. A sample of the results was provided in section 5.1.2.

Each class interval is divided as follows; code 1 contains the lowest 5% of the data values for 

GDP increasing to code 25 that includes the highest 5% of the specific parameter. A percentile 

data analysis tool was used to rank the data and assist in determining the number o f class
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intervals, which was decided for observation o f the percentile ranking as 25. The same procedure 

is employed for GDP per capita, imports and exports trade flows. All variables are coded in 

increments o f 1/25, in order to maintain consistency. The distance parameter is also computed in 

the same manner however the class intervals differ since distance between countries does not 

change over the 5-year period selected. Consequently, for the distance measure, code 1 is near the 

lowest 2% of the historical range o f the data values and code 25 includes the highest 2%, i.e. 

Tajikistan in 1997 with 2 million US$ exports from China is in code 1 and the United States in 

2001 with 54,319billion US$ is in code 25.

5.1.4 Logic Combination of Trading Rules
In this part of the method we develop a set o f rules that allow for the possibility o f extracting 

complex logical relationships between the four independent variables expressing over or under -  

traded behaviour of export flows. The task is to encode China’s trade over the 5-year period using 

the codes obtained from the pre-processing o f the data in the previous section. We combine the 

four conditions defined below with logic gates AND, OR, NOT to form sets of rules according to 

the formation of the four variables in our data set.

The following 4 conditions are defined that have to be true for an increase in partner export 

trade ln(w,y, ) ;

o (M l) Model! : Trading partners have high incomes In^Tj }  ̂ .

o (M2) Model2: Trading partners have high incomes per capita \n[YP-YPj .

o (M3) Models-. Trading partners are closer by In DST.j or are neighbours,

o (M4) Model4: Trading partners export high ln(M^^ ) (imports to China).

Figure 5.1 shows a tree-structured program o f an example trading rule. The 3 internal points are 

labelled with logic operators {AND, OR, NOT} and the 4 external points are the four model 

conditions graphically depicted as follows:

AND

^ ^
Figure 5.1 -  Tree structured representation o f  example trading rule



This can be expressed in the following pre-order traversal format (discussed in tree representation 

in chapter 4):

(AND (AND M l M3) (OR M2 M4))

From the above logic combination o f the 4 models we decode the following trading rule:

Trading partners that have high incomes and are neighbours and have high income p er capita or 

high imports will trade high else they will trade low.

During the GP process, operations including crossover and mutation take place. These are 

graphically depicted in figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

Crossover 
X ' C l i o n  1

I Model! Model!

Model A ModelA Y Model! Model!

OR
Crossover 
Section 2

ORModel!

Model! ModelA

P arent!: M IO R (M3 OR M4)

P arentl: [(M4 AND  M4) A N D  (M l OR M3)] AND (M l OR M2)

:foRi

ModelA Model! Model!

O ossover  
Section 1

Model!

ORAND'

ModelA ModelA Model! Model!

O ffspring!: (M3 OR M4) A N D  (M l OR M2)

O ffspring!: M l OR (M4 A N D  M 4) A N D  (M l OR M3)

Figure 5.2 Crossover operation for trading rules resulting in Offspring 1 and Offspring 2.
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NOTOR OR

OR OROR

Models ModelA Model] Models ModelA Model] Models

Figure 5.3 Mutation o f  trading rule from AND->O R logic gate

In Figure 5.2 an example o f a possible crossover between two trading rules was demonstrated. 

The two parental trading rules are combined to produce two new rules. Depending on the fitness 

crediting each new rule is assigned, it will be selected again or be dismissed from the population 

if  it has a very low fitness. The mutation operator is used less frequently in the GP run, figure 5.3 

shows the power its effect has to either assist the GP to produce a better or worse rule. It changes 

the rule expression from considering two sets of conditions i.e. M3 or M4 and M l or M2 to

considering only one o f the four conditions (M3 OR M4 OR M l OR M2) for the specific trading

rule as being true for higher trading actions.

5.2 The GP Environm ent

This section introduces and discusses the modelling o f the GP environment. Initially the software 

used in order to implement the GP is introduced together with additional features coded for the 

specific parameters necessary for the specified application. The selection o f the parameters 

including the terminals and functions, the fitness function, population size, and genetic operators 

is also discussed.

5.2.1 GP Implementation
For the GP implementation a GP library written by Bill Langdon at University College London 

was used as the basis. Features specific to our application were added. This software was used 

for the following reasons:

o It is a public domain software

o Since it is written in C++ code, negligible changes were made to functions created in

earlier programs, 

o It is stable.

o It has a flexible structure so new features were easily added to it.
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Several features were added to the software, listed below:

o Extended selection of functions set to include logic gates, AND, OR and NOT.

o Changed the function that calculates fitness to count the number of individuals and

then give a resulting fitness, 

o Initially only one type of terminal set was available, it was extended to include

combinations of letters and numbers especially useful when GP deals with breeding 

populations of trading rules.

5.2.2 Selection of Parameters
Following the coding of the variables describing trading actions we are now faced with the 

problem of finding the desired solution in the space of possible tree-structured solutions. In this 

section the selection of parameters that assist the GP in this process are outlined since it controls 

which structures from the search space will be selected, modified or improved to assist in finding 

the best program for our application.

Terminals and Functions
The GP environment is provided with a set of cases which forms the basis for evaluating 

particular tree-expressions. The terminal set is: T = {Ml, M2, M3, M4}. These terminals 

correspond to the independent variables of the model and are constructed according to the values 

in our data set. The unknown functional relationship could involve a combination of economic 

functions combining the four independent variables and the dependent variable. The GP is not 

informed of the nature of the relationship between the dependent and independent variables, 

being able to guide the process by itself. In this work we include only logic gates to make the 

process easier, so the function set is: F = (AND, OR, NOT} which when merged with T, gives 

the following: C = F  u  7  = {Ml, M2, M3, M4, AND, OR, NOT}.

Fitness Function
Each individual in a population is assigned a fitness value as a result of its interaction with the 

environment. The raw fitness of a computer program is measured by the number of trading rules 

(out of a possible 193) that it satisfied at the end of each generation. The program that gets the 

most trading rules is the fittest individual. The standardised fitness, acts as the error, and is 

calculated as the total number of fitness cases minus the raw fitness.
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Parameters
The following parameters have been used in the GP environment: 500 individuals in the 

population; 90% of the new individuals are created by crossover; of the other 10%, 99% are direct 

copies from the previous generation and the remaining 1% are mutated copies. The GP is run for 

51 generations (an initial random generation called generation 0 plus 50 subsequent generations). 

A maximum tree depth of 25 was established, preventing large amounts of computer time being 

expended on a few extremely large and unfit solutions. Table 5.5 lists the selected parameters.

O bjective Find the over or under traded relationships for the Chinese trade environment.

Term inal Set M l, M2, M3 and M4

Function Set AND, OR, NOT

Fitness Cases 193 trading m les (fitness cases)

Raw  Fitness Number o f  trading rules satisfied at end o f  generation.

Standardised

Fitness
Total number o f  trading rules minus raw fitness.

Hits Equals raw fitness

Param eters P = 500, G ^ 51, Max initial tree size = 25, crossover 90%

Success predicate A  tree expression solution that scores 193 hits

Table 5.5 -  List o f  Selected Parameters

Different initial conditions were used, such as:

o Reducing crossover from 90% to 60%, the remaining 40% was 50% direct copies and 

50% mutation, which improved the GP’s performance since it took less time to find the 

tree expression solution that scored 193 hits, 

o Reducing tree depth from 25 to 15 was very useful since the number of trading rules that 

had numerous branches with no new information decreased significantly although the GP 

did not reach a solution quicker with this alteration.
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5.3 Determining China’s trade environment
Koza [Koza92a] set the basis for GP applications in economics by evolving the entire exchange 

equation to demonstrate its capabilities as a knowledge discovery tool. In addition, to the 

rediscovery of Kepler’s law, GP also discovered earlier conjectures that the mathematician 

considered, which were decoded from interim solutions with high fitness. GP contributes 

significantly to economic applications since it is an intelligent technique that evolves hierarchies 

of subroutines (building blocks) from an infinite information search space to continuously 

improve its selections and results. One of the most valuable uses of GP is not the explicit form of 

the rules produced but rather the variables that the system highlights by occurring in many fit 

rules even when starting from a variety of different initial conditions.

Finding a mathematical relationship for a scientific process has always been an interesting yet 

difficult problem to solve. This thesis employs observed data and the theory of the gravity 

equation to demonstrate how to discover the relationship that identifies China’s trade 

environment. The gravity equation states the relationship between GDP, GDP per capita and 

geographical distance. The imports trade flow is also added to these three variables due to the 

direct effect a bilateral trade imbalance has on trade behaviour. The relationship between the trade 

flows and the various explanatory variables is usually estimated by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

regression methods. Similar to most conventional economic techniques, OLS tries to find the 

values of the coefficients and constants required that best fit the gravity equation. However, it is 

equally important to use the observed data to find the functional form that best expresses the 

interactions between these variables.

Although there are statistical techniques that can generate similar results concerning the variables, 

GP identifies the main symbolic relationship that expresses China’s and trading partner’s actions 

from an infinite bilateral trade flow data search space. In addition to finding the main relationship, 

the system has also discovered secondary solutions for these actions which the GP has partially 

credited due to their high fitness trying to demonstrate some the many components in China’s 

trade. These secondary solutions are thought as partial relationships that influence the actions in 

this environment but to a lesser extent or even try to improve the main relationship by indicating 

the necessity for additional variables are needed or different combinations of the existing 

variables.

In this section we discuss our results for the main relationship portraying trade actions as well as 

partial equations according to GP computations. We also discuss the performance of the GP 

measured by fitness for different generations.
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5.3.1 The Symbolic Expression of China’s Bilateral Trade Actions
The main relationship was computed using the models and codes designed and explained in 

section 5.2.3. The significance o f the gravity equation is unquestionable as an important and 

widely used tool in economic analysis, however the equal weighing o f all data inputs results in 

coefficient values that are mainly dominated by minor trade flows. Our aim is to eliminate the 

noise effects and asymmetries caused by this equal weighing o f the data which tends to control 

the final form of the solution thus giving misleading relationships for the variables.

The main relationship from the best-of-run individual is given by the following expression:

(OR (AND Model: Model3)(AND Modell Model4))

which has a standardised fitness o f 0 and is true for all 193 cases. This individual is equivalent to 

the following trade relationship:

Model2 AND ModelS OR Modell AND Model4

which is translated as follows:

Trading partners will trade high either i f  they have high income per capita and are neighbours or 

i f  they high imports and high income, else they will trade low.

Figure 5.5 graphically depicts the above rules as a rooted, point-labeled tree with ordered 

branches.

AND

M odell Models Modell ModelA

Figure 5.5 -Graphical representation o f  main trade actions relationship

This equation gives the main relationship between partners in China’s trade environment and 

confirms the gravity equation theory which states that trading partners trade more when they have 

higher incomes, income per capita or are neighbours. In addition the GP gives a positive
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relationship between export and import trade flows, i.e. high exports lead to high import trade 

behaviour from trading partners and vice versa. The GP resulted in this relationship in many 

different initial conditions and tests introduced in section 5.2.2 which confirmed its dominance in 

the first tests. It is the best o f run individual tree expression with standardised fitness = 0 for 193 

cases. The GP credited some solutions with high partial fitness throughout the run. We selected 

the two with the most interesting features describing the variables and discuss them below.

5.3.2 Secondary equations
We decided on computing secondary equations for China’s trade expression for two reasons:

1. The discovery o f  interim partial solutions with high fitness by the GP fo r  K epler’s law.

2. The multiple dimensions o f  international trade actions and even more so when measuring 

China's trade environment.

The first partial expression with standardised fitness = 9 which is equivalent to being true for 184 

cases is given by the following expression:

(OR(AND Model] Model3)(AND Modell Model4)(OR (AND(NOT Model4 ModeB))))

This individual is equivalent to the following trade relationship:

[(Modell AND ModelS OR Modell AND Model4) OR (Model4 AND (NOTModelS))]

which is translated as follows:

Trading partners will trade high i f  they have high income per capita and are neighbours or i f  

they export high. Trading partner will trade high i f  they export more and i f  they are not 

neighbours.

A N I #  X
r ModelA j{  ModelA )

^ M ^dell^  ^^Model̂ ^  ^^M odell^  ^^M odelA ^
(  Modell )

Figure 5.6 Graphical Representation o f  secondary equation no.l
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This equation includes the basic structure o f the main relationship and confirms it. In addition, it 

gives a very interesting result which stresses that China’s trading partners will be affected more 

by their higher exports to China even if they are far away, thus describing different aspects o f the 

gravity equation. The inclusion of M4, the increase in imports in the right as well as the left 

subtrees o f the trading rules indicates the dominant features o f this variable on the trade 

expression affecting the relationship for 184 situations more than any other single variable.

The second partial expression with standardised fitness = 132 for 61 cases is given by,

(OR (AND Model4 Model4) (AND Model2 (AND ModeB (NOT Modell Modell))))

This individual is equivalent to the following trade relationship:

ModeU AND Model4 OR Model2 and ModeB

which is translated as follows:

Trading partners that export high will trade even higher or trading partners that have high 

income per capita and are neighbours will trade more, else they will trade less.

AND

ModelA ANDModelA M odell

Modell

Modell Modell

Figure 5.7 Graphical Representation o f  secondary equation no.2
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This equation fits only 61 cases however it was included six times in the specific run. This is the 

only equation from the three selected that does not include one of the main components of the 

basic structure of the main relationship. M l, indicating high income, is cancelled out, resulting in 

a rule that is once more mainly affected by balance of trade and then by the main components of 

income per capita and geographical distance.

Koza [Koza89] has researched this effect of partial crediting. This thesis goes a step further in 

finding these equations that get partial crediting. The results obtained from the GP run show that 

there is a significant potential of exploiting the gravity equation. Both the main symbolic 

relationship and the secondary ones include the basic structure of the gravity equation for China 

and confirm it. In addition, the secondary equations indicate variations to the equation’s main 

format reflecting the different trading behaviour among groups of China’s partner countries.

5.3.3 GP Performance
The fitness of each computer program was measured by the number of trading rules it satisfied. 

Each trading rule represented an individual trading pattern for China’s trading partners for each 

year. If a rule was repeated more than once for a country it was eliminated since that would guide 

the GP to indicate a relationship for China’s environment based on numerous identical cases 

rather than equally assess the whole range of cases for all countries. The standardised fitness was 

used to calculate the error, i.e. the share of total rules that the program got wrong. The lower the 

standardised fitness the higher the program performed.

We performed quite a few runs with different initial conditions in order to select the run with the 

most interesting and distinct features in its generations. The initial population was selected 

randomly with no fitness function to guide the process by selecting the better performing 

individuals and as expected was quite unfit.

o Generation 1: the best-of-generation individual has a raw fitness of 10 (i.e. 10 hits from a 

possible 193) and a standardised fitness of 183. 

o Generations 2 and 3: this fitness remained the same with no actual improvement and the 

only variation being that more individuals scored 10 hits than in the first generation,

o Generation 5: By the end of this generation half of the individuals (total of 500

individuals per generation, 50 generations per run) scored 12 hits with a standardised 

fitness of 181, indicating a very high error and unfit individuals, 

o Generation 10: the individuals were scoring between 57 and 68 hits with standardised

fitness of 136 and 125 respectively. This is the generation where the second of our

selected secondary equations with 61 hits scored appeared six times.
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Generational Fitness Curves

m 140
2 120

— - best fitness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Generation

Figure 5.8 -  Performance Graph for consecutive generation o f  selected run

o Generation 15: the best-of-run individual was found scoring 193 hits with zero 

standardised fitness. This individual was detected four times in the last generation. It 

satisfied all conditions for the trading rules and gave the GP’s explanation o f China’s 

bilateral trade environment. The first secondary equation scoring 184 hits was found in 

this generation. Figure 5.8 gives a graphical representation o f the evolution o f these 

generations.

5.4 Summary
This chapter introduced the second part o f the GTCA employing genetic programming to find the 

relationship expressing an increase or decrease in the factors affecting China’s bilateral trade 

system. Instead o f finding the coefficients determining a particular economic model, populations 

of candidate trade rules that best fit the data were genetically bred to identify the symbolic form 

of these trade actions. Bilateral export data inconsistencies were reconciled and class intervals 

were used to eliminate the noise and asymmetries created by trade flows o f different magnitudes 

from developing and developed countries. The theoretical basis o f the gravity equation was 

confirmed for China’s bilateral trade with the selected countries and a positive relationship 

between import and export trade flows was identified. Initial results were confirmed further by 

the secondary equations selected due to high partial fitness crediting, which depicted a high 

dependence on the balance o f trade among countries and a lesser affect of distance and for some 

cases an elimination o f the importance o f high income.
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Chapter 6

The GTCA Model: A Case Study

Chapter 6 combines the algorithmic components explored in Chapters 3 and 5 that 
provide the basic structure o f  an intelligent country analyser encapsulating direct 
visualisation and location o f  complex unstructured correlations with the search fo r  
mathematical relationships determining evolving environments. The Growth and Trade 
Country Analyser (GTCA) is tested on its ability to investigate income convergence in the 
European Union countries firstly  in terms o f  the entire systems model and then with its 
separate components. The performance and applicability o f  the model are tested follow ed  
by a critical assessment o f  the analyser and its components according to a set o f  criteria. 
Finally, the research contributions presented in section 1.4 are revisited.

6.1 Experimental Design
In Chapter 3 and 5 we introduced intelligent growth policy mapping and the evolution of bilateral 

trade flows respectively, designed and built as the two separate components of the Growth and 

Trade Country Analyser (GTCA). In this chapter these components are used to analyse and 

predict a specific macroeconomic problem. The aim in this chapter is to:

o Conduct another experiment of a similar type with an independent data set in order to 

assess the GTCA systems model applicability and capabilities and refine its components. 

o Compare results for independent data with results in Chapters 3 and 5. 

o Assess the analyser and its components on a set o f criteria.
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6.1.1 The Case Study
The separate parts of the GTCA are tested on the income convergence types and trade 

dependency of European Union countries. The first part of the GTCA using SOMs is employed to 

determine the trend and relative importance of evolution of income disparities over time across 

EU countries. The second part of the GTCA, employing genetic programming is tested using data 

sets for domestic demand growth and exports as percentage of GDP to identify the relationship 

between the features affecting trade dependency.

An article analysing convergence by Barro and Sala-Martin [BarSiM92] examining forces that 

lead to convergence between countries over time in the levels of per capita income and product 

sparked most of the literature in this field. Barrell and Dury [BarrDuOl] argue that it is not 

possible to have one European main group and divides the European economies into a core group 

consisting of Germany, Netherlands, Austria and France and another periphery group consisting 

of Italy, Spain and Portugal. De la Fuente [deFueOO] and Luginbuhl and Koopman [LugKoOS] 

confirm the group division of EU countries by observing different strategies of the EU countries 

in the euro zone economy and testing for convergence in GDP series of five European countries, 

respectively.

Trade dependency theory states that rich and powerful countries collectively form the core of 

international trade with the poor countries forming the periphery since their well-being depends 

from trade with these countries. This creates an unbalanced and unfair trading environment. The 

core produces more luxury goods, while the periphery specializes in basic and industrial goods. 

Cardoso and Faletto [CarFa69] were the first to state the definition for dependency theory arguing 

that economic development fi*equently depends on favourable conditions for exports. Trade 

dependency is affected by exports as a percentage of GDP and domestic demand growth. As the 

exports percentage of GDP increases the dependency of trade increases since a large amount of 

GDP is contributed by this factor. In contrast, if a country’s domestic demand grows the trade 

dependency decreases since the country depends more on its domestic market.

6.1.2 Data Collection

The data collected is for the last five years (1997 to 2001). It includes data sets for the original 15 

European Union members, since the 10 new members joined only recently (2002). The 15 EU 

member countries are: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, 

Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom (UK). We 

compute income convergence from GDP figures for total output, primary, secondary and tertiary 

sectors. Population figures were all obtained from the World Indicators supplied by the World
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Bank. Trade dependency is expressed in exports as a percentage of GDP and domestic demand 

growth. The figures for these measures were obtained firom the Economist Intelligence Unit 

(EIU).

Unlike Chinese data, the data sets for this experiment were of good quality and easy to find. The 

Economist Intelligence Unit data sets for trade dependency had no gaps; however, the World 

Indicators reports were missing data for some indicators or years mainly due to the fact that the 

country did not supply the relevant information for the specific years. This is a minor problem 

since the SOM will still characterise the convergence type of any EU country. A list of the 

missing observations is provided, both for assessing the SOM’s performance once more on 

missing data and consider it when analysing the mappings. The missing observations are:

1. Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Portugal missing observations for 1998 (Portugal also missing 

observations for 2000). Sweden and Luxembourg missing observations for 1997,1998, 1999.

2. France missing manufacturing figures for 1999, Germany missing industry figures for 1997 

and Spain missing industry figures for 1997 and 1998.

6.1.3 Methodology for Experimental Results
The methodology is as follows:

1. GDP total output data will be used as reference data together with data values for 2002 to 

check for correct or misleading analysis.

2. Both systems will be tested on the correctness of the cluster formations measured by 

topographic and quantisation errors for the SOM and the fitness performance in each 

generation for the GP.

3. The SOM-provincial growth design will be validated using data fi"om 1997 to 2001 on per 

capita GDP analysis of the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors. Its performance will be 

tested on how well it characterises convergence types for the EU countries.

4. The GP system will be validated using data from 1997 to 2001 for exports as a percentage of 

GDP and domestic demand growth. The GP’s performance will be tested on its ability to 

discover the relationship between these two variables which determine trade dependence.
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6.2 The GTCA Environment
The GTCA environment uses SOM-based growth design to characterise growth types and genetic 

programming to discover unknown interactions between the variables of established symbolic 

mathematical equations. For the validation problem the GTCA has to characterise and identify the 

types of growth convergence present, and also to discover the relationship for trade dependency 

among EU countries.

6.2.1 Phase I
In this section we are measuring convergence from the production standpoint where GDP is the 

summation of the value added of national sectors of agriculture, industry, manufacturing and 

services. [BarSM92] define convergence as the possible trend of reduction over time of income 

disparities across countries. We will use this definition for our validation example since we are 

not comparing business cycles or nominal variables like inflation and interest rates that are 

required for convergence under the Maastricht Treaty but rather measure convergence of per 

capita income and product according to the sectoral breakdown of per capita GDP. For this 

definition we assume that if there is convergence in a given set of countries then poorer 

economies tend to grow faster than rich ones reducing the income differential between them, and 

if there is divergence rich countries grow faster, increasing their lead. Convergence in the EU is 

an ongoing process that started before the beginning of the sample period and is not yet 

completed for all countries. Consequently, the type and rate of convergence are measured by the 

type of sector mostly affecting this process and its growth rate.

Per Capita GDP in prtmary, secondary and tertiary sector* - 2001
Country

Keys Counliy Agriculture hdustry Manufacturing Services

AT01 Austria 0 464 7.664 5,109 15.Ü96
6EÛ1 Belgium 0.444 5.998 4.443 15.773
OK01 Denmark 0 894 7.750 5 067 21,163
F KM Finland 0.693 7.682 6,052 14,665
FR01 France 0 665 5,759 3 987 15,948
ÜLÛ1 Germany 0.226 6.999 5419 15
GR01 Greece 0.337 2,329 1,331 7,874
IE 01 Ireland t,073 11.269 8.855 14.758
1101 Italy 0,56& 5.469 3,961 12,625
[D01 LuxemDDurg 0.442 3389 - 36,645
HL01 Uethei Sands 0,722 6494 4.089 16.636
PT01 Portugal 0.427 3,203 2 029 7.047
ES01 Spain 0.531 4,369 2.761 9,69tl

SVitDOl Sweden 0,491 5 623 - 17416
UK01 United

Kingdom
0.239 6.445 4.535 17.186

Table 6.1 -  Per capita GDP Sectoral Breakdown
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Table 6.1 shows per capita values for the main national sectors for 2001. This is a sample o f the 

actual data set used which was for five years, from 1997 to 2001, found in Appendix B.4. Three 

different mappings have been computed for this analysis, these are: the main SOM map (figure 

6.1) dividing the map in zones and showing graded relationships o f growth between the countries; 

a bar chart (figure 6.2) with the amount each country produces in each sector denoted by the 

height (percentage o f total value from all observations for sector) o f each indicator in the bar 

chart representing each neurone; and the relative importance pie chart (figure 6.3) that shows the 

level of dependency on each sector and how that affects convergence.

The main SOM in figure 6.1 shows an 8x5 map or 40 neurones representing the data values for 

the 15 EU countries. The representation o f the mapping differs from the main SOM in chapter 3 

in that we show information for each o f the five years for all countries and all production sectors, 

instead o f taking an average over all years as in Chapter 3. Both map representations are equally 

important and since the SOM was able to categorise average data for two decades for all 

provinces and indicators, we thought it would be interesting to evaluate how its performance 

alters when categorising different years in parallel for all countries and all sectors.

GR97
GR99

Figure 6.1 -  EU Convergence Type Mapping
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The clustering dynamics are highlighted by the SOM by categorising income convergence trends 

for all years. Convergence in 2001 is depicted with white to show the current position o f each 

individual country. As a general observation we can immediately see that there is no single 

pattern that all countries follow with the map showing a variety o f convergence levels. Since we 

have observations for five years, we can trace each country’s convergence or divergence trend on 

the map. Firstly, we need to understand which sectors affect this trend so we complement this 

map with a bar chart (flgure6.2) for each neurone that shows the amount each sector has in each 

o f the neurones occupied by EU countries and the relative importance pie chart (figure 6.3) -  also 

used in Chapter 3 -  to determine the dependency each country has on each national sector, both 

given below. The neurone positions that the countries occupy in figure 6.1 are the same for both 

figure 6.2 and figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 depicts a division o f the neurones into three categories, the central section (neurones 

16 to 31) where relative importance from the indicators is decreased, the upper section (neurones 

1 to 15) and the lower section (neurones 32 to 40) where pie charts size increases. The upper and 

lower sections o f the map depict an increased dependence on the individual sectors with larger 

relative importance pie charts indicating low convergence levels. In contrast, the countries 

occupying the central part of the map have limited dependence with the smaller relative 

importance pie charts indicating a stable consistent growth in all indicators as they tend towards 

convergence.

«  ®  4» ^  ^

■  Agriculture
■  Industry

■  M anufactunng
■  Services

Figure 6.2 -  Bar charts o f  individual sectors

Agriculture
Industry
Manufacturing
Services

Figure 6.3 -  Pie charts o f  relative importance
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Following the general observations about the different clusters is the analysis o f individual 

countries in each of the three convergence types.

^■Convergence Type 1 (neurones 1 to 15):

This convergence type is represented by the data values in neurones 1 , 2 , 3 ,  4, 5, 8, 13, and 14 

belonging to Spain, Portugal, Greece, and Italy, depicted by shades of purple and yellow in figure

6.1. Within this cluster the countries that are closer to convergence are Italy and Spain, with 

Portugal and Greece retaining the same position for the beginning and end of the sample period. 

Although Italy is the closest to convergence it seems to be moving from convergence type 2 

(central section) and neurone 18 from 1997 and 1998 back to this type, with Spain steadily 

converging from neurone 1 to 8 towards convergence type 2. From figure 6.2 we observe that the 

sector that characterises this zone is the primary sector (agriculture) with its main representative 

being Greece. Consequently Greece, Portugal and Spain comprise the zone with an increased 

primary sector, with Italy moving towards a non-identifiable zone.

Convergence Type 2 (neurones 16 to 31)\

This convergence type is represented by the data values in neurones 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 

26, 27 and 30 belonging to Sweden, Belgium, France, Netherlands, the UK, Germany, and 

Austria depicted by shades o f blue in figure 6.1. It should be noted that neurone 18 is occupied by 

Italy but this was only for the first two values o f the sample period. Also Ireland enters this zone 

in neurone 30, however due to the fact that its other values are in neurone 40 it is not included 

here. The relative indicator importance position o f each country in this type tends to stabilise over 

time. The main representatives o f this trend with central characteristics of the tertiary sector are 

the UK and Germany with most of their data observations in neurone 21 depicting common 

converging features with observations for UK97 and UK98 showing this trend.

In contrast, France moves away from the tertiary sector (neurone 23) increasing its industrialised 

agricultural sector (neurone 19). Belgium leaves the dominant neurone 21 moving inconsistently 

to a different area of the map to neurone 17. Austria follows the same trend as Belgium, although 

its move is clearly towards the secondary sector. The Netherlands sustain a balance between 

secondary and primary sector insisting on an industrialised agriculture explaining most o f the 

country’s data observations occupying neurone 20.
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m  Convergence Type 3 (neurones 32 to 40):

This convergence type is represented by the data values in neurones 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 40 

belonging to Finland, Luxembourg, Denmark, and Ireland depicted by shades of green in figure

6.1. Ireland has a strong secondary sector while intensifying the primary sector thus improving its 

industrialised agriculture moving from neurone 40 to 30 in convergence type 2. Ireland and 

Denmark are the main representatives o f the secondary sector observed clearly in figure 6.2 with 

the bar charts for industry and manufacturing at their highest. Denmark sustains a strong tertiary 

sector while developing the secondary sector by moving from neurone 37 in 1999 to neurone 38 

for the last two observations 2000 and 2001. Finland clusters all its observations in neurones 34 

and 35 thus sustaining its high levels in the tertiary sector. Luxembourg is the special case in all 

three mappings, in the same manner Hainan province was in the provincial growth mappings. 

Although it is the main representative o f the tertiary sector (services) shown in figure 6.2 

characterising countries in convergence type 2 its occupation o f neurone 36 with the largest pie 

chart and highest sector dependence moves it the furthest away from convergence, explaining its 

positioning far from countries in type 2.

Convergence in 2001

Observing the location o f the provinces in 2001 highlighted with white, every country has its own 

characteristics (there are no two countries in the same neurone) excluding Germany and the UK 

which seem to form the core o f convergence in the EU. Convergence in 2001 is most dominantly 

formed in neurones 20, 21, 22, and 24, with no data samples located in neurones 20, 22 and 24 

and thus neurone 21 occupied by observations for the UK and Germany forming the core of the 

desirable convergence between the EU countries. Between neurones 16 and 31 forming 

convergence type 2, the indicator dependence is small with a wider convergence area formed 

around neurone 21 (UK and Germany) where the following countries are located Austria (27), 

Ireland (30), The Netherlands (25), France (19) and Belgium (17). Furthest away from 

convergence are the countries including Greece (5), Portugal (3), Denmark (38), and Euxembourg 

(36) and less far away are Italy (13), Spain (8), Sweden (16) and Finland (34).
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6.2.2 Phase II
In this section the second part of the GTCA is tested that employs GP to find the relationship 

expressing trade dependence among EU country members. GP genetically breed populations of 

possible candidate trade dependence solutions and guides the process through which the fitness 

function selects the symbolic form that best fits the specified observations.

Key Country Export % GDP 
(E%Y)

Domestic Demand 
(DD%)

AT02 Austria 52,90 1,00
BE02 Belgium 82,40 1,10
DE02 Denmark 35,90 1,00
DK02 Finland 44,80 1,20
ES02 France 28,40 2,60
FI02 Germany 38,70 0,60
FR02 Greece 27,10 1,10
GR02 Ireland 20,50 4,00
IE02 Italy 93,70 2,90
IT02 Luxembourg 24,80 0,80
LU02 Netherlands 145,30 1,00
NL02 Portugal 61,70 1,00
PT02 Spain 30,00 5,00

SWD02 Sweden 43,30 0,60
UK02 United Kingdom 26,10 3,00

Table 6.2 -  Export as percentage of GDP and domestic demand growth for 2002

The results from the main functional form determined by the GP are given below. Figure 6.4 

depicts the main relationship expressing the data inputs. Secondary equations are used in this 

application too, since they seem to increase the understanding through highlighting different 

aspects of the variable that influence the main equation.

The main expression with fitness 1 for a total of 90 fitness cases is given by,

(* (* DD%) (% E%Y DD%) (% E%Y (% (* (* (* E%Y DD%) E%Y) E%Y)

The best-of-run individual gives the following trade dependency relationship for exports as a 

percentage of GDP (E%Y) and domestic demand growth (DD%):

Trade Dependence = (E%Y) / DD%

which is translated as follows:
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Trade dependence increases with an increase in exports percentage o f  GDP and a decrease in 

domestic demand.

DD% E%Y

E%Y ]

Figure 6.4 -Graphical representation o f  main trade dependence relationship

The equation for the main relationship is thus given by the ratio between E % Y  and DD%  and 

confirms the general rule that export-driven countries are more dependent on trade than domestic- 

driven countries. Although the GP found it difficult to find this relationship its dominance was 

confirmed after several runs. Figure 6.4 shows the best individual for the run with fitness = 1 for 

all 90 cases. However, the interesting point in this GP test was not the output for the main 

relationship but rather the evolving format o f the secondary relationships. The 3 secondary 

symbolic expressions with the most striking features for trade dependence given by the GP 

system have been selected and are discussed below.
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1. The first relationship gives 2
Æ%y

+ 1 with fitness = 0.92008 and 57 hits. This

relationship states that there are factors missing from the current functional form for trade 

dependence which questions the format and accuracy o f the mathematical expression o f the 

variables.

EVoY^
2. In the second relationship is true for 61 hits (fitness = 0.92705). The positive effect

that export as a percentage o f GDP (E%Y) has on trade dependence has increased immensely 

(doubled). This is also observed by the fact that this relationship is true for 61 out o f 90 trade 

cases, depicting a higher trade dependency and export-driven countries for these 61 hits.

3. The third relationship
E%y

with fitness 0.93606 and 62 successful hits depicts an
DDVo^

increasing negative effect o f domestic demand growth (DD%) on trade dependence. In this 

case there are 62 cases where domestic demand growth (DD%) has a very high negative 

impact on trade dependence depicting domestic-driven countries.

These relationships formed by the four different equations introduced above are used by inputting 

the entire data set for trade dependence which includes exports as percentage o f GDP and 

domestic demand growth for all 15 EU countries for years 1997 to 2002. Each equation gives a 

resulting value after being tested on the data, the results obtained for each equation are given in 

table 6.3.

E % y

D D %
0.99971 90 1^^

2
("E % y 
---------+1 0.92008 57

E % y "
0.92705 61 771,4

E % y
0.93606 62 5,1

Table 6.3 -  Results for main and secondary relationships

By calculating the average value for the results that all four equations gave (table 6.3) an average 

value for exports as percentage o f GDP equal to = 48,9 and an average value for domestic

demand growth equal to 3,1, are obtained. By searching all possible solutions and
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constantly evolving and improving its search, GP tested and evaluated the relationships between 

the variables. The results depicted that the strength of the GP methodology is in improving the 

current functional form of an expression indicating that additional variables are needed or 

different calculations of the existing variables. In this specific case where the symbolic form of 

trade dependency was searched, all three secondary equations depicted a deviation from the 

conventional form of the trade dependency relationship and even tried to propose new formats.

6.2.3 Discussion
We investigated whether the GTCA can characterise income convergence according to 

production growth variable and determine the relationship between export as a percentage of 

GDP and domestic demand growth for trade dependence in the European economies. Acquiring 

such knowledge, for both issues, is significant since policy makers can leam from past policies 

and improve or alter them.

Observing each component separately, the SOM is successful in interpreting the different types of 

convergence or divergence of per capita income levels across countries or regions and identifies 

the sectors that influence these trends most for each EU country. Comparing these results to the 

ones obtained for Chinese provinces in Chapter 3, it is safe to say that the first module of the 

GTCA has given consistent results with topographic and qualitative errors either approaching or 

equal to zero.

The second component of the GTCA not only forms the symbolic relationship between the 

variables but also seem to be improving the relationships indicating that additional variables are 

needed or different calculations of the existing variables. By employing genetic programming and 

obtaining secondary relationships there is a unique opportunity to evaluate the format and 

accuracy of mathematical expressions of variables for established equations. Assessing this point 

in our application in chapter 5 we can conclude that the GP confirmed the gravity equation main 

structure for all partial fitness cases whereas in the validation analysed in the previous section the 

GP gave different formats for the trade dependency equation observed an inconsistent 

relationship between the variables.

6.3 GTCA Assessment
In this section we provide an assessment of the work presented in this thesis, in terms of the 

design and implementation of an intelligent systems model overall performance and its individual 

stages. Our main aim in this thesis was to introduce a general purpose methodology for 

developing intelligent country modelling tools for understanding a country’s economic potential.
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Our hypothesis was to try and achieve a better understanding of structurally different economies 

through the design, analysis and experimentation of an intelligent systems model testing and 

hopefully upgrading, in parallel, the proposed intelligent systems abilities and application 

domain. Following the development and testing of this model we now assess its individual 

components and discuss the overall approach to intelligent modelling of economic policies. We 

use the design requirements for both economic and computer assessment from section 1.3.3.

6.3.1 Representation
The increasing objective to develop and refine intelligent techniques to produce more accurate 

and effective representations of real-world problems has emerged from the belief that these 

systems perform in an unstable manner when faced with deviations of a dynamic environment. 

This was a deciding factor for applying intelligent systems to investigate and provide an 

understanding of China’s macroeconomic policies and environment, since it has the most 

multidimensional, diverse yet integrated economic profile from any other single country. In order 

for an intelligent system to provide an accurate representation for the specified problem, its 

features should complement the problem structure and while translating unknown knowledge 

preserve certain critical properties of the input structure. Assessing the first part of the GTCA we 

observed that this criterion is met since the SOM not only provides direct visualisation of the 

numerous Chinese provinces but also goes beyond data ranking used by conventional statistical 

tools to characterise different types of structures. In the second part of the GTCA, genetic 

programming was also very successful since it found the dominant features determining China’s 

trade equation and even suggested potential alternative versions of the specified equation by 

highlighting the influence each variable has on the equation.

6.3.2 Accuracy
Accuracy is determined by the capacity of exploring the data set for an accurate representation 

and the detection of variables that ones reaction affects that of another. GPs evolved hierarchies 

of subroutines in order to improve their understanding of the interactions of the variables 

describing trade actions in the Chinese environment. This feature helped in identifying the 

relationship that controls these actions but also to decode interim and partial solutions with high 

fitness thus eliminating information asymmetries caused by this equal weighing of the data used 

by the conventional form of the gravity equation. The SOM mappings clustered this interaction of 

the variables locating long-term growth indicators with similar patterns closer together whereas 

dissimilar ones further apart, fri addition, while performing our experiments we realised an 

interesting process of the SOMs understanding of the interaction of features by grading their 

relationship along the horizontal and vertical axis of the map.
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6.3.3 Reliability
This criterion assesses the procedure of being successful in finding future values and the 

reliability of these values. In this assessment the results from the intelligent growth type 

mappings were very satisfactory with map topographic and quantisation errors -  discussed in 

detail in sections 2.3.1 and 3.2.1 -  approaching zero and thus giving reliable results in both 

experimental (Chinese provinces) and validation (EU countries) data. The GP was not as 

successful in finding future reliable values but it did provide a unique analysis of the data sets by 

considering and describing variable properties for which it had only the data set and no guidance 

or information.

6.3.4 Applicability
This criterion relates to the range of conditions under which the system can operate successfully. 

In Chapter 3 and 5 the first and second part of the GTCA respectively, have been tested on 

provincial Chinese growth data and trade flow data sets. The GTCA’s applicability has also been 

tested on different sets of data describing income convergence and trade dependence. The 

systems model was successful for both of these problems. However it would be interesting to test 

it on another transitional economy, for instance, an economy in Africa or one of the new member 

countries from Eastern Europe. Another interesting aspect, which is also discussed analytically in 

the future work section of Chapter 7, would be to apply it to two transitional economies with 

distinct features converging to the same pattern.

6.3.5 Emergent Properties
This assessment criterion acknowledges that successful research results do not always imply 

expected outcomes, but rather unexpected features that complement these standard solutions. 

These unexpected features are usually the incentive for proposal of future work to better 

understand them, thus increasing the potential of translating unknown knowledge patterns. GPs 

discovery of alternative versions of the gravity equation by evolution of its descriptive data 

variables indicated such emergent properties. Exploitation of this potential in GPs understanding 

of the data seems to be advantageous not just for the application domains used in this thesis but 

also in areas including medicine and determination of chemical structures for pharmaceuticals. 

The process of trying to correct or alternatively combine variables relationships as well as 

stressing the validity or limitations of the specific variables influencing an equation through high 

or low fitness values is a unique emergent property.
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6.4 Research Contributions Revisited
Now that the GTCA has been designed, implemented and evaluated, we can review our research 

contributions initially introduced in Chapter 1.

The first contribution included the design and evaluation of the GTCA as a whole. The study was 

successful in discovering previously unknown relationships between Chinese provinces to assist 

in future policy design. Technical implications including noisy asymmetric trade flows and 

multivariate provincial growth range data were solved by employing genetic programming in 

combination with data reconciliation methods, interval coding and formation of trade rules with 

logic gates. The GTCA components process is automated while the tool does not yet provide an 

automated process. This is due to the fact that the GTCA is believed to be the first intelligent 

systems model designed for policy making and so we had to design it from scratch which was 

very time-consuming as was the collection and adjustments of Chinese data sets and making sure 

we are using the correct component for each part of the model. In the future work section in 7.2 

we suggest ways of automating this process.

The second contribution is the success of the design and implementation of the first intelligent 

systems model GTCA employing two widely established techniques in providing policy makers 
with an initial understanding of the effects of country-specific growth and trade past decisions. 

The importance of such a system is substantial since it evaluates the potential and significance of 

using intelligent modelling to assist in good decision making on crucial country-specific 

structural issues. GTCA was successfully in identifying growth types among the numerous 

Chinese provinces through observation of the entire reform period and exploring the relationship 

of trade actions in the Chinese trading environment.

The SOM algorithm was successful in characterising inputs it has never seen before and even 

dealing with missing input data. It classified provincial data observations depicting the underlying 

policies promoting province-specific growth with relative indicator importance mappings to 

complement the main map. By observing part performance and focusing on the factors that 

influence each province in a positive or negative manner policy experts can have an immediate 

view of a country’s internal growth dynamics and thus experiment on alternative policies with 

this tool.

The second part of the GTCA was also successful since GP did manage to form rules to mimic 

trading actions for the Chinese trading environment. The use of GP to search for the mathematical 

relationship shaping a dynamic evolving environment was catalytic. Although our aim was to 

predict values for trade for 2002, new interesting features of evolving computer programs that
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seemed considerably more interesting than a prediction process. The second part of the GTCA 

does not only form the main relationship for Chinese trade it goes a step forward to improve the 

existing relationship by reassessing all possible combinations for the variables and even propose 

alterations to the main established symbolic expression.

The final contribution is the creation of an electronic database of the Chinese provinces for the 

entire reform period including agriculture, industry, construction, energy and GDP figures.

6.5 Summary
In this chapter we validated and assessed the components forming the basic structure of an 

intelligent country analyser encapsulating direct visualisation and location of complex 

unstructured correlations with the search for mathematical relationships determining evolving 

environments. The first past of the GTCA was used to investigate the levels of income 

convergence among the 15 original EU member countries. The system formed three main 

convergence types for the countries with the UK and Germany forming the core of convergence 

in the EU and the other members forming graded relationships around that core according to 

production sector dependence. In the second part of the GTCA, genetic programming is 

employed to find that the relationship determining trade dependence includes a more complex 

structure than the symbolic expression between exports as a percentage of GDP and domestic 

demand growth. In the final section we assess the GTCA as a whole as well as the individual 

components performance and applicability according to a set of criteria. The research 

contributions are then revisited in order to assess our findings.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

The research leads to significant findings fo r  the effectiveness and importance o f  the 
model designed and applied, and fo r  the future prospective o f  its application spectrum. 
Intelligent country modelling research area was proposed to solve complex real-world 
macroeconomic structural issues. An intelligent growth and trade country analyser was 
constructed believed to be the first ever model to analyse and model policies. In chapters 
2 and 4 the theoretical basis fo r  the design o f  the components o f  this model were 
thoroughly surveyed. Chapters 3 and 5 provided the experimental work o f  the thesis 
which tested individual design stages o f  the GTCA and applied it to China’s provincial 
national growth and international trade structure. This fram ework creates prospects fo r  
future study in various areas proposed and outlined in the final section o f  this chapter.

7.1 Conclusions
The main aim of this research was to design and develop the first intelligent systems model, 

named the Growth and Trade Country Analyser (GTCA), which provides policy makers with an 

initial understanding of the effects of country-specific growth and trade strategies thus assisting in 

good policy design on crucial country-specific structural issues. The high level of complexity of 

the application gave rise to significant design achievements for crucial real-world applications. 

These included characterisation of the numerous Chinese provinces according to growth type 

despite missing and inconsistent data as well as different definitions for indicators, the symbolic 

relationship of China’s trade environment and the potential of improving the symbolic expression 

of established trade equations. The overall research achievement is the use of two widely 

established intelligent systems, namely Self-Organising Maps (SOMs) and Genetic Programming 

(GP) for the development of an intelligent country analyser.
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The first part of the GTCA used SOM-based design in providing direct visualisation and location 

of the numerous Chinese provinces according to their distinct sector-specific growth identities, 

assessing the strategic importance of using the specific intelligent system. The SOM dealt with 

inaccurate and missing elements and formed provincial growth patterns while examining the 

effect of the growth process of specific indicators to each province’s specific growth structure. 

We discovered that the SOM’s ability to successfully investigate the impact macroeconomic 

policies had on each of the Chinese provinces over the reform period might also be due to its 

formation of horizontal and vertical scaling reflecting different levels of transition, poverty and 

inequality.

In the second part of the GTCA we designed trade rules to mimic trading actions for the Chinese 

trading environment using genetic programming to determine the symbolic relationship 

expressing an evolving environment. By evolving computer programs of our problem the GP 

showed interesting distinct features resembling the workings of Koza’s GP for Kepler’s 3̂  ̂ law 

and partial relationships. These step features included the improvement of existing relationships, 

the proposal of alternative formats and extended versions of established symbolic expressions.

7.2 Future Work
Future work in this area is limitless, since intelligent country modelling has just been introduced 

in this thesis. Some proposed future work includes:

o The creation of a link between the two independent components to achieve a fully 

automated intelligent country analyser, 

o The further investigation of the GP features for improving the format of the expression of 

variables in an equation, 

o The application of the trading rules created for the GP to neuro-fuzzy systems to compare 

their results with GP.

o The investigation of the relevance -  if it exists - of schemata formations for these GP 

features.

o The development of individual fitness functions for each variable in the mathematical 

relationship linked together with the fitness function for the equation similar to island- 

injection genetic algorithms (iiGA) [EbAPG99]. 

o Introducing other established techniques to the analyser or building new ones to 

complement them.
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o The use of many other indicators for an analytical view of China. The application of 

growth and trade information for transitional economies in Afiica and Eastern Europe to 

observe the effect and evolution of policy design.
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Appendix A - Implementation
In Appendix A we introduce the software used for implementation of the two different stages of 

the Growth and Trade Country Analyser (GTCA). The first part of the GTCA used the Self- 

Organising Map (SOM) to classify and locate provinces according to their growth type. The SOM 

Toolbox created by Teuvo Kohonen’s team at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) was 

used as the basis for all our SOM workings. The second part of the GTCA employed Genetic 

Programming (GP) to identify China’s bilateral trade environment. SIMPLE GP created by Bill 

Langdon at University College London was used as the basis for GP. Section A.l introduces the 

features of the SOM Toolbox package and section A.2 introduces SIMPLE GP features.

A.1 The SOM Toolbox
The SOM Toolbox is a public domain program package created by Teuvo Kohonen’s research 

group, namely Juha Vesanto, Johan Himberg, Elsa Alhoniemi and Juha Parhankangas at the in 

Helsinki University of Technology (HUT), for undertaking SOM applications using a high-level 

programming language computing environment, MATLAB. It requires no other toolboxes, just 

the basic MATLAB functions. The Toolbox was designed and built to assist researchers by 

providing a good user-friendly implementation of the SOM in MatLab. It contains powerful 

visualisation functions and is an excellent basis for data mining since the researchers that built it 

specialise in this area. For reasons of compatibility with the SOM Toolbox requirements our work 

for the SOM is primarily coded in C++. The Toolbox can used to pre-process data, initialise and 

train SOMs using different kinds of topologies, visualise SOMs in various ways and analyse the 

properties of the SOMs and data.

The SOM Toolbox takes full advantage of MATLAB’s strong support for graphics and 

visualisation. Important SOM Toolbox features include:

o Modular Programming Style: The user can tailor the code to their specific needs since 

the toolbox utilises MatLab structures and functions are constructed in a modular manner, 

o Component Weights and Names: The input vector components may be given different 

weights according to their relative importance, and the components can be given names 

to make figures easier to read.
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Data Pre-processing Tools: The data pre-processing tools included in the package are 

variance normalisation and histogram equalisation.

Batch or Sequential Training: The speed of training can be immensely improved in 

data analysis applications by using the batch training version.

Map Dimensions: Although visualisation can be problematic when the dimension is 

higher than 2, high-dimensional maps are made available in the toolbox.

Graphical User Interface: Graphical user interface (GUI), guides through the 

initialisation and training procedures of the map and offers several different methods of 

data visualisation on the trained map.

Advanced Graphics: The SOM toolbox builds on MATLAB’s strong graphics 

capabilities and can be used to produce very appealing and extraordinary figures.

A.2 GP Implementation
For the GP implementation we use simple GP written by Bill Langdon at University College 

London as our basis and added features specific to our application. As in section A. 1 we again 

code the functions in C++. We used simple GP for the following reasons: 

o It is a public domain software

o Since it is written in C++ code, we made negligible changes to our functions created in

earlier programs, 

o It is stable.

o It has a flexible structure so we could easily add new features to it.

While using the software we made numerous changes, listed below: 

o Extended selection of functions to include logic gates

o Changed the function that calculates fitness to count the number of individuals and

then give a result 

o Extended selection of terminals to include user-defined codings.
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Appendix B -  Data

In Appendix B we provide the data sets we used in this work. These include:

o Sector-specific long-term indicator data sets for the entire reform period (1978 to 1998) 

for each individual province. The province and indicator names are in also in Chinese. 

These data sets were used for the main SOM map (figure 3.8a), the relative importance 

chart (figure 3.8b) and the China geographical map representation (figure 3.9) and are 

presented in Appendix B .l; Data for each indicator and each province for individual 

years 1978, 1988 and 1998 as well as data for the analysis o f individual and pair-wise 

indicator profiles in figures 3.11,3.12 and 3.13 for 1998 are also attained from this data; 

o In Appendix B.2 we provide data sets used for the Huang-Broadbent model to deal with 

export flow inconsistencies, these include partners data on imports from China and Hong 

Kong (HK), HK domestic exports to partner country, total HK re-exports to partner 

country, Chinese exports and HK re-exports to partner country from China; 

o In Appendix B.3 we present data sets from which we constructed the GP trading rules. 

We will provide full data sets for the start (1997) and end (2001) years for GDP, GDP per 

capita, geographical distance and import flows for 50 partner countries; 

o Validation data from 1997 to 2001 for GDP sectors, primary (agriculture), secondary 

(industry and manufacturing) and tertiary (services) and also for exports as % of GDP 

and domestic demand growth for each European Union member country are all presented 

in Appendix B.4.

Appendix B.1
This section of Appendix B presents data inputs for each individual province for indicators 

including agriculture, construction, energy, industry, population and GDP for years 1978 to 1998. 

GDP is given because it is a central measured that includes and is expressed by all the above 

indicators. We provide more data information for the earlier years since it is harder to find and 

also give the names o f the provinces and indicators in Chinese to assist researchers looking for 

these particular indicators in the provincial Statistical Yearbooks.

IndicatorsChinese notations

Ê X u

^  % A  Æ

Population
Industry

Construction

Energy

Agriculture
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EASTERN PROVINCES:

104 148 178 217 285 410 685 1084 2011

872 904 935 966 1032 1080 1154 1208 1246

152 182 213 282 372 569 1086 1788 2017

105 147 173 334 513 816 1254 3015 6230

832 674 773 902 993 870 1015 1000 1098

11 15 18 22 28 52 85 144 177

66 88 118 158 224 386 798 1706 3330
2452 2517 2604 2676 2749 2845 3066 3126 3299

64 81 97 132 191 313 911 1973 4509

65 72 85 102 148 196 373 1305 2446

604 691 757 799 784 924 910 1000 1349

36 45 64 81 107 182 301 591 973

185 246 331 442 638 1099 2294 4241 7919

5064 5227 5396 5532 5729 5928 6463 6691 7143

200 236 295 396 585 1051 3353 6220 13575

123 153 218 431 946 1125 2165 4890 7886

955 908 928 951 940 1028 1240 1384 3022

74 82 127 142 162 191 664 720 1615

18 22 26 35 48 77 182 331 439
528 552 571 589 605 627 671 691 753

76 69 75 111 155 241 722 1175 255
20 23 31 43 58 83 102 222 308

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4

96 102 175 218 246 267 796 1010 2425

568 751 898 1239 1960 3320 6863 14164 7199

5834 5938 6083 6150 6270 6438 6911 7021 7182

337 468 535 745 1235 2153 4674 9826 13186

84 138 182 243 303 396 1142 3609 11962

1428 1765 1905 1989 2065 2442 2549 2603 2861

106 139 188 254 332 498 674 1335 1849
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228 281 312 429 578 839 1298 2584 3882
3394 3487 3592 3655 3726 3825 3957 4007 4157

397 466 490 609 791 1032 2180 3545 6674
142 162 193 348 553 996 2215 3852 4189

4654 4436 5043 5382 5988 6402 6783 7002 7803

117 142 227 341 602 969

273 312 337 391 491 648 1972 36881114

1098 1146 1180 1205 1232 1262 1289 1373 1464

263 395 523 744 952 1296 2429 4289 5848
112 149 184 247 318 406 1176 3096 5859

140 207

225 292 395 582 742 1118 2197 3872 7162

7160 7296 7494 7637 7818 8061 8610 8671 8838
297 340 393 535 784 3115 7023 105791455

133 179 239 397 986 2064 7001

1547 1710 1948 2054 2216 2551 3036 3757 5107

102 161 219 310 361 495 841 1387 2175

104 114 148 195 260 411 725 1336

796 806 826 846 869 889 921 935 957

158 196 218 259 345 521 998 1838 2563
109 142 212 304 495 1239 2111

309 299 338 368 379 477 492 589 757

156

124 179 233 322 500 765 1365 2667 4987

3751 3826 3924 3993 4070 4169 4286 4315 4456
132 202 251 383 2447674 1141 5784 11338

161 201 257 306 656 2213 9425

219 221 149 172 192 216 144 100 121

118 147 192 282 405 707 1004

SHANDONG 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

ZHEJIANG 

6  A U

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

SHANGHAI  

A U

^ ^ ft M ik

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

TIANJIN 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

LIAONING  

A A U

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998
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CENTRAL PROVINCES:

114 141 187 266 383 547 801 1489 2805
4693 4835 4987 5108 5242 5443 5834 5955 6184

107 130 153 185 324 518 999 2478 3852
96 103 116 148 232 301 554 1145 2356

1836 1801 2098 2537 2921 2803 3376 4106 6003

81 98 127 162 222 315 390 774 1202

76 97 129 150 205 313 647 1242 1903

3402 3538 3684 3806 3946 4088 4359 4493 4675

70 79 93 109 165 272 583 1381 1698
57 69 83 98 131 189 397 849 1344

1068 845 913 902 998 1202 1096 1203 1307

47 57 74 94 119 169 333 537 866

175 221 253 303 397 492 964 1618 2833
3129 3203 3281 3331 3385 3466 3608 3672 3773

212 244 282 338 452 588 1103 1797 2688
118 152 197 251 319 399 1194 1802 2739

8576 8484 9520 10199 11813 12701 13961 13301 14502

61 86 98 122 137 152 285 538 736

163 229 263 370 503 749 1280 2224 4357
7067 7285 7519 7737 7985 8317 8861 9027 9315

171 209 246 308 478 780 1629 3437 5830
102 141 184 229 273 345 703 1455 3049

5475 5542 6527 8073 8860 9751 9837 10288 13251

95 135 151 209 259 371 574 883 1823

151 199 242 328 442 627 1088 1879 3704

4574 4684 4796 4887 4989 5144 5513 5718 5907
167 228 276 359 538 835 1374 3025 6405

120 162 203 246 294 372 803 1693 3436

826 646 772 1015 1069 1131 962 1287 1729

84 95 118 180 219 298 435 787 1148
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147 192 233 287 398 584 998 32111694

5165 5280 5452 5561 5696 5915 6207 6302 6502
128 166 202 229 369 582 1007 1925 4074

110 113 237145 305 560 1154 3273

246 277 296 317 351 405 360 490 670

104 129 185 227 303 471 838 1232

128 182 271 422 682 1192

1823 1876 1941 1993 2040 2093 2207 2260 2345
219 221 238 274 329 373 504 605 1137

109 137 210 304 507 801 1017

1335 2436 3015 3529 4011 4295 5139 6145 8295

156 262 563 534

104 121 144 208 263 476 745 1852

31828 32701 33483 34578 35757 36838 39130 40154 41913
74 107 137 214 345 646 1571 1631

150 188 351 673 894

1578 1518 1844 1893 2062 2200 2088 2300 3504

125 174 298 528 735

122 174 227 369 558 969 1558
2149 2210 2257 2284 2315 2357 2474 2516 2644

113 135 149 209 282 454 768 1281 1708

121 172 216 269 313 1163741 1460

2264 2189 2471 2650 2762 2835 2848 2832 3226

204141 405 666

245 322 429 518 655 923 1625 2778 3580
9707 9819 9977 10112 10319 10589 10943 11084 11639

226 274 340 391 599 964 1850 3917 3689
149 179 339 516 821 1377 2884 5977

4288 4448 5123 5537 6344 6853 7103 8817 10646

148 181 233 282 339 476 745 1229 1394

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

JILIN 

À u
it

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

I.MONGOLIA  

6  À u

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998

HUNAN 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1992 1994 1998
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88 109 139 197 235 317 570 854 1601

2423 2476 2551 2632 2713 2807 2979 3045 3172

98 115 134 171 218 321 567 887 2318
92 118 167 211 261 311 665 1325 2178

8035 9759 14898 19024 20963 23907 29687 32400 41137

29 38 45 65 59 87 131 219 359

WESTERN PROVINCES:

65 74 77 103 141 192 318 452 870
1870 1918 1974 2015 2071 2137 2288 2352 2519

77 77 80 99 144 204 369 657 1081

49 65 78 107 145 189 325 515 1133

1251 1257 1319 1256 1457 1599 1740 2257 2930

21 29 29 38 56 85 123 142 336

47 60 79 108 140 211 340 521 842
2779 2831 2904 2965 3042 3140 3340 3402 3658

42 45 54 80 95 126 300 382 796
43 45 53 75 112 152 264 486 832

2072 1835 2223 2499 3000 3397 4162 5100 7169

27 28 48 55 60 63 170 183 402

13 16 18 25 35 50 83 134 227
3555 3737 3907 4068 4243 4445 4822 5038 5382

138 139 147 191 282 440 894 1506 228
12 22 30 42 55 69 135 186 393

1124 1032 1127 1160 1242 1346 1400 1412 1774

48 64 80 109 142 197 284 458 79

294 338 389 508 690 1006 1605 2440 1382
2663 2754 2851 2916 2987 3093 3286 3356 3596

96 110 118 151 219 332 600 1010 1295
63 91 106 139 215 307 485 980 1879

2062 2355 2748 3004 3237 3606 3524 3850 5180

36 42 57 74 87 131 205 302 479
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69 84 110 140 182 301 619 974 1794

3091 3173 3283 3372 3480 3594 3832 3939 4144

59 65 84 109 128 176 464 637 1503

54 68 88 102 132 191 383 843 2517

1553 1352 1506 1632 1700 2109 2391 2615 3413

40 48 62 77 96 135 250 357 615

39 53 65 90 129 193 402 674 1117

1233 1283 1314 1345 1384 1426 1581 1632 1747

25 34 42 60 98 149 317 638 708

59 72 87 134 178 234 490 739 1435

5332 5059 5739 6808 7226 8274 9696 10890 12993

23 30 37 50 66 108 172 306 498

Appendix B.2
Data for imports from China, imports from Hong Kong (HK), HK domestic exports to partner 

country, total HK re-exports to partner country, Chinese exports and HK re-exports to partner 

country from China. We used these data sets in Chapter 5 to deal with export flow inconsistencies 

using the Huang-Broadbent model.

1997 46217 2485 1364 9964 31816 8780
1998 44231 2065 836 8336 29692 7346
1999 44632 1855 709 8767 32399 7560
2000 54391 1645 660 10656 41654 9388
2001 64326 1621 527 10851 45078 9731

62600 10300 7147 33944 32702 31460
1998 71200 10500 6789 33748 37975 31080
1999 70000 10600 6670 34993 41945 32235
2000 100100 9400 7070 40396 52104 36855
2001 102300 9700 6180 36648 54318 33678
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Appendix B.3
Data from 1997 to 2001 for GDP, GDP per capita, geographical distance and import flows for 75 

countries used to construct the trading rules.

1997 Exports GDP GDPpc D s r Im parts 2001 Experts GDP GDPpc Dsr Imparts
.\rgentmA97 465 325 9 11957 721 ArgentmaOI 574 269 7 11957 1281
A astnlia97 2054 394 21 5548 3245 AnstraliaOl 3573 369 19 5548 5431
A astrû97 199 206 25 4646 256 AnstriaOl 354 189 23 4646 662
Belgium97 1361 243 24 4959 916 BelginmOl 2547 230 22 4959 1721
Bnzil97 1051 820 5 10720 1486 BrazilOl 1363 503 3 10720 2347
Canada97 1906 608 20 6510 2001 CanadaOl 3349 694 22 6510 4029
Chile97 562 5 11842 415 ChileOl 816 66 4 11842 1304
Denaiark97 3 72 170 32 4488 347 DenmarkOl 898 162 30 4488 626
Finland97 271 120 23 3939 687 FinlandOl 912 121 23 3939 2376
Frmmce97 2331 139 2 5119 3239 FranceOl 3692 131 2 5119 4105
G crm u^'97 6491 209 3 4585 6184 German>01 9759 185 2 4585 13695
HK97 43797 171 26 1254 6997 HKOl 46503 162 24 1254 9424
India97 934 382 0 2341 897 IndiaOl 1903 477 1 2341 1701
Indonesia 97 1841 215 1 3227 2673 IndonesiaOl 2847 145 1 3227 3888
Iran97 497 90 1 3482 536 In n O l 900 114 2 3482 2424
Ireland 97 128 75 20 5154 67 IrelandOl 530 103 27 5154 613
Irae l9 7 256 98 17 4441 99 IsraelOl 833 108 17 4441 483
Itah'97 2239 114 2 5057 2449 Itah-01 4005 109 2 5057 3784
Japan97 31816 419 3 1307 28988 ApanOl 45078 414 3 1307 42811
Kazakh stan97 95 22 1 2037 433 Kazakh stanOl 328 22 2 2037 961
Malavsia97 1921 98 5 2693 2485 MalarsiaOl 3223 88 4 2693 6206
Mexico97 415 403 4 7750 184 MexiceOl 1802 618 6 7750 761
N.Zealand97 282 65 17 6681 347 N.ZeaIand01 435 50 13 6681 737
Netfaerhnds97 4406 360 23 4874 1072 NetherhndsOI 7293 380 24 4874 1456
Nigeria 97 316 40 0 7138 11 Nigeria 01 919 41 0 7138 228
Nopray97 568 153 35 4377 379 NorwaxOl 412 166 37 4377 571
Faldstan97 691 62 0 2416 379 M dstanO l 820 59 0 2416 581
Fhilippines97 1335 82 1 1764 327 nUlippinesOl 1622 71 1 1764 1945
F0hnd97 673 136 4 4308 32 PthndO l 1017 176 5 4308 226
Romanm97 176 35 2 4396 73 Reman iaOl 255 39 2 4396 104
Russia97 2033 447 3 3608 4084 RnssiaOl 2715 310 2 3608 7959
&Africa97 785 129 3 7255 789 SAfricaOl 1051 113 3 7255 1173
Sandi Arab97 854 140 7 4109 825 Saudi ArahOl 1356 186 9 4109 2723
Singapore97 4321 96 31 2769 4385 SinppereOl 5795 86 21 2769 5143
SJLerea97 9122 443 10 598 14884 SkKereaOl 12544 422 9 598 23396
Spain97 1245 532 14 5742 555 SpainOl 2264 582 14 5742 714
Sadan 97 111 10 0 5216 23 SodanOl 227 13 0 5216 938
Snreden97 527 228 26 4178 1297 SwedenOl 932 210 24 4178 2173
Switzerland 97 615 255 36 5112 873 SwitzeriandOl 652 247 34 5112 1731
Tanran97 3397 1070 16433 TaiwanOl 5006 1070 27344
ThaUand97 1502 154 3 2039 2004 ThailandOl 2504 115 2 2039 4713
Turkej-97 558 190 3 4392 64 Turke\'01 676 148 2 4392 231
UAE97 1301 39 15 3623 84 ÜAE01 2381 46 15 3623 448
UK97 3815 128 2 5071 1977 UKOl 6784 142 2 5071 3525
US97 32703 783 3 6941 16288 USOl 54319 106 6941 26204
Venezuela 97 119 87 4 8955 32 Venezuela 01 444 125 5 8955 146
Vietnam97 1078 25 0 1442 357 VictnamOl 1805 33 0 1442 1009
Yemen97 101 6 0 4676 651 YemenOl 211 9 1 4676 451
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Appendix B.4
In this section we provide the entire validation data sets used in Chapter 6, these include GDP 

sectoral breakdown from 1997 to 2001 for primary (agriculture), secondary (industry and 

manufacturing) and tertiary (services) production. Trade dependence data including exports as % 

o f GDP and domestic demand growth is also provided in this section.

0,256 7,682 5,121 17,411 41,80 1,20
0,791 6,854 3,690 18,716 43,40 3,00
0,518 7,507 4,919 17,862 45,50 3,00
0,469 7,738 4,924 15,241 50,20 2,60
0,464 7,664 5,109 15,096 52,50 -0,20

- - - - 52,90 -1,00

0,242 6,539 4,360 17,438 74,70

82,40

2,90
0,248 6,935 4,458 17,585 75,20 3,20
0,246 6,157 4,433 17,977 75,70 2,40
0,447 6,032 4,468 16,086 85,60 3,30
0,444 5,998 4,443 15,773 85,60 0,50

1,10

DENMARK .Agriculture Industry Manufacturing Services Exp%GDP DD% 
U K (£)
1997 36,4022,110

35,80
38,1024,7650,652 4,562

0,892 7,729 5,054 21,106 44,20 1,90
0,894 7,750 5,067 21,163 45,00 0,90mmm - - - - 44,80 1,20

0,945 8,029 5,904 14,641 38,80 5,10

0,743 6,937 5,203 16,846 37,70 2,30
0,927 7,882 5,796 14,373 42,90 3,10
0,698 7,682 6,052 14,665 40,00 1,70

- - - - 38,70 0,60

0,485 6,306 4,608 17,461 25,50 0,70
0,498 6,480 4,735 17,945 26,10 4,20

25,90 3,70
0,663 5,749 4,201 15,698 28,60 4,50
0,665 5,759 3,987 15,948 28,00 2,00

- - - - 27,10 1,10
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0,259 - - - 27,90 0,60
0,259 - - - 29,00 2,40
0,257 7,204 5,403 18,268 29,60 2,80
0,228 7,077 5,251 15,524 33,80 1,80
0,226 6,999 5,419 15,353 35,30 -0,80

- - - - 35,90 -1,60

GREECE
UK(£)
1997

Manufacturing Services Exp%GDP DD%Agriculture Industry

7,477

20,500,802 2,290
24,102000 2,558 7,249
22,700,887 2,329 7,874
20,50

- - - - 79,70 10,00
- - - - 85,80 9,40

1,285 8,738 15,934 87,60 8,70
1,006 9,050 7,039 15,084 97,40 8,60
1,073 11,269 8,855 14,758 98,40 4,40

- - - - 93,70 2,90

H I 0,608 6,286 4,055 13,383 24,10 2,70
0,626 6,469 4,174 13,982 24,10 3,00
0,615 5,328 3,894 14,550 23,40 3,00
0,559 5,591 3,913 12,672 25,90 2,50
0,566 5,469 3,961 12,825 26,10 1,70

- - - - 24,80 0,80

119,30 6,50
0,444 9,767 34,186 127,30 7,20

135,90 6,30
151,90 3,60

0,442 8,389 36,645 152,40 3,90
145,30 0,10
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0,730 6,566 4,377 17,022 61,10 3,90
61,00 4,80

0,760 6,077 4,051 18,738 60,30 4,30
0,704 6,332 3,987 16,415 67,30 2,80
0,722 6,494 4,089 16,836 65,30 1,40

61,70 -0,10

PORTUGAL Agriculture Industry Manufacturing Services Exp%GDP DD% 
UK(£)

0,424 3,395 2,334 6,790 30,40

30,00

5,30
30,80 6,60

0,462 3,117 7,967 29,70 5,70
31,50 3,00

0,427 3,203 2,029 7,047 30,80 1,30
-0,50

n 26,70 3,50
0,450 2,699 3,749 27,20 5,70

0,609 4,262 0,000 10,504 27,50 5,60
0,564 4,374 2,822 9,313 30,10 4,50
0,581 4,359 2,761 9,590 29,90 3,00

28,40 2,60

41,40 1,30
42,50 4,30
42,60 3,40

0,539 7,817 4,531 18,598 45,80 4,00
0,491 6,623 4,334 17,416 45,20 0,10

43,30 0,60

UK
UK(£)

Agriculture Industry Manufacturing Services Exp%GDP DD%

0,450 6,974 4,725 15,074 28,70 3,60
0,481 7,449 5,046 16,099 26,80 4,80
0,246 6,145 18,188 26,40 3,80
0,241 6,985 4,335 16,860 28,10 3,80
0,239 6,445 4,535 17,186 27,30 2,70

26,10 3,00
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